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Translators' Introduction

For nearly twenty years, the jointly signed works

of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari ' have made

an extraordinary impact. This book, which was

published in France in 1991, was at the top of

the best-seller list for several weeks. But despite

its popular success, What Is philosophy? is not a

primer or a textbook. It more closely resembles a

manifesto produced under the slogan "Philoso

phers ofthe world, create!" It is a book that

speaks about philosophy, and about philosophies

and philosophers, but it is even more a book that

takes up arms for philosophy. Most of all, per

haps, it is a book of philosophy as a practice of

.the creation of concepts.?

Felix Guattari died on August 29, 1992, at

the age of sixty-two. The production of this book

1. In order of original publication these are Anti-Oedipus,
trans. Robert Hurley, Mark Seem, and Helen R. Lane (Min
neapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983); Kafka: To
ward a Minor Literature, trans. Dana Polan (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1986); A Thousand Plateaus,
trans. Brian Massumi (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota

Press, 1987).
2. For a general discussion ofthis book see Eric Alliez,

La Signature du Monde: ou, Qu'est-ce que la philosophiede De

leuze et Guattari? (Paris: Editions du Cerf, 1993).
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ship" that has rew precedellts in pllilosophy.: Ikin 1/.1' 1,:1:; :;I",kell or

their way of working on a number or occasions: "WI' do 1101 work

together, we work between the two.... We don't work, we negot i·

ate. We were never in the same rhythm, we were always out or

step."4 The interaction with Guattari the nonphilosopher brought

the philosopher Deleuze to a new stage: from thinking the multiple

to doing the multiple.

This process of "a parallel evolution" is exemplified in the "con

ceptual vitalism" of this book. Deleuze and Guattari are the thinkers

of "lines of flight," of the openings that allow thought to escape

from the constraints that seek to define and enclose creativity. This

conception and practice of philosophy as conceptual creation poses

some special difficulties for the translator, as

some concepts must be indicated by an extraordinary and

sometimes even barbarous or shocking word, whereas others

make do with an ordinary, everyday word that is filled with

harmonics so distant that it risks being imperceptible to a

nonphilosophical ear. Some concepts call for archaisms, and

others for neologisms, shot through with almost crazy etymo

logical exercises."

In translating such words our first arm has been consistency.

We have sought to use the same English word on each occasion.

Furthermore, we have tried to avoid departure from other recent

translations of Deleuze and Guattari's works. The translation of these

key terms is marked with translators' notes. We have tried to keep

3. Deleuze's own production shows no sign of diminishing after forty years of
writing. His latest work, Critique et Clinique (Paris: Minuit, 1993) was published on
September 8, 1993. He is at present writing a work on "the greatness of Marx."

4. Gilles Deleuze and Claire Parnet, Dialogues, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Bar
bara Habberjam (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1987), p. 17.

5· Ibid., pp. 7-8.

';uI'I, lIo!C'S to ;1 1Il111l11lU11I; they arc indicated hy all asterisk and

app('ar at the bottom of the page.

;\ number of terms used throughout the book present particular

difficulties. There are various English translations of chiffre, for ex

ample. These include "figure," "numeral," "sum total," "initials" or

"monogram," "secret code" or "cipher." None of these capture the

philosophical use of the word in the present work. In most instances,

we have rendered chiffre as "combination" to indicate an identifying

numeral (in the sense of the combination of a safe or an opus number,

as in music) of a multiplicity, but which is not, however, a number in

the sense of a measure.

The word voisinage here has the general sense of "neighborhood"

but also its mathematical sense, as in "neighborhood of a point,"

which in a linear set (for example, the points of a straight line) is an

open segment containing this point. Grdonnee can have the general

sense of "ordered." Deleuze and Guattari also use the word in the

more technical sense of "ordinate" (as in the vertical, or y-coordinate

of Cartesian geometry) in contrast with "abscissa" (the horizontal or

x-coordinate).

It is difficult to find a single English equivalent for the word

survol. The word derives from survoler, "to fly over" or "to skim or

rapidly run one's eyes over something." However, the present use

derives from the philosopher Raymond Ruyer." Ruyer uses the notion

of an absolute or nondimensional "survol" to describe the relationship

of the "I-unity" to the subjective sensation of a visual field. This

sensation, he says, tempts us to imagine the "I" as a kind of invisible

center outside, and situated in a supplementary dimension perpendic

ular to, the whole of the visual field that it surveys from a distance.

However, this is an error. The immediate survey of the unity of the

visual field made up of many different details takes place within the

dimension of the visual sensation itself; it is a kind of "sci r-enjoy-

6. In Nco-Fmalisme (Paris: PUF, 1952), especially chap. 9.
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tlu-rr-Ior.- rClldt'lTd surco! as "survrv."?

We would like to thank all those who have g-iVC'1I liS supporf alld

assistance, including in particular Martin Joughin and Michck- I A'

Dceuff, Finally, we would like to thank our editors at ColulIlhia
University Press for their assistance and persistence in the face of our
continual attempts to deterritorialize their schedules. This translation
is dedicated to Georgia and Felix and to Bebb.

Hugh Tomlinson

Graham Burchell

7. See also Gilles Deleuze, The of Sense, trans, Mark Lester (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1990), in which suruolant is translated as "surveying."

What Is Philosophy?



Introduction: The Question Then ...

The question what is philosophy? can perhaps be

posed only late in life, with the arrival of old age

and the time for speaking concretely. In fact, the

bibliography on the nature of philosophy is very

limited. It is a question posed in a moment of

quiet restlessness, at midnight, when there is no

longer anything to ask. It was asked before; it

was always being asked, but too indirectly or

obliquely; the question was too artificial, too ab

stract. Instead of being seized by it, those who

asked the question set it out and controlled it in

passing. They were not sober enough. There

was too much desire to do philosophy to wonder

what it was, except as a stylistic exercise. That

point of nonstyle where one can finally say,

"What is it I have been doing all my life?" had

not been reached. There are times when old age

produces not eternal youth but a sovereign free

dom, a pure necessity in which one enjoys a mo

ment of grace between life and death, and in

which all the parts of the machine come togdher

to send into the future a feature that cuts across
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all ages: Titian, Turner, Monet;' In old a!!:(' T'uruc-r ;Uqllll"d <II \\011

the right to take painting down a deserted path of 110 I'd urn I 1i;ll is

indistinguishable from a final question. Vie de Rance could Iw said to

mark both Chateaubriand's old age and the start of modern litera

ture.? Cinema too sometimes offers us its gifts of the third age, as

when Ivens, for example, blends his laughter with the witch's laugh

ter in the howling wind. Likewise in philosophy, Kant's Critique of

Judgment is an unrestrained work of old age, which his successors

have still not caught up with: all the mind's faculties overcome their

limits, the very limits that Kant had so carefully laid down in the

works of his prime.

We cannot claim such a status. Simply, the time has come for us

to ask what philosophy is. We had never stopped asking this question

previously, and we already had the answer, which has not changed:

philosophy is the art of forming, inventing, and fabricating concepts.

But the answer not only had to take note of the question, it had to

determine its moment, its occasion and circumstances, its landscapes

and personae, its conditions and unknowns. It had to be possible to

ask the question "between friends," as a secret or a confidence, or as

a challenge when confronting the enemy, and at the same time to

reach that twilight hour when one distrusts even the friend. It is then

that you say, "That's what it was, but I don't know if I really said it,

or if I was convincing enough." And you realize that having said it or

been convincing hardly matters because, in any case, that is what it

is now.

We will see that concepts need conceptual personae [personnages

conceptuels"] that playa part in their definition. Friend is one such

persona that is even said to reveal the Greek origin of philo-sophy:

"Deleuze's and Guattari's personnages conceptuel has affiliations with Messiaen's
personnages rqthmiquc», which Brian Massumi translates as "rhythmic characters" in
Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus (London: Athlone, 1988).
We have preferred persona and personae to character and characters in order to empha
size the distinction between Deleuze's and Guattari's notion and a more general notion

Int ....uhucliun: The Q ..c~.ti.... Ih.· .. _ _ _

ollll'r civilizatiolls had sa!!:es, but t.h« (;rccks illLrodtl('(' till's('

"I't-il:llds" who an' not just more modest sages. The Greeks might

seem 10 have confirmed the death of the sage and to have replaced

him with philosophers-the friends of wisdom, those who seek wis

dom but do not formally possess i1.3 But the difference between the

sage and the philosopher would not be merely one of degree, as on a

scale: the old oriental sage thinks, perhaps, in Figures, whereas the

philosopher invents and thinks the Concept. Wisdom has changed a

great deal. It is even more difficult to know what friend signifies,

even and especially among the Greeks. Does it designate a type of

competent intimacy, a sort of material taste and potentiality, like that

of the joiner with wood-is the potential of wood latent in the good

joiner; is he the friend of the wood? The question is important

because the friend who appears in philosophy no longer stands for an

extrinsic persona, an example or empirical circumstance, but rather

for a presence that is intrinsic to thought, a condition of possibility of

thought itself, a living category, a transcendental lived reality [un

vecu transcendental]. With the creation of philosophy, the Greeks

violently force the friend into a relationship that is no longer a rela

tionship with an other but one with an Entity, an Objectality [Ob

jectite*], an Essence-Plato's friend, but even more the friend of

wisdom, of truth or the concept, like Philalethes and Theophilus.

The philosopher is expert in concepts and in the lack of them. He

knows which of them are not viable, which are arbitrary or inconsis

tent, which ones do not hold up for an instant. On the other hand, he

also knows which are well formed and attest to a creation, however

disturbing or dangerous it may be.

What does friend mean when it becomes a conceptual persona, or

of characters referring to any figures appearing, for example, in a philosophical dia
logue.

"In her translation of Sartre's Being and Nothingness (New York: Philosophical
Library, 1956), Hazel Barnes translates objectiti, which she glosses as "the quality or
state of being an object" (p. 632), as "objectness" or, on occasions, as "object-state."
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a condition for the exercise ofthought? Or rathe-r, are \\T not 1:J1"'II!',

of the lover? Does not the friend reintroduce into tholli!,'ht :1 vita]

relationship with the Other that was supposed to have been excluded
from pure thought? Or again, is it not a matter of someone other than
the friend or lover? For if the philosopher is the friend or lover of
wisdom, is it not because lays claim to wisdom, striving for it
potentially rather than actually possessing it? Is the friend also the
claimant then, and is that of which he claims to be the friend the
Thing to which he lays claim but not the third party who, on the
contrary, becomes a rival? Friendship would then involve competitive
distrust of the rival as much as amorous striving toward the object of
desire. The basic point about friendship is that the two friends are
like claimant and rival (but who could tell them apartf ). It is in this
first aspect that philosophy seems to be something Greek and coin
cides with the contribution of cities: the formation of societies of
friends or equals but also the promotion of relationships of rivalry
between and within them, the contest between claimants in every

sphere, in love, the games, tribunals, the judiciaries, politics, and
even in thonght, which finds its condition not only in the friend
but in the claimant and the rival (the dialectic Plato defined as
amphisbetesis). It is the rivalry of free men, a generalized athleticism:
the agon." Friendship must reconcile the integrity of the essence and
the rivalry of claimants. Is this not too great a task?

Friend, lover, claimant and rival are transcendental determinations
that do not for that reason lose their intense and animated existence,
in one persona or in several. When again today Maurice Blanchot,
one of the rare thinkers to consider the meaning of the word friend in
philosophy, takes up this question internal to the conditions of
thought as such, does he not once more introduce new conceptual
personae into the heart of the purest Thought? But in this case the

We have preferred "objectality," in line with Massumi's translation of visageite as
"faciality" in A Thousand Plateaus.

Introduction: The Question Tilen. . .

p'TSOII,W alT hardly (:rcek, arriving- from elsewhere as if they had

i!,'0ne t hroug-h a catastrophe that draws them toward new living rela
t iouships raised to the level of a priori characteristics-a turning
away, a certain tiredness, a certain distress between friends that

converts friendship itself to thought of the concept as distrust and
infinite patience?5 The list of conceptual personae is never closed and
for that reason plays an important role in the evolution or transforma
tions of philosophy. The diversity of conceptual personae must be
understood without being reduced to the already complex unity of
the Greek philosopher.

The philosopher is the concept's friend; he is potentiality of the
concept. That is, philosophy is not a simple art of forming, inventing,

or fabricating concepts, because concepts are not necessarily forms,
discoveries, or products. More rigorously, philosophy is the discipline
that involves concepts. Does this mean that the friend is
friend of his own creations? Or is the actuality of the concept due to
the potential of the friend, in the unity of creator and his double? The
object of philosophy is to create concepts that are always new. Be
cause the concept must be created, it refers back to the philosopher

as the one who has it potentially, or who has its power and compe
tence. It is no objection to say that creation is the prerogative of the
sensory and the arts, since art brings spiritual entities into existence
while philosophical concepts are also "sensibilia." In fact, sciences,
arts, and philosophies are all equally creative, although only philoso
phy creates concepts in the strict sense. Concepts are not waiting for
us ready-made, like heavenly bodies. There is no heaven for concepts.
They must be invented, fabricated, or rather created and would be
nothing without their creator's signature. Nietzsche laid down the
task of philosophy when he wrote, "[Philosophers] must no longer
accept concepts as a gift, nor merely purify and polish them, but first
make and create them, present them and make them convincing.
Hitherto one has generally trusted one's concepts as if they were a
wonderful dowry from some sort of wonderland," but trust must be
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replaced IJy distrust, and philosoplwrs nllisl di.st lust I II n'i I 1110.';" (011

cepts they did not create themselves (Plato was rully aware or (Iu»,

even though he taught the opposite)." Plato said that Ideas must Iw

contemplated, but first of all he had to create the concept of Idea.

What would be the value of a philosopher of whom one could say,

"He has created no concepts; he has not created his own concepts"?

We can at least see what philosophy is not: it is not contemplation,

reflection, or communication. This is the case even though it may

sometimes believe it is one or other of these, as a result of the capacity

of every discipline to produce its own illusions and to hide behind its

own peculiar smokescreen. It is not contemplation, for contempla

tions are things themselves as seen in the creation of their specific

concepts. It is not reflection, because no one needs philosophy to

reflect on anything. It is thought that philosophy is being given a

great deal by being turned into the art of reflection, but actually it

loses everything. Mathematicians, as mathematicians, have never

waited for philosophers before reflecting on mathematics, nor artists

before reflecting on painting or music. So long as their reflection

belongs to their respective creation, it is a bad joke to say that this

makes them philosophers. Nor does philosophy find any final refuge

in communication, which only works under the sway of opinions in

order to create "consensus" and not concepts. The idea of a Western

democratic conversation between friends has never produced a single

concept. The idea comes, perhaps, from the Greeks, but they dis

trusted it so much, and subjected it to such harsh treatment, that

the concept was more like the ironical soliloquy bird that surveyed

[suTVolait] the battlefield of destroyed rival opinions (the drunken

guests at the banquet). Philosophy does not contemplate, reflect, or

communicate, although it must create concepts for these actions or

passions. Contemplation, reflection and communication are not disci

plines but machines for constituting Universals in every discipline.

The Universals of contemplation, and then of reflection, are like two

illusions through which philosophy has already passed in its dream of

Introduction: The Question Then - - .

dOlllinating' the other disciplines (objective idealism and subjective

idealism). Moreover, it does no credit to philosophy for it to present

itself as a new Athens by falling back on Universals of communica

tion that would provide rules for an imaginary mastery of the markets

and the media (intersubjective idealism). Every creation is singular,

and the concept as a specifically philosophical creation is always a

singularity. The first principle of philosophy is that Universals ex

plain nothing but must themselves be explained.
To know oneself, to learn to think, to act as if nothing were self

evident-wondering, "wondering that there is being"-these, and

many other determinations of philosophy create interesting attitudes,

however tiresome they may be in the long run, but even from a

pedagogical point of view they do not constitute a well-defined occu

pation or precise activity. On the other hand, the following definition

of philosophy can be taken as being decisive: knowledge through

pure concepts. But there is no reason to oppose knowledge through

concepts and the construction of concepts within possible experience

on the one hand and through intuition on the other. For, according

to the Nietzschean verdict, you will know nothing through concepts

unless you have first created them-that is, constructed them in an

intuition specific to them: a field, a plane, and a ground that must not

be confused with them but that shelters their seeds and the personae

who cultivate them. Constructivism requires every creation to be a

construction on a plane that gives it an autonomous existence. To

create concepts is, at the very least, to make something. This alters

the question of philosophy's use or usefulness, or even of its harm

fulness (to whom is it harmful?).
Many problems hurry before the hallucinating eyes of an old man

who sees all sorts of philosophical concepts and conceptual personae

confronting one another. First, concepts are and remain signed: Aris

totle's substance, Descartes's cogito, Leibniz's monad, Kant's condi

tion, Schelling's power, Bergson's duration [duree]. But also, some

concepts must be indicated by an extraordinary and sometimes even
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nary, everyday word that is filled with harmonics so distant lhal il

risks being imperceptible to a nonphilosophical ear. Some concepts

call for archaisms, and others for neologisms, shot through with

almost crazy etymological exercises: etymology is like a specifically

philosophical athleticism. In each case there must be a strange neces

sity lor these words and for their choice, like an element of style.

The concept's baptism calls for a specifically philosophical taste that

proceeds with violence or by insinuation and constitutes a philosophi

cal language within language-not just a vocabulary but a syntax
that attains the sublime or a great beauty. Although concepts are

dated, signed, and baptized, they have their own way of not dying

while remaining subject to constraints of renewal, replacement, and

mutation that give philosophy a history as well as a turbulent geogra

phy, each moment and place of which is preserved (but in time) and

that passes (but outside time). What unity remains for philosophies,

it will be asked, if concepts constantly change? Is it the same for the

sciences and arts that do not work with concepts? And what are their

respective histories the histories of? If philosophy is this continuous

creation of concepts, then obviously the question arises not only of

what a concept is as philosophical Idea but also of the nature of the

other creative Ideas that are not concepts and that are due to the arts
and sciences, which have their own history and becoming and which

have their own variable relationships with one another and with

philosophy. The exclusive right of concept creation secures a function

for philosophy, but it does not it any preeminence or privilege

since there are other ways of thinking and creating, other modes of

ideation that, like scientific thought, do not have to pass through

concepts. We always come back to the question of the use of this

activity of creating concepts, in its difference from scientific or artistic

activity. Why, through what necessity, and for what use must con
cepts, and always new concepts, be created? And in order to do

'l Introduction: The Question Then. . .

what" To say that t.lu: ~reatlless of philosophy lies precisely in its not

having; any lise is a frivolous answer that not even young people find

amusing any more. In any case, the death of metaphysics or the

overcoming of philosophy has never been a problem for us: it is just

tiresome, idle chatter. Today it is said that systems are bankrupt, but

it is only the concept of system that has changed. So long as there is

a time and a place for creating concepts, the operation that under

takes this will always be called philosophy, or will be indistinguish
able from philosophy even if it is called something else.

We know, however, that the friend or lover, as claimant, does not

lack rivals. If we really want to say that philosophy originates with

the Greeks, it is because the city, unlike the empire or state, invents

the agon as the rule of a society of "friends," of the community of free

men as rivals (citizens). This is the invariable situation described by

Plato: if each citizen lays claim to something, then we need to be able

to judge the validity of claims. The joiner lays claim to wood, but he

comes up against the forester, the lumberjack, and the carpenter,
who all say, "I am the friend of wood." If it is a matter of the care of

men, then there are many claimants who introduce themselves as

man's friend: the peasant who feeds people, the weaver who clothes
them, the doctor who nurses them, and the warrior who protects

them.? In all these cases the selection is made from what is, after all,

a somewhat narrow circle of claimants. But this is not the case in

politics where, according to Plato, anyone can lay claim to anything

in Athenian democracy. Hence the necessity for Plato to put things

in order and create authorities for judging the validity of these claims:

the Ideas as philosophical concepts. But, even here, do we not en

counter all kinds of claimants who say, "I am the true philosopher,

the friend of Wisdom or of the Well-Founded"? This rivalry culmi

nates in the battle between philosopher and sophist, fighting over the

old sage's remains. How, then, is the false friend to be distinguished

from the true friend, the concept from the simulacrum? The simula-
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powers of the comic and the tragic.
Closer to our own time, philosophy has encountered many new

rivals. To start with, the human and especially sociology,
wanted to replace it. But because philosophy, taking refuge in univer
sals, increasingly misunderstood its vocation for creating concepts, it
was no longer clear what was at stake. Was it a matter of giving up
the creation of concepts in favor of a rigorous human science or,
alternatively, of transforming the nature of concepts by turning them
into the collective representations or worldviews created by the vital,
historical, and spiritual forces of different peoples? Then it was the
turn of epistemology, of linguistics, or even of psychoanalysis and
logical analysis. In successive challenges, philosophy confronted in
creasingly insolent and calamitous rivals that Plato himself would
never have imagined in his most comic moments. Finally, the most
shameful moment came when computer science, marketing, design,
and advertising, all the disciplines of communication, seized hold of

the word concept itself and said: "This is our concern, we are the
creative ones, we are the ideas men! We are the friends of the concept,
we put it in our computers." Information and creativity, concept and
enterprise: there is already an abundant bibliography. Marketing has

preserved the idea of a certain relationship between the concept and
the event. But here the concept has become the set of product dis
plays (historical, scientific, artistic, sexual, pragmatic), and the event
has become the exhibition that sets up various displays and the
"exchange of ideas" it is supposed to promote. The only events are
exhibitions, and the only concepts are products that can be sold.
Philosophy has not remained unaffected by the general movement
that replaced Critique with sales promotion. The simulacrum, the

simulation of a packet of noodles, has become the true concept; and
the one who packages the product, commodity, or work of art has
become the philosopher, conceptual persona, or artist. How could

'1
I

philosophy, all old perSO!l, compete against young executives III a

!"an' [or the universals of communication for determining the market
able form of the concept, Merzi" Certainly, it is painful to learn that
Concept indicates a society of information services and engineering.

But the more philosophy comes up against shameless and inane rivals
and encounters them at its very core, the more it feels driven to fulfill
the task of creating concepts that are aerolites rather than commercial
products. It gets the giggles, which wipe away its tears. So, the
question of philosophy is the singular point where concept and cre

ation are related to each other.
Philosophers have not been sufficiently concerned with the nature

of the concept as philosophical reality. They have preferred to think

of it as a given knowledge or representation that can be explained by
the faculties able to form it (abstraction or generalization) or employ
it (judgment), But the concept is not given, it is created; it is to be
created. It is not formed but posits itself in itself-it is a self-positing.

Creation and self-positing mutually imply each other because what is
truly created, from the living being to the work of art, thereby enjoys
a self-positing of itself, or an autopoetic characteristic by which it is

recognized. The concept posits itself to the same extent that it is
created. What depends on a free creative activity is also that which,

independently and necessarily, posits itself in itself: the most subjec
tive will be the most objective. The post-Kantians, and notably
Schelling and Hegel, are the philosophers who paid most attention to

the concept as philosophical reality in this sense. Hegel powerfully
defined the concept by the "Figures of its creation and the Moments
of its self-positing. The figures become parts of the concept because
they constitute the aspect through which the concept is created by
and in consciousness, through successive minds; whereas the Mo-

•Merz is the term coined by the artist Kurt Schwitters to refer to the aesthetic
combination of any kind of material, and the equal value of these different materials, in
his collages and assemblages. The term itself came from a fragment of a word in one of

his assemblages, the whole phrase being "Kommerz lind Privatbank."
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showed that the concept has nothing whatever 10 do wilh :1 ~';l'lll"ral

or abstract idea, any more than with an uncreated \Visdolll 1hat dol'S

not depend on philosophy itself. But he succeeded in c!oinl-; this al

the cost of an indeterminate extension of philosophy that, because it

reconstituted universals with its own moments and treated the perso

nae of its own creation as no more than ghostly puppets, left scarcely
any independent movement of the arts and sciences remaining. The

post-Kantians concentrated on a universal encyclopedia ofthe concept

that attributed concept creation to a pure subjectivity rather than

taking on the more modest task of a pedagogy of the concept, which
would have to analyze the conditions of creation as factors of always

singular moments.P If the three ages ofthe concept are the encyclope
dia, pedagogy, and commercial professional training, only the second

can safeguard us from falling from the heights of the first into the

disaster of the third-an absolute disaster for thought whatever its
benefits might be, of course, from the viewpoint of universal capi

talism.

Part One

Philosophy



1. What Is a Concept?

There are no simple concepts. Every concept has

components and is defined by them. It therefore

has a combination [chiffre*]. It is a multiplicity,

although not every multiplicity is conceptual.

There is no concept with only one component.

Even the first concept, the one with which a phi

losophy "begins," has several components, be

cause it is not obvious that philosophy must have

a beginning, and if it does determine one, it must

combine it with a point of view or a ground [une

raison]. Not only do Descartes, Hegel, and

Feuerbach not begin with the same concept, they

do not have the same concept of beginning. Ev

ery concept is at least double or triple, etc. Nei

ther is there a concept possessing every compo

nent, since this would be chaos pure and simple.

Even so-called universals as ultimate concepts

must escape the chaos by circumscribing a uni

verse that explains them (contemplation, reflec

tion, communication). Every concept has an ir

regular contour defined by the sum of its compo-

'See translators' introduction.
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mutx, which is why, rrolll Plato to Ikrgsoll, we lilld II... 1.1";1 "IIII<'

concept being; a matter or urticulation , or CIlUIII!!: am l cross cllllll!!':.

The concept is a whole because it totalizes its compone-nts, hilt il is a
fragmentary whole. Only on this condition can it escaJl(~ t1l(~ llH'lltal

chaos constantly threatening it, stalking it, trying to reabsorb it.
On what conditions is a concept first, not absolutely but in relation

to another? For example, is another person [autrui] necessarily second
in relation to a self? If so, it is to the extent that its concept is that or
an other-a subject that presents itself as an object-which is special
in relation to the self: they are two components. In fact, if the other
person is identified with a special object, it is now only the other
subject as it appears to me; and if we identify it with another subject,
it is me who is the other person as I appear to that subject. All
concepts are connected to problems without which they would have
no meaning and which can themselves only be isolated or understood
as their solution emerges. We are dealing here with a problem con
cerning the plurality of subjects, their relationship, and their recipro
cal presentation. Of course, everything changes if we think that we
discover another problem: what is the nature of the other person's
position that the other subject comes to "occupy" only when it ap
pears to me as a special object, and that I in turn corne to occupy as
special object when I appear to the other subject? From this point of
view the other person is not anyone-neither subject nor object.
There are several subjects because there is the other person, not the
reverse. The other person thus requires an a priori concept from
which the special object, the other subject, and the self must
all derive, not the other way around. The order has changed, as has
the nature of the concepts and the problems to which they are sup
posed to respond. We put to one side the question of the difference
between scientific and philosophical problems. However, even in
philosophy, concepts are only created as a function of problems which
are thought to be badly understood or badly posed (pedagogy of the
concept).

1
I

I'l What Is a Concept'!

Ld ux proC('(:d in a summary fashion: we will consider a field of
(';qwri(,llce taken as a real world no longer in relation to a self but to
a simple "there is." There at some moment, a calm and restful
world. Suddenly a frightened face looms up that looks at something
out of the field. The other person appears here as neither subject nor
object but as something that is very different: a possible world, the
possibility of a frightening world. This possible world is not real, or
not yet, but it exists nonetheless: it is an expressed that exists only in
its expression-the face, or an equivalent of the face. To begin with,
the other person is this existence of a possible world. And this possi
ble world also has a specific reality in itself, as possible: when the
expressing speaks and says, "I am frightened," even if its words are
untruthful, this is enough for a reality to be given to the possible as
such. This is the only meaning of the "I" as linguistic index. But it is
not indispensable: China is a possible world, but it takes on a reality

as soon as Chinese is spoken or China is spoken about within a given
field of experience. This is very different from the situation in which
China is realized by becoming the field of experience itself. Here,
then, is a concept of the other that presupposes no more than the
determination of a sensory world as condition. On this condition the
other appears as the expression of a possible. The other is a possible
world as it exists in a face that expresses it and takes shape in a
language that gives it a reality. In this sense it is a concept with
three inseparable components: possible world, existing face, and real

language or speech.
Obviously, every concept has a history. This concept of the other

person goes back to Leibniz, to his possible worlds and to the monad
as expression of the world. But it is not the same problem, because in
Leibniz possibles do not exist in the real world. It is also found in the
modal logic of propositions. But these do not confer on possible
worlds the reality that corresponds to their truth conditions (even
when Wittgenstein envisages propositions of fear or pain, he does not
see them as modalities that can be expressed in a position of the other
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person because he leaves the other person oscilbt illl-!: Iw( W('('II .urot lur

subject and a special object). Possible worlds have a long' history.' III

short, we say that every concept always has a history, even thou~11

this history zigzags, though it passes, if need be, through other

problems or onto different planes. In any concept there are usually
bits or components that come from other concepts, which corres

ponded to other problems and presupposed other planes. This is
inevitable because each concept carries out a new cutting-out, takes

on new contours, and must be reactivated or recut.

On the other hand, a concept also has a becoming that involves its
relationship with concepts situated on the same plane. Here concepts

link up with each other, support one another, coordinate their con

tours, articulate their respective problems, and belong to the same

philosophy, even if they have different histories. In fact, having a

finite number of components, every concept will branch off toward

other concepts that are differently composed but that constitute other

regions of the same plane, answer to problems that can be connected
to each other, and participate in a co-creation. A concept requires not

only a problem through which it recasts or replaces earlier concepts

but a junction of problems where it combines with other coexisting

concepts. The concept of the Other Person as expression of a possible

world in a perceptual field leads us to consider the components of this

field for itself in a new way. No longer being either subject of the

field or object in the field, the other person will become the condition

under which not only subject and object are redistributed but also

figure and ground, margins and center, moving object and reference

point, transitive and substantial, length and depth. The Other Person

is always perceived as an other, but in its concept it is the condition

of all perception, for others as for ourselves. It is the condition for our

passing from one world to another. The Other Person makes the

world go by, and the "I" now designates only a past world ("I was

peaceful"). For example, the Other Person is enough to make any

length a possible depth in space, and vice versa, so that if this concept

I

I

did 1101 I'uud ion ill the perceptual field, transitions and inversions

would become incomprehensible, and we would always run up

a~ainst things, the possible having disappeared. Or at least, philo

sophically, it would be necessary to find another reason for not run

ning up against them. It is in this way that, on a determinable plane,

we go from one concept to another by a kind of bridge. The creation

of a concept of the Other Person with these components will entail

the creation of a new concept of perceptual space, with other compo

nents to be determined (not running up against things, or not too

much, will be part of these components).
We started with a fairly complex example. How could we do

otherwise, because there is no simple concept? Readers may start

from whatever example they like. We believe that they will reach the

same conclusion about the nature of the concept or the concept of

concept. First, every concept relates back to other concepts, not only

in its history but in its becoming or its present connections. Every

concept has components that may, in turn, be grasped as concepts
(so that the Other Person has the face among its components, but the

Face will itself be considered as a concept with its own components).

Concepts, therefore, extend to infinity and, being created, are never

created from nothing. Second, what is distinctive about the concept
is that it renders components inseparable within itself. Components,

or what defines the consistency of the concept, its endoconsistency,
are distinct, heterogeneous, and yet not separable. The point is that

each partially overlaps, has a zone of neighborhood [zone de »oisi

nage*], or a threshold ofindiscernibility, with another one. For exam

ple, in the concept of the other person, the possible world does not

exist outside the face that expresses it, although it is distinguished

from it as expressed and expression; and the face in turn is the vicinity

of the words for which it is already the megaphone. Components

remain distinct, but something passes from one to the other, some-

'See translator's introduction
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hdong-s to both a and b, where a alld Ii "l x-cou u" illdisenllihk.
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internal consistency of the concept. But the concept also has all

exoconsistency with other concepts, when their respective creation

implies the construction of a bridge on the same plane. Zones and

bridges are the joints of the concept.
Third, each concept will therefore be considered as the point of

coincidence, condensation, or accumulation of its own components.

The conceptual point constantly traverses its components, rising and

falling within them. In this sense, each component is an intensive

feature, an intensive ordinate [ordonnee intensive*], which must be

understood not as general or particular but as a pure and simple

singularity-"a" possible world, "a" face, "some" words----that is

particularized or generalized depending upon whether it is given
variable values or a constant function. But, unlike the position in

science, there is neither constant nor variable in the concept, and we
no more pick out a variable for a constant genus than we do a

constant species for variable individuals. In the concept there are

only ordinate relationships, not relationships of comprehension or

extension, and the concept's components are neither constants nor

variables but pure and simple variations ordered according to their

neighborhood. l'hey are processual, modular. The concept of a bird
is found not in its genus or species but in the composition of its

postures, colors, and songs: something indiscernible that is not so
much synesthetic as syneidetic, A concept is a heterogenesis----that is

to say, an ordering of its components by zones of neighborhood. It is

ordinal, an intension present in all the features that make it up. The
concept is in a state of survey [.nlrvolt] in relation to its components,

endlessly traversing them according to an order without distance. It

•See translators' introduction.

[See translators' introduction.

I

is inlnwdi;lkly ('opITs{'nl. to all its components or variations, at no

distance from them, passing back and forth through them: it is a
refrain, all opus with its number (chiffre).

The concept is an incorporeal, even though it is incarnated or

effectuated in bodies. But, in fact, it is not mixed up with the state of

affairs in which it is effectuated. It does not have spatiotemporal

coordinates, only intensive ordinates. It has no energy, only intensit

ies; it is anenergetic (energy is not intensity but rather the way in

which the latter is deployed and nullified in an extensive state of

affairs). The concept speaks the event, not the essence or the thing

pure Event, a hecceity, an entity: the event of the Other or of the face

(when, in turn, the face is taken as concept). It is like the bird as

event. The concept is defined by the inseparability of a finite number

of heterogeneous components traversed by a point of absolute survey at

infinite speed. Concepts are "absolute surfaces or volumes," forms

whose only object is the inseparability of distinct variations." The

"survey" [survol] is the state of the concept or its specific infinity,

although the infinities may be larger or smaller according to the

number of components, thresholds and bridges. In this sense the

concept is act of thought, it is thought operating at infinite (although
greater or lesser) speed.

The concept is therefore both absolute and relative: it is relative to
its own components, to other concepts, to the plane on which it is

defined, and to the problems it is supposed to resolve; but it is

absolute through the condensation it carries out, the site it occupies
on the plane, and the conditions it assigns to the problem. As whole

it is absolute, but insofar as it is fragmentary it is relative. It is infinite

through its surveyor its speed but finite through its movement that traces

the contour of its components. Philosophers are always recasting and

even changing their concepts: sometimes the development of a point

of detail that produces a new condensation, that adds or withdraws
components, is enough. Philosophers sometimes exhibit a forgetful

ness that almost makes them ill. According to Jaspers, Nietzsche,
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"corrected his ideas himself ill order to (T(';II<' IW\\ olle;; wit ln rut

explicitly admitting it; when his health ddnioralnl III' li'l"!;ol I II<'

conclusions he had arrived at earlier." Or, as LeilJlliz said, "I thollg;hl

I had reached port; but ... I seemed to be cast back a~aill into the
open sea."s What remains absolute, however, is the way in which the
created concept is posited in itself and with others. The relativity and
absoluteness of the concept are like its pedagogy and its ontology, its
creation and its self-positing, its ideality and its reality-the concept
is real without being actual, ideal without being abstract. The con
cept is defined by its consistency, its endoconsistency and exoconsis
tency, but it has no reference; it is self-referential; it posits itself and
its object at the same time as it is created. Constructivism unites the
relative and the absolute.

Finally, the concept is not discursive, and philosophy is not a
discursive formation, because it does not link propositions together.

Confusing concept and proposition produces a belief in the existence
of scientific concepts and a view of the proposition as a genuine
"intension" (what the sentence expresses). Consequently, the philo
sophical concept usually appears only as a proposition deprived of
sense. This confusion reigns in logic and explains its infantile idea of
philosophy. Concepts are measured against a "philosophical" gram
mar that replaces them with propositions extracted from the sentences
in which they appear. We are constantly trapped between alternative
propositions and do not see that the concept has already passed into
the excluded middle. The concept is not a proposition at all; it is not
propositional, and the proposition is never an intension. Propositions
are defined by their reference, which concerns not the Event but
rather a relationship with a state of affairs or body and with the
conditions of this relationship. Far from constituting an intension,
these conditions are entirely extensional. They imply operations by
which abscissas or successive linearizations are formed that force in
tensive ordinates into spatiotemporal and energetic coordinates, by
which the sets so determined are made to correspond to each other.

Wh.. t Is •• Concept?

Th('sl' SIHT('ssiollS and correspondences define discursiveness in ex

tensive systems. The independence of variables in propositions is op
posed to the inseparability of variations in the concept. Concepts,
which have only consistency or intensive ordinates outside of any
coordinates, freely enter into relationships of nondiscursive reso
nance-either because the components of one become concepts with
other heterogeneous components or because there is no difference of
scale between them at any level. Concepts are centers of vibrations,
each in itself and every one in relation to all the others. This is why
they all resonate rather than cohere or correspond with each other.
There is no reason why concepts should cohere. As fragmentary to
talities, concepts are not even the pieces of a puzzle, for their irregu-

. lar contours do not correspond to each other. They do form a wall,
but it is a dry-stone wall, and everything holds together only along
diverging lines. Even bridges from one concept to another are still
junctions, or detours, which do not define any discursive whole.
They are movable bridges. From this point of view, philosophy can
be seen as being in a perpetual state of digression or digressiveness.

The major differences between the philosophical enunciation of
fragmentary concepts and the scientific enunciation of partial proposi
tions follow from this digression. From an initial point of view, all
enunciation is positional. But enunciation remains external to the
proposition because the latter's object is a state of affairs as referent,
and the references that constitute truth values as its conditions (even
if, for their part, these conditions are internal to the object). ()n the
other hand, positional enunciation is strictly immanent to the concept
because the latter's sole object is the inseparability of the components
that constitute its consistency and through which it passes back and
forth. As for the other aspect, creative or signed enunciation, it is
clear that scientific propositions and their correlates are just as signed
or created as philosophical concepts: we speak of Pythagoras's theo
rem, Cartesian coordinates, Hamiltonian number, and Lagrangian
function just as we speak of the Platonic Idea or Descartes's cogito
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and the like. But however much the lise of propn lIalll<"; ,Llldic:; .uu l

confirms the historical nature of their link to tlll'SI' Cllllll<ial ions,

these proper names are masks for other becomings and serve only as

pseudonyms for more secret singular entities. In the case or proposi

tions, proper names designate extrinsic partial observers that are sci

entifically definable in relation to a particular axis of reference;

whereas for concepts, proper names are intrinsic conceptual personae

who haunt a particular plane of consistency. It is not only proper

names that are used very differently in philosophies, sciences, and

arts but also syntactical elements, and especially prepositions and the

conjunctions, "now," "therefore." Philosophy proceeds by sentences,

but it is not always propositions that are extracted from sentences in

general. At present we are relying only on a very general hypothesis:

from sentences or their equivalent, philosophy extracts concepts

(which must not be confused with general or abstract ideas), whereas

science extracts prospects (propositions that must not be confused

with judgments), and art extracts percepts and affects (which must

not be confused with perceptions or feelings). In each case language

is tested and used in incomparable ways-but in ways that do not

define the difference between disciplines without also constituting

their perpetual interbreeding.

EXAMPLE I

To start with, the preceding analysis must be confirmed by

taking the example of one of the best-known signed philo

sophical concepts, that of the Cartesian cogito, Descartes's

I: a concept of self. This concept has three components

doubting, thinking, and being (although this does not mean

that every concept must be triple). The complete statement

of the concept qua multiplicity is "I think 'therefore' I am"

or, more completely, "Myself who doubts, I think, I am, I

am a thinking thing." According to Descartes the cogito is

the always-renewed event of thought.

Wh.lt Is .. COllt:epl'i

I

The concept condenses at the point I, which passes through

all the components and in which I' (doubting), I" (thinking),

and I'" (being) coincide. As intensive ordinates the compo

nents are arranged in zones of neighborhood or indiscernibil

ity that produce passages from one to the other and constitute

their inseparability. The first zone is between doubting and

thinking (myself who doubts, I cannot doubt that I think),

and the second is between thinking and being (in order to

think it is necessary to be). The components are presented

here as verbs, but this is not a rule. It is sufficient that there

are variations. In fact, doubt includes moments that are not

the species of a genus but the phases of a variation: percep

tual, scientific, obsessional doubt (every concept therefore

has a phase space, although not in the same way as in sci

ence). The same goes for modes of thought-feeling, imagin

ing, having ideas-and also for types of being, thing, or

substance-infinite being, finite thinking being, extended

being. It is noteworthy that in the last case the concept of self

retains only the second phase of being and excludes the rest
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olt!«: v.uiat iou. Bill Ihis is pn'ciscly IIll'sigulh:d III<' {oll<"!,1

is dosed as fragmentary totality with "I am a t luuk im; tltiur~":

we can pass to other phases of being only by hridges or

crossroads that lead to other concepts. Thus, "among' my

ideas I have the idea of infinity" is the bridge leading from

the concept of self to the concept of God. This new concept

has three components forming the "proofs" of the existence

of God as infinite event. The third (ontological proof) as

sures the closure of the concept but also in turn throws out a

bridge or branches off to a concept of the extended, insofar as

it guarantees the objective truth value of our other clear and

distinct ideas.

When the question "Are there precursors of the cogito?"

IS asked, what is meant is "Are there concepts signed by

previous philosophers that have similar or almost identical

components but from which one component is lacking, or to

which others have been added, so that a cogito does not

crystallize since the components do not yet coincide in a

self?" Everything seems ready, and yet something is missing.

Perhaps the earlier concept referred to a different problem

from that ofthe cogito (a change in problems being necessary

for the Cartesian cogito to appear), or it was developed on

another plane. The Cartesian plane consists in challenging

any explicit objective presupposition where every concept

refers to other concepts (the rational-animal man, for exam

ple). It demands only a prephilosophical understanding, that

is, implicit and subjective presuppositions: everyone knows

what thinking, being, and I mean (one knows by doing it,

being it, or saying it). This is a very novel distinction. Such

a plane requires a first concept that presupposes nothing

objective. So the problem is "What is the first concept on

this plane, or by beginning with what concept can truth as

ahsolllkly lliln' suhjective ('(Tlainty IlC determined?" Such is

i1w mgilo. Tlu- ot.lu-r concepts will be able to achieve objec

t ivity, but only jf they are linked by bridges to the first

concept, if they respond to problems subject to the same

conditions, and if they remain on the same plane. Objectivity

here will assume a certainty of knowledge rather than pre

suppose a truth recognized as preexisting, or already there.

There is no point in wondering whether Descartes VIlas right or

wrong. Are implicit and subjective presuppositions more valid than

explicit objective presuppositions? Is it necessary "to begin," and, if

so, is it necessary to start from the point of view of a subjective

certainty? Can thought as such be the verb of an I? There is no direct

answer. Cartesian concepts can only be assessed as a function of their

problems and their plane. In general, if earlier concepts were able to

prepare a concept but not constitute it, it is because their problem

was still trapped within other problems, and their plane did not yet

possess its indispensable curvature or movements. And concepts can

only be replaced by others if there are new problems and another

plane relative to which (for example) "I" loses all meaning, the

beginning loses all necessity, and the presuppositions lose all differ

ence-or take on others. A concept always has the truth that falls to

it as a function of the conditions of its creation. Is there one plane that

is better than all the others, or problems that dominate all others?

Nothing at all can be said on this point. Planes must be constructed

and problems posed, just as concepts must be created. Philosophers

do the best they can, but they have too much to do to know whether

it is the best, or even to bother with this question. Of course, new

concepts must relate to our problems, to our history, and, above all,

to our becomings. But what does it mean for a concept to be of our

time, or of any time? Concepts are not eternal, but does this mean

they are temporal? What is the philosophical form of the problems of
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a particular t.inu-? If on« concept is "Iwlln" than ;1Il e;lllin WI(", it IS

because it makes us aware of new variations and II Ilknown reso

nances, it carries out unforeseen cuttings-out, it brings forth an EVl'lIt

that surveys [survole] us. But did the earlier concept not do this

already? If one can still be a Platonist, Cartesian, or Kantian today, it

is because one is justified in thinking that their concepts can be

reactivated in our problems and inspire those concepts that need to

be created. What is the best way to follow the great philosophers? Is
it to repeat what they said or to do what they did, that is, create

concepts for problems that necessarily change?

For this reason philosophers have very little time for discussion.

Every philosopher runs away when he or she hears someone say,

"Let's discuss this." Discussions are fine for roundtable talks, but

philosophy throws its numbered dice on another table. The best one

can say about discussions is that they take things no farther, since the

participants never talk about the same thing. Of what concern is it to

philosophy that someone has such a view, and thinks this or that, if
the problems at stake are not stated? And when they are stated, it is

no longer a matter of discussing but rather one of creating concepts

for the undiscussible problem posed. Communication always comes
too early or too late, and when it comes to creating, conversation is

always superfluous. Sometimes philosophy is turned into the idea of a

perpetual discussion, as "communicative rationality," or as "universal
democratic conversation." Nothing is less exact, and when philoso

phers criticize each other it is on the basis of problems and on a plane

that is different from theirs and that melt down the old concepts in
the way a cannon can be melted down to make new weapons. It
never takes place on the same plane. To criticize is only to establish

that a concept vanishes when it is thrust into a new milieu, losing

some of its components, or acquiring others that transform it. But

those who criticize without creating, those who are content to defend

the vanished concept without being able to it the forces it needs
to return to life, are the plague of philosophy. All these debaters

What Is a Concept?

alld (OllllllllllicaLors are inspired by ressentiment, They speak only of

(I\("lllsdv(~s when they set empty generalizations against one another.

Philosophy has a horror of discussions. It always has something else

to do. Debate is unbearable to it, but not because it is too sure of

itself. On the contrary, it is its uncertainties that take it down other,

more solitary paths. But in Socrates was philosophy not a free discus

sion among friends? Is it not, as the conversation of free men, the

summit of Greek sociability? In fact, Socrates constantly made all

discussion impossible, both in the short form of the contest of ques

tions and answers and in the long form of a rivalry between dis

courses. He turned the friend into the friend of the single concept,

and the concept into the pitiless monologue that eliminates the rivals

one by one.

EXAMPLE 2

The Parmenides shows the extent to which Plato is master

of the concept. The One has two components (being and

nonbeing), phases of components (the One superior to being,

equal to being, inferior to being; the One superior to nonbe
ing, equal to nonbeing), and zones of indiscernibility (in

relation to itself, in relation to others). It is a model concept.

But is not the One prior to every concept? This is where
Plato teaches the opposite of what he does: he creates con

cepts but needs to set them up as representing the uncreated

that precedes them. He puts time into the concept, but it is a

time that must be Anterior. He constructs the concept but as

something that attests to the preexistence of an objectality

[ol&cctite], in the form of a difference of time capable of mea
suring the distance or closeness of the concept's possible

constructor. Thus, on the Platonic plane, truth is posed as

presupposition, as already there. This is the Idea. In the

Platonic concept of the Idea, first takes on a precise sense,
very different from the meaning it will have in Descartes: it
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is tllat which objectively possesses a \HIIT <ill.diIL or ~v111,11 IS

not something other than what it is. Only .J!lsI in' is juxt , oulv

Courage courageous, such are Ideas, and there is an Irk-a of

mother if there is a mother who is not something other than

a mother (who would not have been a daughter), or of hair

which is not something other than hair (not silicon as well).

Things, on the contrary, are understood as always being

something other than what they are. At best, therefore, they

only possess quality in a secondary way, they can only lay

claim to quality, and only to the degree that they participate

in the Idea. Thus the concept of Idea has the following

components: the quality possessed or to be possessed; the

Idea that possesses it first, as unparticipable, that which lays

claim to the quality and can only possess it second, third,

fourth; and the Idea participated in, which judges the

claims-a-the Father, a double of the father, the daughter and

the suitors, we might say. These are the intensive ordinates

of the Idea: a claim will be justified only through a neighbor

hood, a greater or lesser proximity it "has had" in relation to

the Idea, in the survey of an always necessarily anterior time.

Time in this form of anterioritu belongs to the concept; it is

like its zone. Certainly, the cogito cannot germinate on this

Greek plane, this Platonic soil. So long as the preexistence of

the Idea remains (even in the Christian form of archetypes in

God's understanding), the cogito could be prepared but not

fully accomplished. For Descartes to create this concept, the

meaning of "first" must undergo a remarkable change, take

on a subjective meaning; and all difference of time between

the idea and the soul that forms it as subject must be annulled

(hence the importance of Descartes's point against reminis

cence, in which he says that innate ideas do not exist "before"

but "at the same time" as the soul). It will be necessary to

arrive at an instantaneity of the concept and for God to create

C\'('ll I ruth». 'Tl«: claim must change qualitatively: the suitor

no longer receives the daughter from the father but owes her

hand only to his own chivalric prowess-i-to his own method.

Whether Malebranche can reactivate Platonic components

on an authentically Cartesian plane, and at what cost, should

be analyzed from this point of view. But we only wanted to

show that a concept always has components that can prevent

the appearance of another concept or, on the contrary, that

can themselves appear only at the cost of the disappearance

of other concepts. However, a concept is never valued by

reference to what it prevents: it is valued for its incomparable

position and its own creation.

Suppose a component is added to a concept: the concept

will probably break up or undergo a complete change involv

ing, perhaps, another plane-at any rate, other problems.

This is what happens with the Kantian cogito. No doubt

Kant constructs a "transcendental" plane that renders doubt

useless and changes the nature of the presuppositions once

again. But it is by virtue of this very plane that he can declare

that if the "I think" is a determination that, as such, implies

an undetermined existence ("I am"), we still do not know

how this undetermined comes to be determinable and hence

in what form it appears as determined. Kant therefore "criti

cizes" Descartes for having said, "I am a thinking sub

stance," because nothing warrants such a claim of the "I."
Kant demands the introduction of a new component into the

cogito, the one Descartes repressed-time. For it is only in

time that my undetermined existence is determinable. But I

am only determined in time as a passive and phenomenal self,

an always affectable, modifiable, and variable self. The cogito

now presents four components: I think, and as such I am

active; I have an existence; this existence is only determinable

in time as a passive self; I am therefore determined as a
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passive self that necessarily represents its own thinking activ

ity to itself as an Other (Autre) that affects it. This is not

another subject but rather the subject who becomes an other.

Is this the path of a conversion of the self to the other person?

A preparation for "I is an other"? A new syntax, with other

ordinates, with other zones of indiscernibility, secured first

by the schema and then by the affection of self by self [soi par

soil, makes the "I" and the "Self" inseparable.

The fact that Kant "criticizes" Descartes means only that

he sets up a plane and constructs a problem that could not be

occupied or completed by the Cartesian cogito. Descartes

created the cogito as concept, but by expelling time as form

of anteriority, so as to make it a simple mode of succession

referring to continuous creation. Kant reintroduces time into

the cogito, but it is a completely different time from that of

Platonic anteriority. This is the creation of a concept. He

makes time a component of a new cogito, but on condition of

providing in turn a new concept of time: time becomes form

of interiority with three components-succession, but also

simultaneity and permanence. This again implies a new con

cept of space that can no longer be defined by simple simulta

neity and becomes form of exteriority. Space, time, and "I

think" are three original concepts linked by bridges that are

also junctions-a blast of original concepts. The history of

philosophy means that we evaluate not only the historical

novelty of the concepts created by a philosopher but also the

power of their becoming when they pass into one another.

The same pedagogical status of the concept can be found every

where: a multiplicity, an absolute surface or volume, self-referents,

made up of a certain number of inseparable intensive variations ac

cording to an order of neighborhood, and traversed by a point in a

state of survey. The concept is the contour, the configuration, the

(ol\si<'lIalioll or all evelll (0 conu-. Concepts in this sense belong to

philosophy by right, because it is philosophy that creates them and

nr-vcr stops creating them. The concept is obviously knowledge-but

knowledge of itself, and what it knows is the pure event, which must

not be confused with the state of affairs in which it is embodied. The

task of philosophy when it creates concepts, entities, is always to

extract an event from things and beings, to set up the new event from

things and beings, always to give them a new event: space, time,

matter, thought, the possible as events.

It is pointless to say that there are concepts in science. Even when

science is concerned with the same "objects" it is not from the

viewpoint of the concept; it is not by creating concepts. It might be

said that this is just a matter of words, but it is rare for words not to

involve intentions and ruses. It would be a mere matter of words if it

was decided to reserve the concept for science, even if this meant

finding another word to designate the business of philosophy. But

usually things are done differently. The power of the concept is

attributed to science, the concept being defined by the creative meth

ods of science and measured against science. The issue is then

whether there remains a possibility of philosophy forming secondary

concepts that make up for their own insufficiency by a vague appeal

to the "lived." Thus Gilles-Gaston Granger begins by defining the

concept as a scientific proposition or function and then concedes

that there may, nonetheless, be philosophical concepts that replace

reference to the object by correlation to a "totality of the lived"

[totalite du VeCU].4 But actually, either philosophy completely ignores

the concept, or else it enjoys it by right and at first hand, so that there

is nothing of it left for science-which, moreover, has no need of

the concept and concerns itself only with states of affairs and their

conditions. Science needs only propositions or functions, whereas

philosophy, for its part, does not need to invoke a lived that would

give only a ghostly and extrinsic life to secondary, bloodless concepts.

The philosophical concept does not refer to the lived, by way of
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compensation, but consists, through its own creation, in setting lip

an event that surveys the whole of the lived no less than every state of
affairs. Every concept shapes and reshapes the event in its own way.
The greatness of a philosophy is measured by the nature of the events
to which its concepts summon us or that it enables us to release
in concepts. So the unique, exclusive bond between concepts and
philosophy as a creative discipline must be tested in its finest details.
The concept belongs to philosophy and only to philosophy.

2. The Plane of Immanence

Philosophical concepts are fragmentary wholes

that are not aligned with one another so that they

fit together, because their edges do not match

up. They are not pieces of a jigsaw puzzle but

rather the outcome of throws of the dice. They

resonate nonetheless, and the philosophy that cre

ates them always introduces a powerful Whole

that, while remaining open, is not fragmented:

an unlimited One-All, an "Omnitudo" that in

cludes all the concepts on one and the same

plane. It is a table, a plateau, or a slice; it is a

plane of consistency or, more accurately, the

plane of immanence of concepts, the plano

menon. Concepts and plane are strictly correla

tive, but nevertheless the two should not be con

fused. The plane of immanence is neither a con

cept nor the concept of all concepts. If one were

to be confused with the other there would be

nothing to stop concepts from forming a single

one or becoming universals and losing their sin

gularity, and the plane would also lose its open

ness. Philosophy is a constructivism, and con-
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structivism has two qualitatively different complementary aspects:
the creation of concepts and the laying out of a plane. Concepts are
like multiple waves, rising and falling, but the plane of immanence is
the single wave that rolls them up and unrolls them. The plane
envelops infinite movements that pass back and forth through it, but
concepts are the infinite speeds of finite movements that, in each case,
pass only through their own components. From Epicurus to Spinoza
(the incredible book 5) and from Spinoza to Michaux the problem of
thought is infinite speed. But this speed requires a milieu that moves

infinitely in itself-the plane, the void, the horizon. Both elasticity of
the concept and fluidity of the milieu are needed. 1 Both are needed to
make up "the slow beings" that we are.

Concepts are the archipelago or skeletal frame, a spinal column
rather than a skull, whereas the plane is the breath that suffuses the
separate parts. Concepts are absolute surfaces or volumes, formless
and fragmentary, whereas the plane is the formless, unlimited abso
lute, neither surface nor volume but always fractaL Concepts are
concrete assemblages, like the configurations of a machine, but the
plane is the abstract machine of which these assemblages are the
working parts. Concepts are events, but the plane is the horizon of
events, the reservoir or reserve of purely conceptual events: not the
relative horizon that functions as a limit, which changes with an
observer and encloses observable states of affairs, but the absolute
horizon, independent of any observer, which makes the event as
concept independent of a visible state of affairs in which it is brought
ahout.? Concepts pave, occupy, or populate the plane bit by bit,
whereas the plane itself is the indivisible milieu in which concepts are

distributed without breaking up its continuity or integrity: they oc
cupy it without measuring it out (the concept's combination is not a
number) or are distributed without splitting it up. The plane is like a
desert that concepts populate without dividing up. The only regions
of the plane are concepts themselves, but the plane is all that holds
them together. The plane has no other regions than the tribes popu-

lat illg and llIovini!: around on it. it is the plane that secures conceptual
linkages with ever increasing connections, and it is concepts that
secure the populating of the plane on an always renewed and vari
able curve.

The plane of immanence is not a concept that is or can be thought
but rather the image of thought, the image thought gives itself of
what it means to think, to make use of thought, to find one's bearings
in thought. It is not a method, since every method is concerned with
concepts and presupposes such an image. Neither is it a state of
knowledge on the brain and its functioning, since thought here is not
related to the slow brain as to the scientifically determinable state of
affairs in which, whatever its use and orientation, thought is only
brought about. Nor is it opinions held about thought, about its forms,
ends, and means, at a particular moment. The image of thought
implies a strict division between fact and right: what pertains to
thought as such must be distinguished from contingent features of
the brain or historical opinions. Quid juris?-can, for example, losing
one's memory or being mad belong to thought as such, or are they
only contingent features of the brain that should be considered as
simple facts? Are contemplating, reflecting, or communicating any
thing more than opinions held about thought at a particular time and
in a particular civilization? The image of thought retains only what
thought can claim by right. Thought demands "only" movement that
can be carried to infinity. What thought claims by right, what it
selects, is infinite movement or the movement of the infinite. It is this
that constitutes the image of thought.

Movement of the infinite does not refer to spatiotemporal coordi
nates that define the successive positions of a moving object and the
fixed reference points in relation to which these positions vary. "To
orientate oneself in thought" implies neither objective reference point
nor moving object that experiences itself as a subject and that, as
such, strives for or needs the infinite. Movement takes in everything,
and there is no place for a subject and an object that can only be
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concepts. It is the horizon itself that is in movement: the relative
horizon recedes when the subject advances, but on the plane of
immanence we are always and already on the absolute horizon. Infi
nite movement is defined by a coming and going, because it does not
advance toward a destination without already turning back on itself,
the needle also being the pole. If "turning toward" is the movement
of thought toward trnth, how could truth not also turn toward
thought? And how could truth itself not turn away from thought
when thought turns away from it? However, this is not a fusion but
a reversibility, an immediate, perpetual, instantaneous exchange-a
lightning Hash. Infinite movement is double, and there is only a fold
from one to the other. It is in this sense that thinking and being are
said to be one and the same. Or rather, movement is not the image of
thought without being also the substance of being. When Thales's
thought leaps out, it comes back as water. When Heraclitus's thought
becomes polemos, it is fire that retorts. It is a single speed on both
sides: "The atom will traverse space with the speed of thought.t'"
The plane of immanence has two facets as Thought and as Nature, as

Nous and as Phusis. That is why there are always many infinite
movements caught within each other, each folded in the others, so
that the return of one instantaneously relaunches another in such a
way that the plane of immanence is ceaselessly being woven, like a
gigantic shuttle. To turn toward does not imply merely to turn away
but to confront, to lose one's way, to move aside." Even the negative
produces infinite movements: falling into error as much as avoiding
the false, allowing oneself to be dominated by passions as much as
overcoming them. Diverse movements of the infinite are so mixed in
with each other that, far from breaking up the One-All of the plane of

immanence, they constitute its variable curvature, its concavities and
convexities, its fractal nature as it were. It is this fractal nature that
makes the planomenon an infinite that is always different from any
surface or volume determinable as a concept. Every movement passes
through the whole of the plane by immediately turning back on and

loldllll-'; ilsell and also IJy roldillV; other movements or allowinV; itself
to Ill' lokled by them, giving rise to retroactions, connections, and
proliferations in the fractalization of this infinitely folded up infinity
(variable curvature of the plane). But if it is true that the plane of
immanence is always single, being itself pure variation, then it is all
the more necessary to explain why there are varied and distinct planes
of immanence that, depending upon which infinite movements are
retained and selected, succeed and contest each other in history. The
plane is certainly not the same in the time of the Greeks, in the
seventeenth century, and today (and these are still vague and general
terms): there is neither the same image of thought nor the same
substance of being. The plane is, therefore, the object of an infinite
specification so that it seems to be a One-All only in cases specified
by the selection of movement. This difficulty concerning the ultimate
nature of the plane of immanence can only be resolved step by step.

It is essential not to confuse the plane of immanence and the
concepts that occupy it. Although the same elements may appear
twice over, on the plane and in the concept, it will not be in the same
guise, even when they are expressed in the same verbs and words.
We have seen this for being, thought, and one: they enter into the
concept's components and are themselves concepts, but they belong
to the plane quite differently as image or substance. Conversely, truth
can only be defined on the plane by a "turning toward" or by "that
toward which thought turns"; but this does not provide us with a
concept of truth. If error itself is an element that by right forms part
of the plane, then it consists simply in taking the false for the true
(falling); but it only receives a concept if we determine its compo
nents (according to Descartes, for example, the two components of a
finite understanding and an infinite will). Movements or elements of
the plane, therefore, will seem to be only nominal definitions in
relation to concepts so long as we disregard the difference in nature
between plane and concepts. But in reality, elements of the plane are
diagrammatic features, whereas concepts are intensive features. The
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former are movements of the infinite, whereas the latter are intensive
ordinates of these movements, like original sections or differential
positions: finite movements in which the infinite is now only speed
and each of which constitutes a surface or a volume, an irregular
contour marking a halt in the degree of proliferation. The former are
directions that are fractal in nature, whereas the latter are absolute
dimensions, intensively defined, always fragmentary surfaces or vol
umes. The former are intuitions, and the latter intensions. The grandi
ose Leibnizian or Bergsonian perspective that every philosophy de
pends upon an intuition that its concepts constantly develop through
slight differences of intensity is justified if intuition is thought of as
the envelopment of infinite movements of thought that constantly
pass through a plane of immanence. Of course, we should not con
clude from this that concepts are deduced from the plane: concepts
require a special construction distinct from that of the plane, which is
why concepts must be created just as the plane must be set up.
Intensive features are never the consequence of diagrammatic fea
tures, and intensive ordinates are not deduced from movements or
directions. Their correspondence goes beyond even simple reso
nances and introduces instances adjunct to the creation of concepts,
namely, conceptual personae.

If philosophy begins with the creation of concepts, then the plane
of immanence must be regarded as prephilosophical. It is presup
posed not in the way that one concept may refer to others but in the
way that concepts themselves refer to a nonconceptual understand
ing. Once again, this intuitive understanding varies according to the
way in which the plane is laid out. In Descartes it is a matter of a
subjective understanding implicitly presupposed by the "I think" as
first concept; in Plato it is the virtual image of an already-thought that
doubles every actual concept. Heidegger invokes a "preontological
understanding of Being," a "preconceptual" understanding that
seems to imply the grasp of a substance of being in relationship
with a predisposition of thought. In any event, philosophy posits as

pn']llllloSllphilal, or ('V('l1 as nouphilosophical, the power of a One
i\1I lil«: a moving desert that concepts come to populate. Prephilo
sophical does not mean something preexistent but rather something
that does not exist outside philosophy, although philosophy presupposes
it. These are its internal conditions. The nonphilosophical is perhaps
closer to the heart of philosophy than philosophy itself, and this
means that philosophy cannot be content to be understood only
philosophically or conceptually, but is addressed essentially to non
philosophers as well.5 We will see that this constant relationship with
nonphilosophy has various features. According to this first feature,
philosophy defined as the creation of concepts implies a distinct but
inseparable presupposition. Philosophy is at once concept creation
and instituting of the plane. The concept is the beginning of philoso
phy, but the plane is its instituting." The plane is clearly not a
program, design, end, or means: it is a plane of immanence that
constitutes the absolute ground of philosophy, its earth or deterritori
alization, the foundation on which it creates its concepts. Both the
creation of concepts and the instituting of the plane are required, like

two wings or fins.
Thinking provokes general indifference. It is a dangerous exercise

nevertheless. Indeed, it is only when the dangers become obvious
that indifference ceases, but they often remain hidden and barely
perceptible, inherent in the enterprise. Precisely because the plane of
immanence is prephilosophical and does not immediately take effect
with concepts, it implies a sort of groping experimentation and its
layout resorts to measures that are not very respectable, rational,
or reasonable. These measures belong to the order of dreams, of
pathological processes, esoteric experiences, drunkenness, and excess.
We head for the horizon, on the plane of immanence, and we return
with bloodshot eyes, yet they are the eyes of the mind. Even Des
cartes had his dream. To think is always to follow the witch's flight.
Take Michaux's plane of immanence, for example, with its infinite,
wild movements and speeds. Usually these measures do not appear
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in the result, which must be grasped solely in itself and calmly. But

then "danger" takes on another meaning: it becomes a case of obvious
consequences when pure immanence provokes a strong, instinctive

disapproval in public opinion, and the nature of the created concepts
strengthens this disapproval. This is because one does not think
without becoming something else, something that does not think
an animal, a molecule, a particle-and that comes back to thought
and revives it.

The plane of immanence is like a section of chaos and acts like a
sieve. In fact, chaos is characterized less by the absence of determina
tions than by the infinite speed with which they take shape and
vanish. This is not a movement from one determination to the other
but, on the contrary, the impossibility of a connection between them,
since one does not appear without the other having already disap
peared, and one appears as disappearance when the other disappears
as outline. Chaos is not an inert or stationary state, nor is it a chance
mixture. Chaos makes chaotic and undoes every consistency in the
infinite. The problem of philosophy is to acquire a consistency with
out losing the infinite into which thought plunges (in this respect
chaos has as much a mental as a physical existence). To give consis

tency without losing anything of the infinite is very different from the
problem of which seeks to provide chaos with reference
points, on condition of renouncing infinite movements and speeds
and of carrying out a limitation of speed first of all. Light, or the
relative horizon, is primary in science. Philosophy, on the other hand,
proceeds by presupposing or by instituting the plane of immanence:
it is the plane's variable curves that retain the infinite movements

that turn back on themselves in incessant exchange, but which also
continually free other movements which are retained. The concepts
can then mark out the intensive ordinates of these infinite move

ments, as movements which are themselves finite which form, at
infinite speed, variable contours inscribed on the plane. By making a
section of chaos, the plane of immanence requires a creation of con
cepts.

The PI.uu~ of hnln'lfH~.H:'~

To II\(' quest ion "Can or must philosophy be regarded as Greek?"

a IiI'S! answer seemed to he that the Greek city actually appears as the
IleW society of "friends," with all the ambiguities of that word. Jean
Pierre Vernant adds a second answer: the Greeks were the first to
conceive of a strict immanence of Order to a cosmic milieu that
sections chaos in the form of a plane. If we call such a plane-sieve
Logos, the logos is far from being like simple "reason" (as when one
says the world is rational). Reason is only a concept, and a very
impoverished concept for defining the plane and the movements that
pass through it. In short, the first philosophers are those who insti

tute a plane of immanence like a sieve stretched over the chaos. In
this sense they contrast with sages, who are religious personae,
priests, because they conceive of the institution of an always transcen
dent order imposed from outside by a great despot or by one god
higher than the others, inspired by Eris," pursuing wars that go
beyond any agon and hatreds that object in advance to the trials of
rivalry." Whenever there is transcendence, vertical Being, imperial
State in the sky or on earth, there is religion; and there is Philosophy
whenever there is immanence, even if it functions as arena for the
agon and rivalry (the Greek tyrants do not constitute an objection to
this, because they are wholeheartedly on the side of the society of
friends such as it appears in their wildest, most violent rivalries).
Perhaps these two possible determinations of philosophy as Greek
are profoundly linked. Only friends can set out a plane of immanence

as a ground from which idols have been cleared. In Ernpedocles,
Love lays out the plane, even if she does not return to the self without
enfolding Hatred as movement that has become negative showing a
subtranscendence of chaos (the volcano) and a supertranscendence of
a god. It may be that the first philosophers still look like priests, or
even kings. They borrow the sage's mask-and, as Nietzsche says,

"Eris is the Greek divinity of discord, conflict, and strife, the complementary
opposite of Philia, the divinity of union and friendship. See Jean-Pierre Vernant,
The Origins of Greek Thought (New York: Cornell University Press, 1982), pp.

45-47·
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how could philosophy not disguise itself in its early stages? Will it

ever stop having to disguise itself? If the instituting of philosophy

merges with the presupposition of a pre philosophical plane, how

could philosophy not profit from this by donning a mask? It remains

the case that the first philosophers layout a plane through which

unlimited movements pass continually on two sides, one determin

able as Physis inasmuch as it endows Being with a substance, and

the other as Nous inasmuch as it gives an image to thought. It is

Anaximander who distinguishes between the two sides most rigor

ously by combining the movement of qualities with the power of an

absolute horizon, the Apeiron or the Boundless, but always on the

same plane. Philosophers carry out a vast diversion of wisdom; they

place it at the service of pure immanence. They replace genealogy

with a geology.

EXAMFLE 3

Can the entire history of philosophy be presented from the

viewpoint of the instituting of a plane of immanence? Physi

calists, who insist on the substance of Being, would then be

distinguished from noologists, who insist on the image of

thought. But a risk of confusion soon arises: rather than this

substance of Being or this image of thought being consti

tuted by the plane of immanence itself, immanence will be

related to something like a "dative," Matter or Mind. This

becomes clear with Plato and his successors. Instead of the

plane of immanence constituting the One-All, immanence

is immanent "to" the One, so that another One, this time

transcendent, is superimposed on the one in which imma

nence is extended or to which it is attributed: the neo-Plato

nists' formula will always be a One beyond the One. When

ever immanence is interpreted as immanent "to" something

a confusion of plane and concept results, so that the concept

becomes a transcendent universal and the plane becomes an

attribute ill the COIlCCpt. When misunderstood in this way,

the plane of immanence revives the transcendent again: it is

a simple field of phenomena that now only possesses in a

secondary way that which first of all is attributed to the

transcendent unity.

It gets worse with Christian philosophy. The positing of

immanence remains pure philosophical instituting, but at the

same time it is tolerated only in very small doses; it is strictly

controlled and enframed by the demands of an emanative

and, above all, creative transcendence. Putting their work

and sometimes their lives at risk, all philosophers must prove

that the dose of immanence they inject into world and mind

does not compromise the transcendence of a God to which

immanence must be attributed only secondarily (Nicholas of

Cusa, Eckhart, Bruno). Religious authority wants imma

nence to be tolerated only locally or at an intermediary level,

a little like a terraced fountain where water can briefly imrna

nate on each level but on condition that it comes from a

higher source and falls lower down (transascendence and

transdescendence, as Wahl said). Immanence can be said to

be the burning issue of all philosophy because it takes on all

the dangers that philosophy must confront, all the condem

nations, persecutions, and repudiations that it undergoes.

This at least persuades us that the problem of immanence is

not abstract or merely theoretical. It is not immediately clear

why immanence is so dangerous, but it is. It engulfs sages

and gods. What singles out the philosopher is the part played

by immanence or fire. Immanence is immanent only to itself

and consequently captures everything, absorbs All-One, and

leaves nothing remaining to which it could be immanent. In
any case, whenever immanence is interpreted as immanent to

Something, we can be sure that this Something reintroduces

the transcendent.
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Beginning with Descartes, and then with Kant and Hus

serl, the cogito makes it possible to treat the plane of imma

nence as a field of consciousness. Immanence is supposed to

be immanent to a pure consciousness, to a thinking subject.

Kant will call this subject transcendental rather than tran

scendent, precisely because it is the subject of the field of

immanence of all possible experience from which nothing,

the external as well as the internal, escapes. Kant objects

to any transcendent use of the synthesis, but he ascribes

immanence to the subject of the synthesis as new, subjective

unity. He may even allow himself the luxury of denouncing

transcendent Ideas, so as to make them the "horizon" of the

field immanent to the subject." But, in so doing, Kant dis

covers the modern way of saving transcendence: this is no

longer the transcendence of a Something, or of a One higher

than everything (contemplation), but that of a Subject to

which the field of immanence is only attributed by belonging

to a self that necessarily represents such a subject to itself

(reflection). The Greek world that belonged to no one in

creasingly becomes the property of a Christian consciousness.

Yet one more step: when immanence becomes immanent

"to" a transcendental subjectivity, it is at the heart of its own

field that the hallmark or figure [ch~ffre] of a transcendence

must appear as action now referring to another self, to an

other consciousness (communication). This is what happens

in Husserl and many of his successors who discover in the

Other or in the Flesh, the mole of the transcendent within

immanence itself. Husserl conceives of immanence as that of

the flux lived by subjectivity. But since all this pure and even

untamed lived does not belong completely to the self that

represents it to itself, something transcendent is reestablished

on the horizon, in the regions of nonbelonging: first, in the

form of an "immanent or primordial transcendence" of a

world ptjpldakd by intentional objects; second, as the privi

Iq~('d transcendence of an intersubjective world populated by

other selves; and third, as objective transcendence of an ideal

world populated by cultural formations and the human com

munity. In this modern moment we are no longer satisfied

with thinking immanence as immanent to a transcendent; we

want to think transcendence within the immanent, and it is from

immanence that a breach is expected. Thus, in Jaspers, the

plane of immanence is given the most profound determina

tion as "Encompassing" [Englobant], but this encompassing

is no more than a reservoir for eruptions of transcendence.

The Judeo-Christian word replaces the Greek logos: no

longer satisfied with ascribing immanence to something, im

manence itself is made to disgorge the transcendent every

where. No longer content with handing over immanence to

the transcendent, we want it to discharge it, reproduce it,

and fabricate it itself. In fact this is not difficult-all that is

necessary is for movement to be stopped.9 Transcendence en

ters as soon as movement of the infinite is stopped. It takes

advantage of the interruption to reemerge, revive, and spring

forth again. The three sorts of Universals---contemplation,

reflection, and communication-are like three philosophical

eras-e-Eidetic, Critical, and Phenomenological-inseparable

from the long history of an illusion. The reversal of values

had to go so far-making us think that immanence is a prison

(solipsism) from which the Transcendent will save us.

Sartre's presupposition of an impersonal transcendental

field restores the rights of immanence. 10 When immanence is

no longer immanent to something other than itself it is

ble to speak of a plane of immanence. Such a plane is, per

haps, a radical empiricism: it does not present a flux of the

lived that is immanent to a subject and individualized in that

which belongs to a self. It presents only events, that is,
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possible worlds as concepts, and other people as expressions

of possible worlds or conceptual personae. The event does

not relate the lived to a transcendent subject = Self but, on

the contrary, is related to the immanent survey of a field

without subject; the Other Person does not restore transcen

dence to an other self but returns every other self to the

immanence of the field surveyed. Empiricism knows only

events and other people and is therefore a great creator of

concepts. Its force begins from the moment it defines the
subject: a habitus, a habit, nothing but a habit in a field of
immanence, the habit of saying I.

Spinoza was the philosopher who knew full well that

immanence was only immanent to itself and therefore that it

was a plane traversed by movements of the infinite, filled

with intensive ordinates. He is therefore the prince of philos

ophers. Perhaps he is the only philosopher never to have

compromised with transcendence and to have hunted it

down everywhere. In the last book of the Ethics he produced

the movement of the infinite and gave infinite to

thought in the third kind of knowledge. There he attains

incredible speeds, with such lightning compressions that one

can only speak of music, of tornadoes, of wind and strings.

He discovered that freedom exists only within immanence.

He fulfilledphilosophy because he satisfied its prephilosophi

cal presupposition. Immanence does not refer back to the

Spinozist substance and modes but, on the contrary, the

Spinozist concepts of substance and modes refer back to

the plane of immanence as their presupposition. This plane

presents two sides to us, extension and thought, or rather its

two powers, power of being and power of thinking. Spinoza

is the vertigo of immanence from which so many philoso
pliers try in vain to escape. Will we ever tw mature enough

1'01' a Spinozist inspiration? It happened once with Bergson:

The Plane of Imm.-ncnee

the h<,!.!;inning of Mlllta and Memory marks out a plane that

slices through the chaos-i--hoth the infinite movement of a

substance that continually propagates itself, and the image of

thought that everywhere continually spreads a pure con

sciousness by right (immanence is not immanent "to" con

sciousness but the other way around).

The plane is surrounded by illusions. These are not abstract misin

terpretations or just external pressures but rather thought's mirages.

Can they be explained by the sluggishness of our brain, by the ready

made facilitating paths [frayage] of dominant opinions, and by our
not being able to tolerate infinite movements or master the infinite

speeds that crush us (so that we have to stop the movement and make

ourselves prisoners of the relative horizon once more)? Yet it is we

ourselves who approach the plane of immanence, who are on the

absolute horizon. It is indeed necessary, in part at least, that illusions
arise from the plane itself, like vapors from a pond, like pre-Socratic

exhalations given off hy transformations of the elements that are

always at work on the plane. Artaud said that "the plane of con

sciousness" or limitless plane of immanence-s-what the Indians called

Ciguri-also engenders hallucinations, erroneous perceptions, bad

feelings. ll We must draw up a list of these illusions and take their
measure, just as Nietzsche, following Spinoza, listed the "four great

errors." But the list is infinite. First of all there is the illusion of

transcendence, which, perhaps, comes before all the others (in its

double aspect of making immanence immanent to something and of
rediscovering a transcendence within immanence itself); then the

illusion of universals when concepts are confused with the plane. But

this confusion arises as soon as immanence is posited as being imma

nent to something, since this something is necessarily a concept. We

think the universal explains, whereas it is what must be explained,

and we fall into a triple illusion-one of contemplation or reflection

or communication. Then there is the illusion of the eternal when it is
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forgotten that concepts must be created, and then the illusion of

discursiveness when propositions are confused with concepts. It

would be wrong to think that all these illusions logically entail one

another like propositions, but they resonate or reverberate and form a

thick fog around the plane.

From chaos the plane of immanence takes the determinations with

which it makes its infinite movements or its diagrammatic features.

Consequently, we can and must presuppose a multiplicity of planes,

since no one plane could encompass all of chaos without collapsing

back into it; and each retains only movements which can be folded

together. The history of philosophy exhibits so many quite distinct

planes not just as a result of illusions, of the variety of illusions, and

not merely because each plane has its own, constantly renewed, way

of restoring transcendence. More profoundly, it is because each plane

has its own way of constructing immanence. Each plane carries out a

selection of that which is due to thought by right, but this selection

varies from one plane to another. Every plane of immanence is a One

All: it is not partial like a scientific system, or fragmentary like

concepts, but distributive-it is an "each." The plane of immanence

is interleaved. When comparing particular cases it is no doubt difficult

to judge whether there is a single plane or several different ones: do

the pre-Socratics have the same image of thought, despite the differ

ences between Heraclitus and Parmenides? Can we speak of a plane

of immanence or image of so-called classical thought that continues

from Plato to Descartes? It is not just the planes that vary but the

way in which they are distributed. Are there more-or-less close or

distant points of view that would make it possible to group different

layers over a fairly long period or, on the contrary, to separate layers

on what seemed to be a common plane? Where, apart from the

absolute horizon, would these points of view come from? Can we be

satisfied here with a historicism, or with a generalized relativism? In

all these respects, the question of the one or the multiple once again

becomes the most important one, introducing itself into the plane.

III t IW «uc], do('.'; not ('v('ry great philosopher layout a new plane of

innuancnc«, introduce a new substance of being and draw up a new

illlag(~ of thought, so that there could not be two great philosophers

on the same plane? It is true that we cannot imagine a great philoso

pher of whom it could not be said that he has changed what it means

to think; he has "thought differently" (as Foucault put it). When we

find several philosophies in the same author, is it not because they

have changed plane and once more found a new image? We cannot

be unaware of Biran's complaint when he was near to death: "I feel a

little too old to start the construction again." 12 On the other hand,

those who do not renew the image of thought are not philosophers

but functionaries who, enjoying a ready-made thought, are not even

conscious of the problem and are unaware even of the efforts of those

they claim to take as their models. But how, then, can we proceed in

philosophy if there are all these layers that sometimes knit together

and sometimes separate? Are we not condemned to attempt to lay

out our own plane, without knowing which planes it will cut across?

Is this not to reconstitute a sort of chaos? That is why every plane is

not only interleaved but holed, letting through the fogs that surround

it, and in which the philosopher who laid it out is in danger of being

the first to lose himself. That so many fogs arise is explained in two

ways. Firstly, because thought cannot stop itself from interpreting

immanence as immanent to something, the great Object of contem

plation, the Subject of reflection, or the Other subject of communica

tion: then transcendence is inevitably reintroduced. And if this can

not be avoided it is because it seems that each plane of immanence

can only claim to be unique, to be the plane, by reconstituting the

chaos it had to ward off: the choice is between transcendence and
chaos.

EXAMPLE 4

When the plane selects what is by right due to thought, in

order to make its features, intuitions, directions, or diagram-
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matic movements, it relegates other determinations to the

status of mere facts, characteristics of states of affairs, or lived

contents. And, of course, philosophy will be able to draw out

concepts from these states of affairs inasmuch as it extracts

the event from them. That which belongs to thought by

right, that which is retained as diagrammatic feature in itself,

represses other rival determinations (even if these latter are

called upon to receive a concept). Thus Descartes makes

error the feature or direction that expresses what is in princi

ple negative in thought. He was not the first to do this, and

"error" might be seen as one of the principal features of the

classical image of thought. We know that there are many

other things in this image that threaten thinking: stupidity,

forgetfulness, aphasia, delirium, madness; but all these deter

minations will be considered as facts that in principle have

only a single effect immanent in thought--error, always er

ror. Error is the infinite movement that gathers together the

whole of the negative. Can this feature be traced back to

Socrates, for whom the person who is wicked (in fact) is

someone who is by right "mistaken"? But, if it is true that

the Thaetctus is a foundation of error, does not Plato hold in

reserve the rights of other rival determinations, like the delir

ium of the Phaedrus, so that it seems to us that the image of

thought in Plato plots many other tracks?

A major change occurs, not only in concepts but in the

image of thought, when ignorance and superstition replace

error and prejudice in expressing what by right is the nega

tive of thought: Fontenelle plays a major role here, and what

changes at the same time is the infinite movements in which

thought is lost and gained. There is an even greater change

when Kant shows that thought is threatened less by error

than by inevitable illusions that come from within reason, as

if from all internal mel ic ZOIW wlwn' IIIl' lH'cdh' 01' cv(:ry

,.,IHI';I';:; !',iWS Iliad. 1\ n,.,rinl!:lIiol\ or 1I... whulr- or th'Hlf~hl

becomes necessary at the same time as it is in principle

penetrated by a certain delirium. It is no longer threatened

on the plane of immanence by the holes or ruts of a path that

it follows but by Nordic fogs that cover everything. The

meaning of the question of "finding one's bearings in

, thought" itself changes.
A feature cannot be isolated. In fact, the movement given

a negative sign is itself folded within other movements with

positive or ambiguous signs. In the classical image, error

does not express what is by right the worst that can happen

to thought, without thought being presented as "willing"

truth, as orientated toward truth, as turned toward truth. It

is this confidence, which is not without humor, which ani

mates the classical image-s-a relationship to truth that consti

tutes the infinite movement of knowledge as diagrammatic

feature. In contrast, in the eighteenth century, what mani

fests the mutation of light from "natural light" to the "En

lightened" is the substitution of belief for knowledge-that

is, a new infinite movement implying another image of

thought: it is no longer a matter of turning toward but rather

one of following tracks, of inferring rather than grasping or

being grasped. Under what conditions is inference legiti

mate? Under what conditions can belief be legitimate when

it has become secular? This question will be answered only

with the creation of the great empiricist concepts (associa

tion, relation, habit, probability, convention). But con

versely, these concepts, including the concept of belief itself,

presuppose diagrammatic features that make belief an infinite

movement independent of religion and traversing the new

plane of immanence (religious belief, on the other hand, will

become a conceptualizable case, the legitimacy or illegiti

macy of which can be measured in accordance with the order

of the infinite). Of course, we find in Kant many of these

features inherited from Hume, but again at the price of a
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profound mutation, on a new plane or according to another

image. Each time there are great acts of daring. When the

distribution of what is due to thought by right changes, what

changes from one plane of immanence to another are not

only the positive or negative features but also the ambiguous

features that may become increasingly numerous and that are

no longer restricted to folding in accordance with a vectorial

opposition of movements.

If we attempt to set out the features of a modern image of

thought in such a summary fashion, this is not in a trium

phalist way, or even in horror. No image of thought can be

limited to a selection of calm determinations, and all of them

encounter something that is abominable in principle,

whether this be the error into which thought continually

falls, or the illusion within which it continually turns, or the

stupidity in which it continually wallows, or the delirium in

which it continually turns away from itself or from a god.

The Greek image of thought already invoked the madness of

the double turning-away, which launched thought into infi

nite wandering rather than into error. The relationship of

thought to truth in the ambiguities of infinite movement has

never been a simple, let alone constant, matter. That is why

it is pointless to rely on such a relationship to define philoso

phy. The first characteristic of the modern image of thought

is, perhaps, the complete renunciation of this relationship so

as to regard truth as solely the creation of thought, taking

into account the plane of immanence that it takes as its

presupposition, and all this plane's features, negative as well

as positive having become indiscernible. As Nietzsche suc

ceeded in making us understand, thought is creation, not

will to truth. But if, contrary to what seemed to be the case

in the classical image, there is no will to truth, this is because

thought constitutes a simple "possibility" of thinking with-

out yet ddining" a thinker "capable" of it and able to say "1":

what violence must be exerted on thought for us to become

capable of thinking; what violence of an infinite movement

that, at the same time, takes from us our power to say "I"?

Famous texts of Heidegger and Blanchot deal with this sec

ond characteristic. But, as a third characteristic, if there is in

this wayan "Incapacity" of thought, which remains at its

core even after it has acquired the capacity determinable as

creation, then a set of ambiguous signs arise, which become

diagrammatic features or infinite movements and which take

on a value by right, whereas in the other images of thought

they were simple, derisory facts excluded from selection: as

Kleist or Artaud suggests, thought as such begins to exhibit

snarls, squeals, stammers; it talks in tongues and screams,

which leads it to create, or to try to. 13 If thought searches, it

is less in the manner of someone who possesses a method

than that of a dog that seems to be making uncoordinated

leaps. We have no reason to take pride in this image of

thought, which involves much suffering without glory and

indicates the degree to which thinking has become increas

ingly difficult: immanence.

The history of philosophy is comparable to the art of the

portrait. It is not a matter of "making lifelike," that is, of

repeating what a philosopher said but rather of producing

resemblance by separating out both the plane of immanence

he instituted and the new concepts he created. These are

mental, noetic, and machinic portraits. Although they are

usually created with philosophical tools, they can also be

produced aesthetically. Thus Tinguely recently presented

some monumental machinic portraits of philosophers, work

ing with powerful, linked or alternating, infinite movements

that can be folded over or spread out, with sounds, lightning

flashes, substances of being, and images of thought according
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to complex curved planes.I" However, if it is permissible to

criticize such a great artist, the attempt does not quite seem

to hit the mark. Nothing dances in the Nietzsche, although

elsewhere Tinguely has been quite able to make machines

dance. The Schopenhauer gives us nothing decisive, whereas

the four Roots and the veil of Maya seem ready to occupy the

bifaceted plane of the World as will and representation. The

Heidegger does not retain any veiling-unveiling on the plane

of a thought that does not yet think. Perhaps more attention

should be given to the plane of immanence laid out as ab

stract machine and to created concepts as parts of the ma

chine. In this sense we could imagine a machinic portrait of

Kant, illusions included (see schema).

4

-

The Plane of Immanence

'I'h(" ("OlllpOIWIl(S 01" the schema are as follows: I) the "I

t hiuk " :IS all ox head wired for sound, which constantly

repeats Self = Self; 2) the categories as universal concepts

(four 6'Teat headings): shafts that are extensive and retractile

according to the movement of 3); 3) the moving wheel of the

schemata; 4) the shallow stream of Time as form of interior

ity, in and out of which the wheel of the schemata plunges;

5) space as form of exteriority: the stream's banks and bed;

6) the passive self at the bottom of the stream and as junction

of the two forms; 7) the principles of synthetic judgments

that run across space-time; 8) the transcendental field of

possible experience, immanent to the "I" (plane of imma

nence); and 9) the three Ideas or illusions of transcendence

(circles turning on the absolute horizon: Soul, World and

God).

This account gives rise to many problems that concern philosophy

and the history of philosophy equally. Sometimes the layers of the

plane of immanence separate to the point of being opposed to one

another, each one suiting this or that philosopher. Sometimes, on the

contrary, they join together at least to cover fairly long periods.

Moreover, the relationships between the instituting of a prephilo

sophical plane and the creation of philosophical concepts are them

selves complex. Over a long period philosophers can create new

concepts while remaining on the same plane and presupposing the

same image as an earlier philosopher whom they invoke as their

master: Plato and the neo-Platonists, Kant and the neo-Kantians (or

even the way in which Kant himself reactivates certain parts of

Platonism). However, in every case, this involves extending the origi

nal plane by giving it new curves, until a doubt arises: is this not a

different plane that is woven in the mesh of the first one? Thus,

the question of knowing when and to what extent philosophers are

"disciples" of another philosopher and, on the contrary, when they

are carrying out a critique of another philosopher by changing the
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plane and drawing up another image involves all the more complex
and relative assessments, because the concepts that come to occupy a

plane can never be simply deduced. Concepts that happen to populate
a single plane, albeit at quite different times and with special connec
tions, will be called concepts of the same group. Those concepts that
refer back to different planes will not belong to the same group.

There is a strict correspondence between the created concepts and
the instituted plane, but this comes about through indirect relation
ships that are still to be determined.

Can we say that one plane is "better" than another or, at least, that
it does or does not answer to the requirements of the age? What does

answering to the requirements of the age mean, and what relationship
is there between the movements or diagrammatic features of an image
of thought and the movements or sociohistorical features of an age?

We can only make headway with these questions if we give up the
narrowly historical point of view of before and after in order to
consider the time rather than the history of philosophy. This is a
stratigraphic time where "before" and "after" indicate only an order
of superimpositions. Certain paths (movements) take on sense and

direction only as the shortcuts or detours of faded paths; a variable
curvature can appear only as the transformation of one or more
others; a stratum or layer of the plane of immanence will necessarily
be above or below in relation to another, and images of thought
cannot arise in any order whatever because they involve changes of
orientation that can be directly located only on the earlier image (and
even the point of condensation that determines the concept some
times presupposes the breaking-up of a point Or the conglomeration
of earlier points). Mental landscapes do not change haphazardly
through the ages: a mountain had to rise here or a river to flow by
there again recently for the ground, now dry and flat, to have a
particular appearance and texture. It is true that very old strata can
rise to the surface again, can cut a path through the formations that
covered them and surface directly on the current stratum to which

The PI.toe of Imm.. ncnce

they impart a new curvature. Furthermore, depending on the regions

considered, superimpositions are not necessarily the same and do not
have the same order. Philosophical time is thus a grandiose time of
coexistence that does not exclude the before and after but superim
poses them in a stratigraphic order. It is an infinite becoming of
philosophy that crosscuts its history without being confused with it.
The life of philosophers, and what is most external to their work,
conforms to the ordinary laws of succession; but their proper names
coexist and shine either as luminous points that take us through the
components of a concept once more or as the cardinal points of a
stratum or layer that continually come back to us, like dead stars
whose light is brighter than ever. Philosophy is becoming, not his
tory; it is the coexistence of planes, not the succession of systems.

That becoming, that coexistence is why planes may sometimes
separate and sometimes join together-this is true for both the best
and the worst. They have in common the restoration of transcendence
and illusion (they cannot prevent it) but also the relentless struggle
against transcendence and illusion; and each also has its particular
way of doing both one and the other. Is there a "best" plane that
would not hand over immanence to Something x and that would
no longer mimic anything transcendent? We will say that THE plane
of immanence is, at the same time, that which must be thought and
that which cannot be thought. It is the nonthought within thought.
It is the base of all planes, immanent to every thinkable plane that
does not succeed in thinking it. It is the most intimate within thought
and yet the absolute outside-an outside more distant than any exter
nal world because it is an inside deeper that any internal world: it is

immanence, "intimacy as the Outside, the exterior become the intru
sion that stifles, and the reversal of both the one and the other" 15_

the incessant to-ing and fro-ing of the plane, infinite movement.

Perhaps this is the supreme act of philosophy: not so much to think
THE plane of immanence as to show that it is there, unthought in
every plane, and to think it in this way as the outside and inside of

I
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thought, as the not-external outside and the not-internal inside-that

which cannot be thought and yet must be thought, which was
thought once, as Christ was incarnated once, in order to show, that
one time, the possibility of the impossible. Thus Spinoza is the Christ
of philosophers, and the greatest philosophers are hardly more than
apostles who distance themselves from or draw near to this mystery.
Spinoza, the infinite becoming-philosopher: he showed, drew up, and
thought the "best" plane of immanence-that is, the purest, the one
that does not hand itself over to the transcendent or restore any
transcendent, the one that inspires the fewest illusions, bad feelings,
and erroneous perceptions.

3. Conceptual Personae

EXAMPLE 5

Although Descartes's cogito is created as a con

cept, it has presuppositions. This is not in the

way that one concept presupposes others (for ex-

ample, "man" presupposes "animal" and "ratio-

nal"): the presuppositions here are implicit, sub

jective, and preconceptual, forming an image of

thought: everyone knows what thinking means.

Everyone can think; everyone wants the truth.

Are these the only two elements--the concept

and the plane of immanence or image of thought

that will be occupied by concepts of the same

group (the cogito and other concepts that can be

connected to it)? Is there something else, in Desc

artes's case, other than the created cogito and the

presupposed image of thought? Actually there is

something else, somewhat mysterious, that ap

pears from time to time or that shows through

and seems to have a hazy existence halfway be

tween concept and preconceptual plane, passing

from one to the other. In the present case it is the

Idiot: it is the Idiot who says "I" and sets up the
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cogito but who also has the subjective presuppositions or lays out the

plane. The idiot is the private thinker, in contrast to the public
teacher (the schoolman): the teacher refers constantly to taught con
cepts (man-rational animal), whereas the private thinker forms a
concept with innate forces that everyone possesses on their own
account by right ("I think"). Here is a very strange type of persona
who wants to think, and who thinks for himself, by the "natural
light." The idiot is a conceptual persona. The question "Are there
precursors of the cogito?" can be made more precise. Where does the
persona of the idiot come from, and how does it appear? Is it in a
Christian atmosphere, but in reaction against the "scholastic" organi
zation of Christianity and the authoritarian organization of the
church? Can traces of this persona already be found in Saint Au

gustine? Is Nicholas of Cusa the one who accords the idiot full status
as conceptual persona? This would be why he is close to the cogito
but still unable to crystallize it as a concept. 1 In any case, the history
of philosophy must go through these personae, through their changes
according to planes and through their variety according to concepts.
Philosophy constantly brings conceptual personae to life; it gives life

to them.
The idiot will reappear in another age, in a different context that

is still Christian, but Russian now. In becoming a Slav, the idiot is
still the singular individual or private thinker, but with a different
singularity. It is Chestov who finds in Dostoyevski the power of a
new opposition between private thinker and public teacher.F The old
idiot wanted indubitable truths at which he could arrive by himself:
in the meantime he would doubt everything, even that 3 + 2 = 5;
he would doubt every truth of Nature. The new idiot has no wish for
indubitable truths; he will never be "resigned" to the fact that 3 + 2

5 and wills the absurd-this is not the same image of thought.

The old idiot wanted truth, but the new idiot wants to turn the
absurd into the highest power of thought-in other words, to create.
The old idiot wanted to be accountable only to reason, but the new

Conceptual Personae

I!lior, doser io .J"I> than to Socrates, wants account to be taken of
"('vITy victim of lIistory"-these are not the same concepts. The new
idiot will never accept the truths of History. The old idiot wanted, by
himself, to account for what was or was not comprehensible, what
was or was not rational, what was lost or saved; but the new idiot
wants the lost, the incomprehensible, and the absurd to be restored
to him. This is most certainly not the same persona; a mutation has
taken place. And yet a slender thread links the two idiots, as if the
first had to lose reason so that the second rediscovers what the other,
in winning it, had lost in advance: Descartes goes mad in Russia?

It is possihle that the conceptual persona only rarely or allusively
appears for himself. Nevertheless, he is there, and however nameless
and subterranean, he must always be reconstituted by the reader.
Sometimes he appears with a proper name: Socrates is the principal
conceptual persona of Platonism. Many philosophers have written
dialogues, but there is a danger of confusing the dialogue's characters
with conceptual personae: they only nominally coincide and do not
have the same role. The character of the dialogue sets out concepts:

in the simplest case, one of the characters, who is sympathetic, is the
author's representative; whereas the others, who are more-or-less
antipathetic, refer to other philosophies whose concepts they expound
in such a way as to prepare them for the criticisms or modifications to
which the author wishes to subject them. On the other hand, concep
tual personae carry out the movements that describe the author's
plane of immanence, and they playa part in the very creation of the
author's concepts. Thus, even when they are "antipathetic," they are
so while belonging fully to the plane that the philosopher in question
lays out and to the concepts that he creates. They then indicate the
dangers specific to this plane, the bad perceptions, bad feelings, and
even negative movements that emerge from it, and they will them
selves inspire original concepts whose repulsive character remains a
constitutive property of that philosophy. This is all the truer for the
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plane's positive movements, for attractive concepts and sympathetic

personae: an entire philosophical Einfiihlung. 'f. And in both cases

there are often great ambiguities.
The conceptual persona is not the philosopher's representative

but, rather, the reverse: the philosopher is only the envelope of his
principal conceptual persona and of all the other personae who are
the intercessors [intercesBeurs], the real subjects of his philosophy.
Conceptual personae are the philosopher's "heteronyms," and the
philosopher's name is the simple pseudonym of his personae. I am no
longer myself but thought's aptitude for finding itself and spreading

across a plane that passes through me at several places. The philoso
pher is the idiosyncrasy of his conceptual personae. The destiny of
the philosopher is to become his conceptual persona or personae, at
the same time that these personae themselves become something
other than what they are historically, mythologically, or commonly
(the Socrates of Plato, the Dionysus of Nietzsche, the Idiot of Nicho
las of Cusa). The conceptual persona is the becoming or the subject
of a philosophy, on a par with the philosopher, so that Nicholas of
Cusa, or even Descartes, should have signed themselves "the Idiot,"
just as Nietzsche signed himself "the Antichrist" or "Dionysus cruci
fied." In everyday life speech-acts refer back to psychosocial types
who actually attest to a subjacent third person: "I decree mobilization
as President of the Republic," "I speak to you as father," and so on.
In the same way, the philosophical shifter is a speech-act in the third
person where it is always a conceptual persona who says "I": "I think
as Idiot," "I will as Zarathustra," "I dance as Dionysus," "I claim as
Lover." Even Bergsonian duration has need of a runner. In philo
sophical enunciations we do not do something by saying it but pro
duce movement by thinking it, through the intermediary of a concep-

"Einfuhlung, or empathy, as in the title of Wilhelm Worringer's great work Air
straktion unci Einfilhlung, translated into English as Abstraction and Empathy by

Michael Bullock (London: Routledge, 1953)·

Conceptual Personae

tual persolla. (:ollceplual personae are also the true agents of enuncia
tion. "Who is 'I'?" It is always a third person.

We invoke Nietzsche because few philosophers have worked so
much with both sympathetic (Dionysus, Zarathustra) and antipa
thetic (Christ, the Priest, the Higher Men; Socrates himself become
antipathetic) conceptual personae. It might be thought that Nietzsche
renounces concepts. However, he creates immense and intense con
cepts ("forces," "value," "becoming," "life"; and repulsive concepts
like ressentiment and "bad conscience"), just as he lays out a new
plane of immanence (infinite movements of the will to power and the
eternal return) that completely changes the image of thought (criti
cism of the will to truth). But in Nietzsche, the conceptual personae

involved never remain implicit. It is true that their manifestation for
themselves gives rise to an ambiguity that leads many readers to see
Nietzsche as a poet, thaumaturge, or creator of myths. But conceptual
personae, in Nietzsche and elsewhere, are not mythical personifica
tions or historical persons or literary or novelistic heroes. Nietzsche's
Dionysus is no more the mythical Dionysus than Plato's Socrates is
the historical Socrates. Becoming is not being, and Dionysus be
comes philosopher at the same time that Nietzsche becomes Diony
sus. Here, again, it is Plato who begins: he becomes Socrates at the
same time that he makes Socrates become philosopher.

The difference between conceptual personae and aesthetic figures
consists first of all in this: the former are the powers of concepts, and

the latter are the powers of affects and percepts. The former take
effect on a plane of immanence that is an image of Thought-Being
(noumenon), and the latter take effect on a plane of composition as
image of a Universe (phenomenon). The great aesthetic figures of
thought and the novel but also of painting, sculpture, and music
produce affects that surpass ordinary affections and perceptions, just

as concepts go beyond everyday opinions. Melville said that a novel
includes an infinite number of interesting characters but just one
original Figure like the single sun of a constellation of a universe, like
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the beginning of things, or like the beam of light that draws a hidden

universe out of the shadow: hence Captain Ahab, or Bartleby."
Kleist's universe is shot through with affects that traverse it like

arrows or that suddenly freeze the universe in which the figures of

Homburg or Penthesilea loom. Figures have nothing to do with

resemblance or rhetoric but are the condition under which the arts

produce affects of stone and metal, of strings and wind, of line and

color, on a plane of composition of a universe. Art and philosophy
crosscut the chaos and confront it, but it is not the same sectional

plane; it is not populated in the same way. In the one there is the

constellation of a universe or affects and percepts; and in the other,

constitutions of immanence or concepts. Art thinks no less than

philosophy, but it thinks through affects and percepts.

This does not mean that the two entities do not often pass into

each other in a becoming that sweeps them both up in an intensity

which co-determines them. With Kierkegaard, the theatrical and

musical figure of Don Juan becomes a conceptual persona, and the
Zarathustra persona is already a great musical and theatrical figure.

It is as if, between them, not only alliances but also branchings and

substitutions take place. In contemporary thought, Michel Guerin is

one of those who has made the most profound discovery of the

existence of conceptual personae at the heart of philosophy. But he

defines them within a "logodrama" or a "figurology" that puts affect
into thought." This means that the concept as such can be concept of

the affect, just as the affect can be affect of the concept. The plane of

composition of art and the plane of immanence of philosophy can slip

into each other to the degree that parts of one may be occupied by

entities of the other. In fact, in each case the plane and that which

occupies it are like two relatively distinct and heterogeneous parts. A

thinker may therefore decisively modify what thinking means, draw

up a new image of thought, and institute a new plane of immanence.

But, instead of creating new concepts that occupy it, they populate it

with other instances, with other poetic, novelistic, or even pictorial or

IlillslCal "Illili,'s. '1'1 ... opposite is also true. lgitur is just such a case of

a COIHTptlial persona transported onto a plane of composition, an

:wslllt'tic ligure carried onto a plane of immanence: his proper name

is a conjunction. These thinkers are "half" philosophers hut also

much more than philosophers. But they are not sages. There is

such force in those unhinged works of Holderlin, Kleist, Rimbaud,

Mallarrne, Kafka, Michaux, Pessoa, Artaud, and many English and

American novelists, from Melville to Lawrence or Miller, in which
the reader discovers admiringly that they have written the novel of

Spinozism, To be sure, they do not produce a synthesis of art and

philosophy. They branch out and do not stop branching out. They
are hybrid geniuses who neither erase nor cover over differences in

kind but, on the contrary, use all the resources of their "athleticism"

to install themselves within this very difference, like acrobats torn

apart in a perpetual show of strength.
There is all the more reason for saying that conceptual personae

(and also aesthetic figures) are irreducible to psychosocial types, even

if here again there are constant penetrations. Simmel, and then Goff

man, have probed far into the enclaves or margins of a society the

study of these types, which often seem to be unstable: the stranger,
the exile, the migrant, the transient, the native, the homecomer."

This is not through a taste for the anecdote. It seems to us that a

social field comprises structures and functions, but this does not tell

us very much directly about particular movements that affect the

Socius. We already know the importance in animals of those activities

that consist in forming territories, in abandoning or leaving them,

and even in re-creating territory on something of a different nature

(ethologists say that an animal's partner or friend is the "equivalent
of a home" or that the family is a "mobile territory"). All the more so

for the hominid: from its act of birth, it deterritorializes its front paw,

wrests it from the earth to turn it into a hand, and reterritorializes it

on branches and tools. A stick is, in turn, a deterritorialized branch.

We need to see how everyone, at every age, in the smallest things as
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in the greatest challenges, seeks a territory, tolerates or carries out
deterritorializations, and is reterritorialized on almost anything-
memory, fetish, or dream. Refrains express these powerful dyna
misms: my cabin in Canada ... farewell, I am leaving . . . yes, it's
me; I had to come back. We cannot even say what comes first, and
perhaps every territory presupposes a prior deterritorialization, or
everything happens at the same time. Social fields are inextricable

knots in which the three movements are mixed up so that, in order to
disentangle them, we have to diagnose real types or personae. The
merchant buys in a territory, deterritorializes products into commodi
ties, and is reterritorialized on commercial circuits. In capitalism,
capital or property is deterritorialized, ceases to be landed, and is
reterritorialized on the means of production; whereas labor becomes
"abstract" labor, reterritorialized in wages: this is why Marx not only
speaks of capital and labor but feels the need to draw up some true
psychosocial types, both antipathetic and sympathetic: the capitalist,
the proletarian. H we are looking for the originality of the Greek
world we must ask what sort of territory is instituted by the Greeks,

how they deterritorialize themselves, on what they are reterritorial
ized-and, in order to do this, to pick out specifically Greek types
(the Friend, for example?). It is not always easy to decide which, at a
given moment in a given society, are the good types: thus, the freed
slave as type of deterritorialization in the Chinese Chou empire, the
figure of the Exiled, of which the sinologist Tokei has given us a
detailed portrait. We believe that psychosocial types have this mean
ing: to make perceptible, in the most insignificant or most important
circumstances, the formation of territories, the vectors of deterritoria
lization, and the process of reterritorialization.

But are there not also territories and deterritorializations that are
not only physical and mental but spiritual-not only relative but
absolute in a sense yet to be determined? What is the Fatherland or
Homeland invoked by the thinker, by the philosopher or artist?
Philosophy is inseparable from a Homeland to which the a priori, the

inn.ur-, or th.. memory equally attest. But why is this fatherland

unknown, lost, or forgotten, turning the thinker into an Exile? What
will restore an equivalent of territory, valid as a home? What will be

philosophical refrains? What is thought's relationship with the earth?
Socrates the Athenian, who does not like to travel, is guided by
Parmenides of Elea when he is young, who is replaced by the
Stranger when he is old, as if Platonism needed at least two concep
tual personae." What sort of stranger is there within the philosopher,
with his look of returning from the land of the dead? The role of

conceptual personae is to show thought'S territories, its absolute deterrito

rializations and reterritorializations. Conceptual personae are thinkers,
solely thinkers, and their personalized features are closely linked to
the diagrammatic features of thought and the intensive features of

concepts. A particular conceptual persona, who perhaps did not exist
before us, thinks in us. For example, if we say that a conceptual

persona stammers, it is no longer a type who stammers in a particular
language but a thinker who makes the whole of language stammer:
the interesting question then is "What is this thought that can only
stammer?" Or again, if we say that a conceptual persona is the Friend,
or that he is the Judge or the Legislator, we are no longer concerned
with private, public, or legal status but with that which belongs by
right to thought and only to thought. Stammerer, friend, or judge do
not lose their concrete existence but, on the contrary, take on a new
one as thought's internal conditions for its real exercise with this or
that conceptual persona. This is not two friends who engage in
thought; rather, it is thought itself that requires the thinker to be a
friend so that thought is divided up within itself and can be exercised.
It is thought itself which requires this division of thought between
friends. These are no longer empirical, psychological, and social de
terminations, still less abstractions, but intercessors, crystals, or seeds

of thought.
Even if the word absolute turns out to be exact, we must not think

that deterritorializations and reterritorializations of thought transcend
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psychosocial ones, any more than they are reducible to them, or 10

an abstraction or ideological expression of them. Rather, there is :1

conjunction, a system of referrals or perpetual relays. The features of
conceptual personae have relationships with the epoch or historical
milieu in which they appear that only psychosocial types enable us
to assess. But, conversely, the physical and mental movements of
psychosocial types, their pathological symptoms, their relational atti
tudes, their existential modes, and their legal status, become suscepti
ble to a determination purely of thinking and of thought that wrests
them from both the historical state of affairs of a society and the lived
experience of individuals, in order to turn them into the features of
conceptual personae, or thought-events on the plane laid out by
thought or under the concepts it creates. Conceptual personae and
psychosocial types refer to each other and combine without ever
mergmg.

No list of the features of conceptual personae can be exhaustive,
since they are constantly arising and vary with planes of immanence.

On a given plane, different kinds of features are mixed together to
make lip a persona. We assume there are pathic features: the Idiot,
the one who wants to think for himself and is a persona who can

change and take on another meaning. But also a Madman, a kind of
madman, a cataleptic thinker or "mummy" who discovers in thought
an inability to think; or a great maniac, someone frenzied, who is in
search of that which precedes thought, an Already-there, but at the

very heart of thought itself. Philosophy and schizophrenia have often
been associated with each other. But in one case the schizophrenic is
a conceptual persona who lives intensely within the thinker and
forces him to think, whereas in the other the schizophrenic is a
psychosocial type who represses the living being and robs him of his

thought. Sometimes the two are combined, clasped together as if an
event that is too intense corresponds to a lived condition that is too
hard to bear.

There are relational features: "the Friend," but a friend who has a

rdallollsltip witIt his frielld only through the thing loved, which
hrillg-s rivalry. The "Claimant" and the "Rival" quarrel over the
thing' or concept, but the concept needs a dormant, unconscious

perceptible body, the "Boy" who is added to the conceptual personae.
Are we not already on another plane, for love is like the violence that
compels thinking-"Socrates the lover"-whereas friendship asks
only for a little goodwill? And how could a "Fiancee" be denied her
place in the role of conceptual persona, although it may mean rushing
to her destruction, but not without the philosopher himself "becom
ing" woman? As Kierkegaarcl asks (or Kleist, or Proust): is not a
woman more worthwhile than the friend who knows one well? And
what happens if the woman herself becomes philosopher? Or a "Cou
ple" who would be internal to thought and make "Socrates the
husband" the conceptual persona? Unless we are led back to the
"Friend," but after an ordeal that is too powerful, an inexpressible
catastrophe, and so in yet another new sense, in a mutual distress, a
mutual weariness that forms a new right of thought (Socrates be
comes Jewish). Not two friends who communicate and recall the past
together but, on the contrary, who suffer an amnesia or aphasia
capable of splitting thought, of dividing it in itself. Personae prolifer
ate and branch off, jostle one another and replace each other:'

There are dynamic features: if moving forward, climbing, and
descending are dynamisms of conceptual personae, then leaping like
Kierkegaard, dancing like Nietzsche, and diving like Melville are
others for philosophical athletes irreducible to one another. And if

today our sports are completely changing, if the old energy-produc
ing activities are giving way to exercises that, on the contrary, insert
themselves on existing energetic networks, this is not just a change
in the type but yet other dynamic features that enter a thought that
"slides" with new substances of being, with wave or snow, and turn
the thinker into a sort of surfer as conceptual persona: we renounce
then the energetic value of the sporting type in order to pick out the
pure dynamic difference expressed in a new conceptual persona.
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There are juridical features insofar as thought constantly lays r1ainl

to what belongs to it by right and, from the time of the pre-Socrat ics,

has confronted Justice. But is this the power ofthe Claimant, or even

of the Plaintiff, as philosophy extracts it from the tragic Greek tribu

nal? And will not philosophers be banned for a long time from being

Judges, being at most doctors enrolled in God's justice, so long as

they are not themselves the accused? When Leibniz turns the philoso

pher into the Lawyer of a god who is threatened on all sides, is this a

new conceptual persona? Or the strange persona of Investigator ad

vanced by the empiricists? It is Kant who finally turns the philoso

pher into the Judge at the same time that reason becomes a tribunal;

but is this the legislative power of a determining judge, or the judicial

power, the jurisprudence, of a reflecting judge? These are two quite

different conceptual personae. Or else thought reverses everything

.iudg(~s, lawyers, plaintiffs, accusers, and accused-like Alice on a

plane of immanence where .Iustice equals Innocence, and where the

Innoccnt becomes the conceptual persona who no longer has to jus

tify herself, a sort of child-player against whom we can no longer do

anything, a Spinoza who leaves no illusion of transcendence re

maining. Should not judge and innocent merge into each other, that

is to say, should not beings be judged from within-not at all in the

name of the Law or of Values or even by virtue of their conscience

but by the purely immanent criteria of their existence ("at all events,

beyond Good and Evil does not mean beyond good and bad")?

And there are existential features: Nietzsche said that philosophy

invents modes of existence or possibilities of life. That is why a few

vital anecdotes are sufficient to produce a portrait of a philosophy,

like the one Diogenes Laertius knew how to produce by writing the

philosophers' bedside book or golden legend-Empedocles and his

volcano, Diogenes and his barrel. It will be argued that most philoso

phers' lives are very bourgeois: but is not Kant's stocking-suspender

a vital anecdote appropriate to the system of Reason? 8 And Spinoza's

liking for battles between spiders is due to the fact that in a pure

ConceplualPersonae

b.;lIion tlwy n-produc« relationships or modes in the system of the

Ethi,» as Ilig-IH'r ethology. These anecdotes do not refer simply to

social or even psychological types of philosopher (Empedocles the

prince, Diogenes the slave) but show rather the conceptual personae

who inhabit them. Possibilities of life or modes of existence can be

invented only on a plane of immanence that develops the power of

conceptual personae. The face and body of philosophers shelter these

personae who often give them a strange appearance, especially in the

glance, as if someone else was looking through their eyes. Vital

anecdotes recount a conceptual persona's relationship with animals,

plants, or rocks, a relationship according to which philosophers

themselves become something unexpected and take on a tragic and

comic dimension that they could not have by themselves. It is

through our personae that we philosophers become always something

else and are reborn as public garden or zoo.

EXAMPLE 6

Even illusions of transcendence are useful to us and provide

vital anecdotes-for when we take pride in encountering the

transcendent within immanence, all we do is recharge the

plane of immanence with immanence itself: Kierkegaard

leaps outside the plane, but what is "restored" to him in this

suspension, this halted movement, is the fiancee or the lost

son, it is existence on the plane of immanence." Kierkegaard

does not hesitate to say so: a little "resignation" will be

enough for what belongs to transcendence, but immanence

must also be restored. Pascal wagers on the transcendent exis

tence of God, but the stake, that on which one bets, is the

immanent existence of the one who believes that God exists.

Only that existence is able to cover the plane of immanence,

to achieve infinite movement, and to produce and reproduce

intensities; whereas the existence of the one who does not

believe that God exists falls into the negative. It might even
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be said here, as Francois Jullien says of Chinese thought,

that transcendence is relative and represents no more than an

"absolutization of immanence." 10 There is not the slightest

reason for thinking that modes of existence need transcen

dent values by which they could be compared, selected, and

judged relative to one another. On the contrary, there are

only immanent criteria. A possibility of life is evaluated

through itself in the movements it lays out and the intensities

it creates on a plane of immanence: what is not laid out or

created is rejected. A mode of existence is good or bad, noble

or vulgar, complete or empty, independently of Good and

Evil or any transcendent value: there are never any criteria

other than the tenor of existence, the intensification of life.

Pascal and Kierkegaard, who were familiar with infinite

movements, and who extracted from the Old Testament new

conceptual personae able to stand up to Socrates, were well

aware of this. Kierkegaard's "knight of the faith," he who

makes the leap, or Pascal's gambler, he who throws the dice,

are men of a transcendence or a faith. But they constantly

recharge immanence: they are philosophers or, rather, inter

cessors, conceptual personae who stand in for these two phi

losophers and who are concerned no longer with the tran

scendent existence of God but only with the infinite imma

nent possibilities brought by the one who believes that God
exists.

The problem would change if it were another plane of

immanence. It is not that the person who does not believe

God exists would gain the upper hand, since he would still

belong to the old plane as negative movement. But, on the

new plane, it is possible that the problem now concerns the

one who believes in the world, and not even in the existence

ofthe world but in its possibilities of movements and intensi

ties, so as once again to give birth to new modes of existence,

closer to animals and rocks. it may be that believing in this

world, in this life, becomes our most difficult task, or the task

of a mode of existence still to be discovered on our plane of

immanence today. This is the empiricist conversion (we have

so many reasons not to believe in the human world; we have

lost the world, worse than a fiancee or a god). The problem

has indeed changed.

The conceptual persona and the plane of immanence presuppose

each other. Sometimes the persona seems to precede the plane, some

times to come after it-that is, it appears twice; it intervenes twice.

On the one hand, it plunges into the chaos from which it extracts the

determinations with which it produces the diagrammatic features of a

plane of immanence: it is as if it seizes a handful of dice from chance

chaos so as to throw them on a table. On the other hand, the persona

establishes a correspondence between each throw of the dice and the

intensive features of a concept that will occupy this or that region of

the table, as if the table were split according to the combinations.

Thus, the conceptual persona with its personalized features inter

venes between chaos and the diagrammatic features of the plane of

immanence and also between the plane and the intensive features of

the concepts that happen to populate it: 19itur. Conceptual personae

constitute points of view according to which planes of immanence are

distinguished from one another or brought together, but they also

constitute the conditions under which each plane finds itself filled

with concepts of the same group. Every thought is a Fiat, expressing

a throw of the dice: constructivism. But this is a very complex game,

because throwing involves infinite movements that are reversible and

folded within each other so that the consequences can only be pro

duced at infinite speed by creating finite forms corresponding to the

intensive ordinates of these movements: every concept is a combina

tion that did not exist before. Concepts are not deduced from the

plane. The conceptual persona is needed to create concepts on the
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plane, just as the plane itself needs to be laid out. But tlu-s« t wo

operations do not merge in the persona, which itself appears as a
distinct operator.

There are innumerable planes, each with a variable curve, and

they group together or separate themselves according to the points of

view constituted by personae. Each persona has several features that

may give rise to other personae, on the same or a different plane:

conceptual personae proliferate. There is an infinity of possible con

cepts on a plane: they resonate and connect up with mobile bridges,

but it is impossible to foresee the appearance they take on as a

function of variations of curvature. They are created in bursts and

constantly bifurcate. The game is all the more complex because on

each plane negative movements are enveloped within positive move

ments, expressing the risks and dangers confronted by thought, the

false perceptions and bad feelings that surround it. There are also

antipathetic conceptual personae who cling to sympathetic personae

and from whom the latter do not manage to free themselves (it is not

only Zarathustra who is haunted by "his" ape or clown, or Dionysus

who does not separate himself from Christ; but Socrates who never

manages to distinguish himself from "his" sophist, and the critical

philosopher who is always warding off his bad doubles). Finally,

there are repulsive concepts locked within attractive ones but that

outline regions of low or empty intensity on the plane and that

continually cut themselves off, create discordancies, and sever connec

tions (does not transcendence itself have "its" concepts?). But even

more than a vectorial distribution, the signs, personae, and concepts

of planes are ambiguous because they are folded within one another,
embrace or lie alongside one another. That is why philosophy always
works blow by blow.

Philosophy presents three elements, each of which fits with the

other two but must be considered for itself: the prephllosophical plane

it must layout (immanence), the persona or personae it must invent and

bring to life (insistence), and the philosophical concepts it must create

Conceptual Personae

(consistcncu], Laying' out, inventing, and creating constitute the phil

osophical trinity-diagrammatic, personalistic, and intensive features.

Concepts are grouped according to whether they resonate or throw

out mobile bridges, covering the same plane of immanence that con

nects them to one another. There are families of planes according to

whether the infinite movements of thought fold within one another

and compose variations of curvature or, on the contrary, select non

composable varieties. There are types of persona according to the

possibilities of even their hostile encounters on the same plane and in

a group. But it is often difficult to determine if it is the same group,

the same type, or the same family. A whole "taste" is needed here.

Since none of these elements are deduced from the others, there

must be coadaptation of the three. The philosophical faculty of coa

daptation, which also regulates the creation of concepts, is called

taste. If the laying-out of the plane is called Reason, the invention of

personae Imagination, and the creation of concepts Understanding,

then taste appears as the triple faculty of the still-undetermined con

cept, of the persona still in limbo, and of the still-transparent plane.

That is why it is necessary to create, invent, and layout, while taste

is like the rule of correspondence of the three instances that are

different in kind. It is certainly not a faculty of measuring. No mea

sure will be found in those infinite movements that make up the

plane of immanence, in those accelerated lines without contour, and

those inclines and curves; or in those always excessive and sometimes

antipathetic personae; or in those concepts with irregular forms, stri

dent intensities, and colors that are so bright and barbarous that they

can inspire a kind of "disgust" (especially in repulsive concepts).

Nevertheless, what appears as philosophical taste in every case is love

of the well-made concept, "well-made" meaning not a moderation of

the concept but a sort of stimulation, a sort of modulation in which

conceptual activity has no limit in itself but only in the other two

limitless activities. If ready-made concepts already existed they would

have to abide by limits. But even the "prephilosophical" plane is only
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so called because it is laid out as presupposed and not because il

preexists without being laid out. The three activities are strictly

simultaneous and have only incommensurable relationships. The cre

ation of concepts has no other limit than the plane they happen to

populate; but the plane itself is limitless, and its layout only conforms

to the concepts to be created that it must connect up, or to the

personae to be invented that it must maintain. It is as in painting:

there is a taste according to which even monsters and dwarves must

be well made, which does not mean insipid but that their irregular

contours are in keeping with a skin texture or with a background of

the earth as germinal substance with which they seem to fit. There is'

a taste for colors that, in painters, does not result in restraint in

the creation of colors but, on the contrary, drives them to the point

where colors encounter their figures made of contours, and their

plane made of Hats, curves, and arabesques. Van Gogh takes yellow

to the limitless only by inventing the man-sunflower and by laying

out the plane of infinite little commas. The taste for colors shows at

once the respect with which they must be approached, the long wait

that must be passed through, but also the limitless creation that

makes them exist. The same goes for the taste for concepts: the

philosopher does not approach the undetermined concept except with

fear and respect, and he hesitates for a long time before setting forth;

but he can determine a concept only through a measureless creation

whose only rule is a plane of immanence that he lays out and whose

only compass are the strange personae to which it gives life. Philo

sophical taste neither replaces creation nor restrains it. On the con

trary, the creation of concepts calls for a taste that modulates it. The

free creation of determined concepts needs a taste for the undeter

mined concept. Taste is this power, this being-potential of the con

cept: it is certainly not for "rational or reasonable" reasons that a

particular concept is created or a particular component chosen.

Nietzsche sensed this relationship of the creation of concepts with a

specifically philosophical taste, and if the philosopher is he who ere-

:tl,'s COlllTpls, il is t hauk s to a luculty or taste that is like an instinc

live, almost animal sa/Jere-a Fiat or a Fatum that gives each philoso

pher the right of access to certain problems, like an imprint on his

name or an affinity from which his works flow.!'

A concept lacks meaning to the extent that it is not connected to

other concepts and is not linked to a problem that it resolves or

helps to resolve. But it is important to distinguish philosophical from

scientific problems. Little is gained by saying that philosophy asks

"questions," because question is merely a word for problems that are

irreducible to those of science. Since concepts are not propositional,

they cannot refer to problems concerning the extensional conditions

of propositions assimilable to those of science. If, all the same, we

continue to translate the philosophical concept into propositions, this

can only be in the form of more-of-less plausible opinions without

scientific value. But in this way we encounter a difficulty that the

Greeks had already come up against. This is the third characteristic

by which philosophy is thought of as something Greek: the Greek

city puts forward the friend or rival as social relation, and it lays out a

plane of immanence-but it also makes free opinion (doxa) prevail.

Philosophy must therefore extract from opinions a "knowledge" that

transforms them but that is also distinct from science. The philosoph

ical problem thus consists in finding, in each case, the instance that is

able to gauge a truth value of opposable opinions, either by selecting

some as more wise than others or by fixing their respective share of

the truth. Such was always the meaning of what is called dialectic

and that reduces philosophy to interminable discussion.l? This can

be seen in Plato, where universals of contemplation are supposed to

gauge the respective value of rival opinions so as to raise them to the

level of knowledge. It is true that there are still contradictions in

Plato, in the so-called aporetic dialogues, which forced Aristotle to

direct the dialectical investigation of problems toward universals of

communication (the topics). In Kant, again, the problem will consist

in the selection or distribution of opposed opinions, but thanks to
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universals of reflection, until Hegel has the idea of making use of the

contradiction between rival opinions to extract from them suprascien

tific propositions able to move, contemplate, reflect, and communi

cate in themselves and within the absolute (the speculative proposi

tion wherein opinions become moments of the concept). But, beneath

the highest ambitions of the dialectic, and irrespective of the genius

of the great dialecticians, we fall back into the most abject conditions

that Nietzsche diagnosed as the art of the pleb or bad taste in philoso

phy: a reduction of the concept to propositions like simple opinions;

false perceptions and bad feelings (illusions of transcendence or of

universals) engulfing the plane of immanence; the model of a form of

knowledge that constitutes only a supposedly higher opinion, Ur

doxa; a replacement of conceptual personae by teachers or leaders of

schools. The dialectic claims to discover a specifically philosophical

discursiveness, but it can only do this by linking opinions together.

It has indeed gone beyond opinion toward knowledge, but opinion

breaks through and continues to break through. Even with the re

sources of an Urdoxa, philosophy remains a doxography. It is always

the same melancholy that raises disputed Questions and Quodlibets

from the Middle Ages where one learns what each doctor thought

without knowing why he thought it (the Event), and that one finds

again in many histories of philosophy in which solutions are reviewed

without ever determining what the problem is (substance in Aris

totle, Descartes, Leibniz), since the problem is only copied from the
propositions that serve as its answer.

If philosophy is paradoxical by nature, this is not because it sides

with the least plausible opinion or because it maintains contradictory

opinions but rather because it uses sentences of a standard language

to express something that does not belong to the order of opinion or

even of the proposition. The concept is indeed a solution, but the

problem to which it corresponds lies in its intensional conditions of

consistency and not, as in science, in the conditions of reference of

extensional propositions. If the concept is a solution, the conditions

or l l«: philosophical probkm are found on the plane of immanence

presupposed by the concept (to what infinite movement does it refer

in the image of thought?), and the unknowns of the problem are

found in the conceptual personae that it calls up (what persona,

exactly?). A concept like knowledge has meaning only in relation to

an image of thought to which it refers and to a conceptual persona

that it needs; a different image and a different persona call for other

concepts (belief, for example, and the Investigator). A solution has

no meaning independently of a problem to be determined in its

conditions and unknowns; but these conditions and unknowns have

no meaning independently of solutions determinable as concepts.

Each of the three instances is found in the others, but they are not of

the same kind, and they coexist and subsist without one disappearing

into the other. Bergson, who contributed so much to the comprehen

sion of the nature of philosophical problems, said that a well-posed

problem was a problem solved. But this does not mean that a prob

lem is merely the shadow or epiphenomenon of its solutions, or that

the solution is only the redundancy or analytical consequence of

the problem. Rather, the three activities making up constructionism

continually pass from one to the other, support one another, some

times precede and sometimes follow each other, one creating concepts

as a case of solution, another laying out a plane and a movement on

the plane as the conditions of a problem, and the other inventing a

persona as the unknown of the problem. The whole of the problem

(of which the solution is itself a part) always consists in constructing

the other two when the third is underway. We have seen how, from

Plato to Kant, thought, "first," and time took different concepts that

were able to determine solutions, but on the basis of presuppositions

that determined different problems. This is because the same terms

can appear twice and even three times: once in solutions as concepts,

again in the presupposed problems, and once more in a persona as

intermediary, intercessor. But each time it appears in a specific,

irreducible form.
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No rule, and above all no discussion, will say in advance whether
this is the good plane, the good persona, or the good concept; for
each of them determines if the other two have succeeded or not, but
each must be constructed on its own account--one created, one
invented, and the other laid out. Problems and solutions are con
structed about which we can say, "Failure ... Success ... ," but
only as we go along and on the basis of their coadaptations. Con
structivism disqualifies all discussion-which holds back the neces
sary constructions-just as it exposes all the universals of contempla

tion, reflection, and communication as sources of what are called
"false problems" emanating from the illusions surrounding the plane.
That is all that can be said in advance. It is possible that we think we
have found a solution; but a new curve of the plane, which at first we
did not see, starts it all off again, posing new problems, a new batch
of problems, advancing by successive surges and seeking concepts to
come, concepts yet to be created (we do not even know if this is not a
new plane that has separated from the preceding plane). Conversely,
it is possible that a new concept is buried like a wedge between what
one thought were two neighboring concepts, seeking in its turn the
determination of a problem that appears like a sort of extension on
the table of immanence. Philosophy thus lives in a permanent crisis.
The plane takes effect through shocks, concepts proceed in bursts,
and personae by spasms. The relationship among the three instances
is problematic by nature.

We cannot say in advance whether a problem is well posed,
whether a solution fits, is really the case, or whether a persona is
viable. This is because the criteria for each philosophical activity are
found only in the other two, which is why philosophy develops in
paradox. Philosophy does not consist in knowing and is not inspired
by truth. Rather, it is categories like Interesting, Remarkable, or
Important that determine success or failure. Now, this cannot be
known before being constructed. We will not say of many books of
philosophy that they are false, for that is to say nothing, but rather

thai IIll'y lack importance or interest, precisely because they do not
create any concept or contribute an image of thought or beget a
persona worth the effort. Only teachers can write "false" in the

margins, perhaps; but readers doubt the importance and interest, that
is to say, the novelty of what they are given to read. These are
categories of the Mind. Melville said that great novelistic characters
must be Originals, Unique. The same is true of conceptual personae.
They must be remarkable, even if they are antipathetic; a concept
must be interesting, even if it is repulsive. When Nietzsche con
structed the concept of "bad conscience" he could see in this what is
most disgusting in the world and yet exclaim, "111is is where man
begins to be interesting!" and consider himself actually to have cre
ated a new concept for man, one that suited man, related to a new
conceptual persona (the priest) and with a new image of thought (the
will to power understood from the point of view of nihilismj.!"

Criticism implies new concepts (of the thing criticized) just as
much as the most positive creation. Concepts must have irregular
contours molded on their living material. What is naturally uninter
esting? Flimsy concepts, what Nietzsche called the "formless and
fluid daubs of concepts"--or, on the contrary, concepts that are too
regular, petrified, and reduced to a framework. In this respect, the
most universal concepts, those presented as eternal forms or values,
are the most skeletal and least interesting. Nothing positive is done,
nothing at all, in the domains of either criticism or history, when we
are content to brandish ready-made old concepts like skeletons in
tended to intimidate any creation, without seeing that the ancient
philosophers from whom we borrow them were already doing what
we would like to prevent modem philosophers from doing: they were
creating their concepts, and they were not happy just to dean and

scrape bones like the critic and historian of our time. Even the history
of philosophy is completely without interest if it does not undertake
to awaken a dormant concept and to play it again on a new stage,
even if this comes at the price of turning it against itself.



4. Geophllosophy

Subject and object give a poor approximation of

thought. Thinking is neither a line drawn be

tween subject and object nor a revolving of one

around the other. Rather, thinking takes place in

the relationship of territory and the earth. Kant

is less a prisoner of the categories of subject and

object than he is believed to be, since his idea of

Copernican revolution puts thought into a direct

relationship with the earth. Husserl demands a

ground for thought as original intuition, which is

like the earth inasmuch as it neither moves nor is

at rest. Yet we have seen that the earth con

stantly carries out a movement of deterritorializa

tion on the spot, by which it goes beyond any ter

ritory: it is deterritorializing and deterritoria

lized. It merges with the movement of those who

leave their territory en masse, with crayfish that

set off walking in file at the bottom of the water,

with pilgrims or knights who ride a celestial line

of flight. The earth is not one element among oth

ers but rather brings together all the elements

within a single embrace while using one or an

other of them to deterritorialize territory. Move-
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ments of deterritorialization are inseparable from territories that open

onto an elsewhere; and the process of reterritorialization is insepara
ble from the earth, which restores territories. Territory and earth are
two components with two zones of indiscernibility-i-deterritorializa,
tion (from territory to the earth) and reterritorialization (from earth
to territory). We cannot say which comes first. In what sense, we ask,
is Greece the philosopher's territory or philosophy's earth?

States and Cities have often been defined as territorial, as substi
tuting a territorial principle for the principle of lineage. But this is
inexact: lineal groups may change territory, and they are only really
determined by embracing a territory or residence in a "local lineage."
State and City, on the contrary, carry out a deterritorialization be
cause the former juxtaposes and compares agricultural territories by
relating them to a higher arithmetical Unity, and the latter adapts the
territory to a geometrical extensiveness that can be continued in
commercia! circuits. The imperial spatium of the State and the politi

cal cxtcnsio of the city are not so much forms of a territorial principle
as a deterritorialization that takes place on the spot when the State
appropriates the territory of local groups or when the city turns its
back on its hinterland. In one case, there is reterritorialization on the
palace and its supplies; and in the other, on the agora and commer
cial networks.

In imperial states deterritorialization takes place through transcen
dence: it tends to develop vertically from on high, according to a
celestial component of the earth. The territory has become desert
earth, but a celestial Stranger arrives to reestablish the territory or
reterritorialize the earth. In the city, by contrast, deterritorialization
takes place through immanence: it frees an Autochthon, that is to
say, a power of the earth that follows a maritime component that goes
under the sea to reestablish the territory (the Erechtheum, temple of
Athena and Poseidon). In fact, things are more complicated because
the imperial Stranger himself needs surviving Autochthons and be
cause the citizen Autochthon calls on strangers in flight-but these

an· not. :It all the same psychosocial types, any more than the polythe
ism or the empire and the polytheism of the city are the same reli
giolls figures. 1

Greece seems to have a fractal structure insofar as each point of the
peninsula is dose to the sea and its sides have great length. The
Aegean peoples, the cities of ancient Greece and especially Autoch
thonous Athens, were not the first commercial cities. But they are
the first to be at once near enough to and far enough away from the
archaic eastern empires to be able to benefit from them without
following their model. Rather than establish themselves in the pores
of the empires, they are steeped in a new component; they develop a
particular mode of deterritorialization that proceeds by immanence;
they form a milieu of immanence. It is like an "international market"
organized along the borders of the Orient between a multiplicity of
independent cities or distinct societies that are nevertheless attached
to one another and within which artisans and merchants find a free
dom and mobility denied to them by the empires.f These types come
from the borderlands of the Greek world, strangers in flight, break
ing with empire and colonized by peoples of Apollo--not only arti
sans and merchants hut philosophers. As Faye says, it took a century
for the name philosopher, no doubt invented by Heraclitus of Ephe
sus, to find its correlate in the word philosophy, no doubt invented by
Plato the Athenian: "Asia, Italy, and Africa are the odyssean phases
of the journey connecting philosophos to philosophy.I'" Philosophers

are strangers, but philosophy is Greek. What do these emigres find
in the Greek milieu? At least three things are found that are the de
facto conditions of philosophy: a pure sociability as milieu of imma
nence, the "intrinsic nature of association," which is opposed to
imperial sovereignty and implies no prior interest because, on the
contrary, competing interests presuppose it; a certain pleasure in
forming associations, which constitutes friendship, but also a pleasure
in breaking up the association, which constitutes rivalry (were there
not already "societies of friends" formed by emigres, like the Pytha-
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goreans, but still somewhat secret, which found their chance in
Greece?); and a taste for opinion inconceivable in an empire, a taste
for the exchange of views, for conversation." We constantly rediscover
these three Greek features: immanence, friendship, and opinion. We

do not see a softer world here because sociability has its cruelties,
friendship has its rivalries, and opinion has its antagonisms and
bloody reversals. Salamis is the Greek miracle where Greece escapes
from the Persian empire and where tbe autochthonous people who
lost its territory prevails on the sea, is reterritorialized on the sea. The

Delian League is like the fractalization of Greece. For a fairly short
period the deepest bond existed between the democratic city, coloni
zation, and a new imperialism that no longer saw the sea as a limit of
its territory or an obstacle to its endeavor but as a wider bath of
immanence. All of this, and primarily philosophy's link with Greece,
seems a recognized fact, but it is marked by detours and contingency.

Whether physical, psychological, or social, deterritorialization is
rclatite insofar as it concerns the historical relationship of the earth
with the territories that take shape and pass away on it, its geological
relationship with eras and catastrophes, its astronomical relationship
with the cosmos and the stellar system of which it is a part. But
deterritorialization is absolute when the earth passes into the pure
plane of immanence of a Being-thought, of a Nature-thought of infi
nite diagrammatic movements. Thinking consists in stretching out a
plane of immanence that absorbs the earth (or rather, "adsorbs" it).
Deterritorialization of such a plane does not preclude reterritorializa
tion but posits it as the creation of a future new earth. Nonetheless,
absolute deterritorialization can only be thought according to certain

still-to-be-determined relationships with relative deterritorializations
that are not only cosmic but geographical, historical, and psychoso
cial. There is always a way in which absolute deterritorialization
takes over from a relative deterritorialization in a given field.

It is at this point that a major difference arises depending on
whether relative deterritorialization takes place through immanence

or throngh transcendence. \Vhen it is transcendent, vertical, celestial,
and brought about by the imperial unity, the transcendent element
must always give way or submit to a sort of rotation in order to be
inscribed on the always-immanent plane of Nature-thought. The
celestial vertical settles on the horizontal of the plane of thought in
accordance with a spiral. Thinking here implies a projection of the
transcendent on the plane of immanence. Transcendence may be
entirely "empty" in itself, yet it becomes full to the extent that it
descends and crosses different hierarchized levels that are projected
together on a region of the plane, that is to say, on an aspect corres
ponding to an infinite movement. In this respect, it is the same when
transcendence invades the absolute or monotheism replaces unity: the
transcendent God would remain empty, or at least absconditus, if it
were not projected on a plane of immanence of creation where it
traces the stages of its theophany. In both cases, imperial unity or
spiritual empire, the transcendence that is projected on the plane of
immanence paves it or populates it with Figures. It is a wisdom or a
religion-it does not much matter which. It is only from this point of
view that Chinese hexagrams, Hindu mandalas, Jewish sephiroth,
Islamic "imaginals," and Christian icons can be considered together:
thinking through figures. Hexagrams are combinations of continuous
and discontinuous features deriving from one another according to
the levels of a spiral that figures the set of moments through which
the transcendent descends. The mandala is a projection on a surface
that establishes correspondence between divine, cosmic, political, ar
chitectural, and organic levels as so many values of one and the same
transcendence. That is why the figure has a reference, one that is
plurivocal and circular by nature. Certainly, it is not defined by an
external resemblance, which remains prohibited, but by an internal
tension that relates it to the transcendent on the plane of immanence
of thought. In short, the figure is essentially paradigmatic, projectioe,

hierarchical, and referential (the arts and sciences also set up powerful
figures, but what distinguishes them from all religion is not that
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they lay claim to prohibited resemblance but that they emancipate a
particular level so as to make it into new planes of thought on which,
as will be seen, the nature of the references and projections change).

Earlier, in order to move on quickly, we said that the Greeks
invented an absolute plane of immanence. But the originality of the
Greeks should rather be sought in the relation between the relative
and the absolute. When relative deterritorialization is itself horizontal,
or immanent, it combines with the absolute deterritorialization of the
plane of immanence that carries the movements of relative deterritori
alization to infinity, pushes them to the absolute, by transforming
them (milieu, friend, opinion). Immanence is redoubled. This is
where one thinks no longer with figures but with concepts. It is the
concept that comes to populate the plane of immanence. There is no
longer projection in a figure but connection in the concept. This is
why the concept itself abandons all reference so as to retain only the
conjugations and connections that constitute its consistency. The
concept's only rule is internal or external neighborhood. Its internal
neighborhood or consistency is secured by the connection of its com
ponents in zones of indiscernibility; its external neighborhood or
exoconsistency is secured by the bridges thrown from one concept to
another when the components of one of them are saturated. And this
is really what the creation of concepts means: to connect internal,
inseparable components to the point of closure or saturation so that
we can no longer add or withdraw a component without changing
the nature of the concept; to connect the concept with another in
such a way that the nature of other connections will change. The
plurivocity of the concept depends solely upon neighborhood (one
concept can have several neighborhoods). Concepts are flat surfaces
without levels, orderings without hierarchy; hence the importance in
philosophy of the questions "What to put in a concept?" and "What
to put with it?" What concept should be put alongside a former
concept, and what components should be put in each? These are the
questions of the creation of concepts. The pre-Socratics treat physical

;-Inll"llls lil«- COIHTpls: they tul«: them Ior themselves, independently

of ;IllY rc!<Tcuce, and seek only the good rules of neighborhood be
tWC('Jl them and in their possible components. If their answers vary it
is because, inside and outside, they do not compose these elementary
concepts in the same way. The concept is not paradigmatic but
suntagmatic: not projective but connective; no~ hierarchical but link

ing/ not referential but consistent. That being so, it is inevitable that
philosophy, science, and art are no longer organized as levels of a
single projection and are not even differentiated according to a com
mon matrix but are immediately posited or reconstituted in a respec
tive independence, in a division of labor that gives rise to relation
ships of connection between them.

Must we conclude from this that there is a radical opposition
between figures and concepts? Most attempts to fix their differences
express only ill-tempered judgments that are content to depreciate
one or other of the terms: sometimes concepts are endowed with the
prestige of reason while figures are referred to the night of the
irrational and its symbols; sometimes figures are granted the privi
leges of spiritual life while concepts are relegated to the artificial
movements of a dead understanding. And yet disturbing affinities
appear on what seems to be a common plane of imrnanence." In a sort
of to-ing and fro-ing, Chinese thought inscribes the diagrammatic
movements of a Nature-thought on the plane, yin and yang; and
hexagrams are sections of the plane, intensive ordinates of these
infinite movements, with their components in continuous and discon
tinuous features. But correspondences like these do not rule out there
being a boundary, however difficult it is to make out. This is because
figures are projections on the plane, which implies something vertical
or transcendent. Concepts, on the other hand, imply only neighbor-

"Le., vicinal: this term is usually used in French to describe a byroad or byway or
a road that links together a number of villages and hamlets. "Linking" is not exact but
conveys the appropriate contrast with hierarchical.
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hoods and connections on the horizon. Certainly, as Francois .Iullion

has already shown in the case of Chinese thought, the transcendent

produces an "absolutization of immanence" through projection. But

philosophy appeals to a completely different immanence of the abso

lute. All that can be said is that figures tend toward concepts to the

point of drawing infinitely near to them. From the fifteenth to the

seventeenth century, Christianity made the impresa the envelope of a

"concetto," but the concetto has not yet acquired consistency and

depends upon the way in which it is figured or even dissimulated.

The question that arises periodically-"Is there a Christian philoso

phy?"-means "Is Christianity able to create proper concepts?" (be

lief, anguish, sin, freedom). We have seen this in Pascal or Kierke

gaard: perhaps belief becomes a genuine concept only when it is

made into belief in this world and is connected rather than being

projected. Perhaps Christianity does not produce concepts except

through its atheism, through the atheism that it, more than any other

religion, secretes. Atheism is not a problem for philosophers or the

death of God. Problems begin only afterward, when the atheism of

the concept has been attained. It is amazing that so many philoso

phers still take the death of God as tragic. Atheism is not a drama

but the philosopher's serenity and philosophy's achievement. There

is always an atheism to be extracted from a religion. This was already

true in Jewish thought: it pushed its figures as far as the concept, but

it arrived at that point only with the atheist Spinoza. And if it is true

that figures tend toward concepts in this way, the converse is equally

true, and philosophical concepts reproduce figures whenever imma

nence is attributed to something. The three figures of philosophy are

objectality of contemplation, subject of reflection, and intersubjectiv

ity of communication. It should be noted that religions do not arrive

at the concept without denying themselves, just as philosophies do

not arrive at the figure without betraying themselves. There is a

difference of kind between figures and concepts, but every possible

difference of degree also.

Gcophilosophy

('all W(' speak of Chillcse, Hindu, Jewish, or Islamic "philoso

phy"? Yes, to the extent that thinking takes place on a plane of

immanence that can be populated by figures as much as by concepts.

Ilowever, this plane of immanence is not exactly philosophical, but

prephilosophical, It is affected by what populates and reacts on it, in

such a way that it becomes philosophical only through the effect of

the concept. Although the plane is presupposed by philosophy, it is

nonetheless instituted by it and it unfolds in a philosophical relation

ship with the non philosophical. In the case of figures, on the other

hand, the pre philosophical shows that a creation of concepts or a

philosophical formation was not the inevitable destination of the

plane of immanence itself but that it could unfold in wisdoms and

religions according to a bifurcation that wards off philosophy in

advance from the point of view of its very possibility. What we deny

is that there is any internal necessity to philosophy, whether in itself

or in the Greeks (and the idea of a Greek miracle would only be

another aspect ofthis pseudonecessity). Nevertheless, philosophy was

something Greek-although brought by immigrants. The birth of

philosophy required an encounter between the Greek milieu and the

plane of immanence of thought. It required the conjunction of two

very different movements of deterritorialization, the relative and the

absolute, the first already at work in immanence. Absolute deterrito

rialization of the plane of thought had to be aligned or directly

connected with the relative deterritoriaJization of Greek society. The

encounter between friend and thought was needed. In short, philoso

phy does have a principle, but it is a synthetic and contingent princi

ple-an encounter, a conjunction. It is not insufficient by itself but

contingent in itself. Even in the concept, the principle depends upon

a connection of components that could have been different, with

different neighborhoods. The principle of reason such as it appears in

philosophy is a principle of contingent reason and is put like this:

there is no good reason but contingent reason; there is no universal

history except of contingency.
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EXAMPLE 7

It is pointless to seek, like Hegel or Heidegger, an analytic

and necessary principle that would link philosophy to

Greece. Because the Greeks are free men they are the first to

grasp the Object in a relationship with the subject: according

to Hegel, this would be the concept. But, because the object

is still contemplatedas "beautiful," without its relationship to

the subject yet being determined, we must await the follow

ing stages for this relationship to be reflected itself and then

put into movement or communicated. Nonetheless it remains

the case that the Greeks invented the first stage on the basis

of which everything develops internally to the concept. No

doubt the Orient thought, but it thought the object in itself

as pure abstraction, the empty universality identical to simple

particularity: it lacked the relationship to the subject as con

crete universality or as universal individuality. The Orient is

unaware of the concept because it is content to put the most

abstract void and the most trivial being in a relationship of

coexistence without any mediation. However, it is not clear

what distinguishes the antephilosophical stage of the Orient

and the philosophical stage of Greece, since Greek thought

is not conscious of the relationship to the subject that it

presupposes without yet being able to reflect.
Thus, Heidegger displaces the problem and situates the

concept in the difference between Being and beings rather

than in that between subject and object. He views the Greek

as the Autochthon rather than as the free citizen (and, as the

themes of building and dwelling indicate, all of Heidegger's

reflection on Being and beings brings earth and territory

together): the specificity of the Greek is to dwell in Being

and to possess its word. Deterritorialized, the Greek is reter

ritorialized on his own language and its linguistic treasure-

I he verb to be. Thus, the Orient is not before philosophy but

alongside, because it thinks but it does not think Being."

Philosophy does not so much evolve and pass through de

grees of subject and object as haunt a structure of Being.

Heidegger's Greeks never succeed in "articulating" their re

lationship to Being; Hegel's Greeks never came to reflect

their relationship to the Subject. But in Heidegger it is not a

question of going farther than the Greeks; it is enough to

resume their movement in an initiating, recommencing repe

tition. This is because Being, by virtue of its structure, con

tinually turns away when it turns toward, and the history of

Being or of the earth is the history of its turning away, of its

deterritorialization in the technico-worldwide development

of Western civilization started by the Greeks and reterritori

alized on National Socialism. What remains common to Hei

degger and Hegel is having conceived of the relationship of

Greece and philosophy as an origin and thus as the point of

departure of a history internal to the West, such that philoso

phy necessarily becomes indistinguishable from its own history.

However close he got to it, Heidegger betrays the movement

of deterritorialization because he fixes it once and for all

between being and beings, between the Greek territory and

the Western earth that the Greeks would have called Being.

Hegel and Heidegger remain historicists inasmuch as they posit

history as a form of interiority in which the concept necessarily

develops or unveils its destiny. The necessity rests on the abstraction

of the historical element rendered circular. The unforeseeable cre

ation of concepts is thus poorly understood. Philosophy is a geophilo

sophy in precisely the same way that history is a geohistory from

Brandel's point of view. Why philosophy in Greece at that moment?

It is the same for capitalism, according to Brandel: why capitalism in

these places and at these moments? Why not in China at some other
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moment, since so many of its components were already present there?
Geography is not confined to providing historical form with a sub
stance and variable places. It is not merely physical and human but
mental, like the landscape. Geography wrests history from the cult of
necessity in order to stress the irreducibility of contingency. It wrests
it from the cult of origins in order to affirm the power of a "milieu"
(what philosophy finds in the Greeks, said Nietzsche, is not an origin
but a milieu, an ambiance, an ambient atmosphere: the philosopher
ceases to be a comet). It wrests it from structures in order to trace
the lines of flight that pass through the Greek world across the
Mediterranean. Finally, it wrests history from itself in order to dis
cover becomings that do not belong to history even if they fall back
into it: the history of philosophy in Greece must not hide the fact that
in every case the Greeks had to become philosophers in the first
place, just as philosophers had to become Greek. "Becoming" does
not belong to history. History today still designates only the set of
conditions, however recent they may be, from which one turns away
in order to become, that is to say, in order to create something new.
The Greeks did it, but llO turning away is valid once and for all.
Philosophy cannot be reduced to its own history, because it continu
ally wrests itself from this history in order to create new concepts that
fall back into history but do not come from it. How could something
come from history? Without history, becoming would remain inde
terminate and unconditioned, but becoming is not historicaL Psy
chosocial types belong to history, but conceptual personae belong to
becoming, The event itself needs becoming as an unhistorical ele
ment. The unhistorical, Nietzsche says, "is like an atmosphere within
which alone life can germinate and with the destruction of which it
must vanish." It is like a moment of grace; and what "deed would
man be capable of if he had not first entered into that vaporous region
of the unhistorical?" 7 Philosophy appears in Greece as a result of
contingency rather than necessity, as a result of an ambiance or milieu
rather than an origin, of a becoming rather than a history, of a

g'l'()g-raphy ruther than a historiography, of a grace rather than a
nature.

Why did philosophy survive in Greece? We cannot say that capi
talism during the Middle Ages is the continuation of the Greek city

(even the commercial forms are hardly comparable). But, for always
contingent reasons, capitalism leads Europe into a fantastic relative
deterritorialization that is due first of all to city-towns and that itself

takes place through immanence. Territorial produce is connected to an
immanent common form able to cross the seas: "wealth in general,"
"labor tout court," and their coming together as commodity. Marx
accurately constructs a concept of capitalism by determining the two
principal components, naked labor and pure wealth, with their zone
of indiscernibility when wealth buys labor. Why capitalism in the
West rather than in China of the third or even the eighth centuryj'''
Because the West slowly brings together and adjusts these compo
nents, whereas the East prevents them from reaching fruition. Only

the West extends and propagates its centers of immanence. The social
field no longer refers to an external limit that restricts it from above,
as in the empires, but to immanent internal limits that constantly shift
by extending the system, and that reconstitute themselves through
displacement." External obstacles are now only technological, and
only internal rivalries remain. A world market extends to the ends of
the earth before passing into the galaxy: even the skies become hori
zontal. This is not a result of the Greek endeavor but a resumption,
in another form and with other means, on a scale hitherto unknown,
which nonetheless relaunches the combination for which the Greeks
took the initiative-democratic imperialism, colonizing democracy.
The European can, therefore, regard himself, as the Greek did, as not
one psychosocial type among others but Man par excellence, and
with much more expansive force and missionary zeal than the Greek.

Husserl said that, even in their hostility, peoples group themselves
into types that have a territorial "home" and family kinship, such as
the peoples of India; but only Europe, despite its national rivalries,
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will propose to itself and other peoples "an incitement to become

ever more European," so that in this West the whole of humanity is

connected to itself as it never was in Greece.l? However, it is difficult

to believe that it is the rise "of philosophy and the mutually inclusive

sciences" that accounts for this privilege of a peculiarly European

transcendental subject. Rather, the infinite movement of thought,

what Husserl calls Telos, must enter into conjunction with the great

relative movement of capital that is continually deterritorialized in

order to secure the power of Europe over all other peoples and

their reterritorialization on Europe. Modern philosophy's link with

capitalism, therefore, is of the same kind as that of ancient philosophy

with Greece: the connection of an absolute plane of immanence with a

relative social milieu that also functions through immanence. From the

point of view of philosophy's development, there is no necessary

continuity passing from Greece to Europe through the intermediary

of Christianity; there is the contingent recommencement of a same

contingent process, in different conditions.
The immense relative deterritorialization of world capitalism

needs to be reterritorialized on the modern national State, which

finds an outcome in democracy, the new society of "brothers," the

capitalist version of the society of friends. As Braudel shows, capital

ism started out from city-towns, but these pushed deterritorialization

so far that immanent modern States had to temper their madness, to

recapture and invest them so as to carry out necessary reterritorializa

tions in the form of new internal limits.l ' Capitalism reactivates the

Greek world on these economic, political, and social bases. It is the

new Athens. The man of capitalism is not Robinson but Ulysses, the

cunning plebeian, some average man or other living in the big towns,

Autochthonous Proletarians or foreign Migrants who throw them

selves into infinite movement-revolution. Not one but two cries

traverse capitalism and head for the same disappointment: Immi

grants of all countries, unite-workers of all countries. At both ends

of the West, America and Russia, pragmatism and socialism play out

II ... rd 11ru or U IySS( 'S, 1I}(' new society of brothers or comrades that

owe :Ig-:Iin takes lip the Greek dream and reconstitutes "democratic
dig-nity."

In fact, the connection of ancient philosophy with the Greek city

and the connection of modern philosophy with capitalism are not

ideological and do not stop at pushing historical and social determina

tions to infinity so as to extract spiritual figures from them. Of course,

it may be tempting to see philosophy as an agreeable commerce of

the mind, which, with the concept, would have its own commodity,

or rather its exchange value-which, from the point of view of a

lively, disinterested sociability of Western democratic conversation, is

able to generate a consensus of opinion and provide communication

with an ethic, as art would provide it with an aesthetic. If this is what

is called philosophy, it is understandable why marketing appropriates

the concept and advertising puts itself forward as the conceiver par

excellence, as the poet and thinker. What is most distressing is not

this shameless appropriation but the conception of philosophy that

made it possible in the first place. The Greeks suffered similar dis

graces, relatively speaking, with certain sophists. But what saves

modern philosophy is that it is no more the friend of capitalism than

ancient philosophy was the friend of the city. Philosophy takes the

relative deterritorialization of capital to the absolute; it makes it pass

over the plane of immanence as movement of the infinite and sup

presses it as internal limit, turns it back against itself so as to summon

forth a new earth, a new people. But in this way it arrives at the

nonpropositional form of the concept in which communication, ex

change, consensus, and opinion vanish entirely. It is therefore closer

to what Adorno called "negative dialectic" and to what the Frankfurt

School called "utopian." Actually, utopia is what links philosophy

with its own epoch, with European capitalism, but also already with

the Greek city. In each case it is with utopia that philosophy becomes

political and takes the criticism of its own time to its highest point.

Utopia does not split off from infinite movement: etymologically it
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stands for absolute deterritorialization but always at the critical point
at which it is connected with the present relative milieu, and espe
cially with the forces stifled by this milieu. Ereiohon, the word used
by Samuel Butler, refers not only to no-where but also to now-here.
What matters is not the supposed distinction between utopian and
scientific socialism but the different types of utopia, one of them being
revolution. In utopia (as in philosophy) there is always the risk of a
restoration, and sometimes a proud affirmation, of transcendence, so
that we need to distinguish between authoritarian utopias, or utopias
of transcendence, and immanent, revolutionary, libertarian utopias.!"
But to say that revolution is itself utopia of immanence is not to say
that it is a dream, something that is not realized or that is only
realized by betraying itself. On the contrary, it is to posit revolution
as plane of immanence, infinite movement and absolute survey, but
to the extent that these features connect up with what is real here and
now in the struggle against capitalism, relaunching new struggles

whenever the earlier one is betrayed. The word utopia therefore
designates that conjunction. o] philosophi], or of the concept, with the

present milieu---political philosophy (however, in view of the muti
lated meaning public opinion has given to it, perhaps utopia is not
the best word).

It is not false to say that the revolution "is the fault of philoso
phers" (although it is not philosophers who lead it). That the two
great modern revolutions, American and Soviet, have turned out so
badly does not prevent the concept from pursuing its immanent path.
As Kant showed, the concept of revolution exists not in the way in
which revolution is undertaken in a necessarily relative social field
but in the "enthusiasm" with which it is thought on an absolute
plane of immanence, like a presentation of the infinite in the here
and now, which includes nothing rational or even reasonable." The
concept frees immanence from all the limits still imposed on it by
capital (or that it imposed on itself in the form of capital appearing as
something transcendent). However, it is not so much a case of a

separatioll or the s)wdator from the actor in this enthusiasm as of

a distinction within the action itself between historical factors and
"unhistorical vapor," between a state of affairs and the event. As
concept and as event, revolution is self-referential or enjoys a self
positing that enables it to be apprehended in an immanent enthusi
asm without anything in states of affairs or lived experience being

able to tone it down, not even the disappointments of reason. Revolu
tion is absolute deterritorialization even to the point where this calls
for a new earth, a new people.

Absolute deterritorialization does not take place without reterrito

rialization. Philosophy is reterritorialized on the concept. The con
cept is not object but territory. It does not have an Object but a
territory. For that very reason it has a past form, a present form and,
perhaps, a form to come. Modern philosophy is reterritorialized on
Greece as form of its own past. German philosophers especially have
lived the relationship with Greece as a personal relationship. But
they indeed lived it as the reverse or contrary of the Greeks, the
symmetrical inverse: the Greeks kept the plane of immanence that
they constructed in enthusiasm and drunkenness, but they had to
search for the concepts with which to fill it so as to avoid falling back
into the figures of the East. As for us, we possess concepts-after so
many centuries of Western thought we think we possess them-but
we hardly know where to put them because we lack a genuine plane,
misled as we are by Christian transcendence. In short, in its past form
the concept is that which was not yet. We today possess concepts,
but the Greeks did not yet possess them; they possessed the plane
that we no longer possess. That is why Plato's Greeks contemplate

the concept as something that is still very far away and beyond,
whereas we possess the concept-we possess it in the mind innately;
all that is needed is to reflect. This is what Holderlin expressed so
profoundly: the "Autochthon" for the Greeks is our "stranger," that
which we have to acquire, whereas our Autochthon is what, to the
contrary, the Greeks had to acquire as their stranger.!" Or, as Schel-
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ling put it, the Greeks lived and thought in Nature but lett Mind ill

the "mysteries," whereas we live, think, and feel in the Mind, ill
reflection, but leave Nature in a profound alchemical mystery that w,'

constantly profane. The Autochthon and the stranger are no longer
separate, like two distinct personae, but distributed like one and the
same double persona who unfolds into two versions in turn, present
and past: what was Autochthonous becomes strange; what was
strange becomes Autochthonous. With all his strength Holderlin
calls for a "society of friends" as the condition of thought, but it is as
if this society had suffered a catastrophe that changes the nature
of friendship. We reterritorialize ourselves among the Greeks but
according to what they did not possess and had not yet become, so
that we reterritorialize them on ourselves.

Philosophical reterritorialization therefore also has a present form.
Can we say that philosophy is reterritorialized on the modern demo
cratic State and human rights? But because there is no universal
democratic State this movement implies the particularity of a State,
of a right, or of the spirit of a people capable of expressing human
rights in "its" State and of outlining the modern society of brothers.
In fact, it is not only the philosopher, as man, who has a nation; it is
philosophy that is reterritorialized on the national State and the spirit
of the people (usually those of the philosopher, but not always).

Thus Nietzsche founded geophilosophy by seeking to determine the
national characteristics of French, English, and German philosophy.
But why were only three countries collectively able to produce phi
losophy in the capitalist world? Why not Spain or Italy? Italy in
particular presented a set of deterritorialized cities and a maritime
power that were capable of reviving the conditions for a "miracle." It

marked the start of an incomparable philosophy. But it aborted, with
its heritage passing instead to Germany (with Leibniz and Schel
ling). Perhaps Spain was too subject to the Church and Italy too
"close" to the Holy See. Perhaps it was the break with Catholicism
that saved England and Germany spiritually, and perhaps Gallican-

ism' W:IS what saved France. Italy and Spain lacked a "milieu" for

philosophy, so that their thinkers remained "comets"; and they were
inclined to burn their comets. Italy and Spain were the two Western
countries capable of a powerful development of concettism, that is to
say, of that Catholic compromise of concept and figure which had
great aesthetic value but which masked philosophy, diverted it to

ward a rhetoric and prevented a full possession of the concept.
The present form is expressed thus: we have concepts! The

Greeks, however, did not yet "have" them and contemplated them
from afar, or sensed them: the difference between Platonic reminis
cence and Cartesian innateness or the Kantian a priori derives from
this. But possession of the concept does not appear to coincide with
revolution, the democratic State, and human rights. If in America
the philosophical enterprise of pragmatism, so poorly understood in
France, has continuities with the democratic revolution and the new
society of brothers, this is not true of the golden age of seventeenth
century French philosophy, or of eighteenth-century England, or of
nineteenth-century Germany, But this is only to say that human
history and the history of philosophy do not have the same rhythm.
French philosophy already speaks in the name of a republic of minds
and of a capacity to think as something that is "the most widely
shared" and that will end up being expressed in a revolutionary
cogito. England will constantly reflect on its revolutionary experience
and will be the first to ask why revolutions turn out so badly in
reality when in spirit they promise so much. England, America, and
France exist as the three lands of human rights. As for Germany, it
will continue to reflect on the French revolution from its side, as that
which it cannot do (it lacks sufficiently deterritorialized towns; it
suffers from the weight of a hinterland, the Land). But what it cannot

"'Gallicanism" refers to the movement within the French Catholic Church that
sought to maintain the distinctive characteristics of the Church in Gaul or France
and asserted the right of the French Church to a certain degree of independence

from Rome.
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do it undertakes to think. In each case philosophy finds a way "I

re~e~ritorializing itself in the modern world in conform ity willI' 11",

spirit of a people and its conception of right. The history of phi I"so

~hy t~er~fo~e is marked by national characteristics or rather by Il:I

tionalitarianisms [nationalitaires*], which are like philosophical
"opinions. "

EXAMPLE 8

If we moderns possess the concept but have lost sight of the

plane of immanence, then the tendency of the French persona

in philosophy is to manage this situation by supporting con

cepts through a simple order of reflexive knowledge, an order

of reasons, an "epistemology." It is like the inventory of

habitable, civilizable, knowable or known lands that are

summed up by an awareness or cogito, even if this cogito

must become prereflexive, and this consciousness must be

come nonthetic, so as to cultivate what is most barren. The

French are likelanclowners whose source of income is the

cogito. They are always reterritorialized on consciousness.

Germany, on the other hand, does not give up the absolute:

it makes use of consciousness but as a means of deterritoriali

zation. It wants to reconquer the Greek plane of immanence,

the unknown earth that it now feels as its own barbarism its,
own anarchy abandoned to the nomads since the disappear

ance of the Greeks.l" It must also constantly clear and con

solidate this ground, that is to say, it must lay foundations. A

mania for founding, for conquering, inspires this philosophy;

what the Greeks possessed Autochthonously, German phi

losophy would have through conquest and foundation so

that it would make immanence immanent to something, to

'We translate nationalitaire as "nationalitarian," in line with the translation of
totalitaire as "totalitarian."

its own Act of philosophizing, to its own philosophizing

subjectivity (the cogito therefore takes on a different meaning

since it conquers and lays down the ground).

England, from this point of view, is Germany's obsession,

for the English are precisely those nomads who treat the

plane of immanence as a movable and moving ground, a field

of radical experience, an archipelagian world where they are

happy to pitch their tents from island to island and over the

sea. The English nomadize over the old Greek earth, broken

up, fractalized, and extended to the entire universe. We can

not even say that they have concepts like the French and

Germans; but they acquire them, they only believe in what is

acquired-not because everything comes from the senses but

because a concept is acquired by inhabiting, by pitching

one's tent, by contracting a habit. In the trinity Founding

Building-Inhabiting, the French build and the Germans lay

foundations, but the English inhabit. For them a tent is all

that is needed. They develop an extraordinary conception of

habit: habits are taken on by contemplating and by con

tracting that which is contemplated. Habit is creative. The

plant contemplates water, earth, nitrogen, carbon, chlorides,

and sulphates, and it contracts them in order to acquire its

own concept and fill itself with it (enjoyment"). The concept

is a habit acquired by contemplating the elements from

which we come (hence the very special Greekness of English

philosophy, its empirical neo-Platonisrn), We are all contem

plations, and therefore habits. I is a habit. Wherever there

are habits there are concepts, and habits are developed and

given up on the plane of immanence of radical experience:

they are "conventions.t'l" That is why English philosophy is

a free and wild creation of concepts. To what convention is a

'In English in the original.
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given proposition due; what is the habit that constitutes its

concept? This is the question posed by pragmatism. English
law is a law of custom and convention, as the French is of
contract (deductive system) and the German of institution
(organic totality). When philosophy is reterritorialized on the
State of Law, the philosopher becomes philosophy professor;
but for the German this is by institution and foundation, for
the French it is by contract, and for the English it is solely

by convention.

If there is no universal democratic State, despite German philoso
phy's dream of foundation, it is because the market is the only thing
that is universal in capitalism. In contrast with the ancient empires
that carried out transcendent overcodings, capitalism functions as an
immanent axiomatic of decoded flows (of money, labor, products).
National States are no longer paradigms of overcoding but constitute
the "models of realization" of this immanent axiomatic. In an axiom
atic, models do not refer back to a transcendence; quite the contrary.
It is as if the deterritorialization of States tempered that of capital and
provided it with compensatory reterritorializations. Now, models of
realization may be very diverse (democratic, dictatorial, totalitarian),
they may be really heterogeneous, but they are nonetheless isomor
phous with regard to the world market insofar as the latter not only
presupposes but produces determinate inequalities of development.
That is why, as has often been noted, democratic States are so bound
up with, and compromised by, dictatorial States that the defense of
human rights must necessarily take up the internal criticism of every
democracy. Every democrat is also the "other Tartuffe" of Beaumar

chais, the humanitarian Tartuffe, as Peguy said. Of course, there is
no reason to believe that we can no longer think after Auschwitz, or
that we are all responsible for Nazism in an unwholesome culpability
that, moreover, would only affect the victims. As Primo Levi said,
they will not make us confuse the victims with the executioners. But,

II(' says, what Nazism and the camps inspire in us is much more or
much less: "the shame of being a man" (because even the survivors
had to collude, to compromise themselves). 17 It is not only our States

but each of us, every democrat, who finds him or herself not responsi
ble for Nazism but sullied by it. There is indeed catastrophe, but it
consists in the society of brothers or friends having undergone such
an ordeal that brothers and friends can no longer look at each other,
or each at himself, without a "weariness," perhaps a "mistrust,"
which does not suppress friendship but gives it its modern color and
replaces the simple "rivalry" of the Greeks. We are no longer Greeks,

and friendship is no longer the same: Blanchot and Mascolo have

seen the importance of this mutation for thought itself.
Human rights are axioms. They can coexist on the market with

many other axioms, notably those concerning the security of prop
erty, which are unaware of or suspend them even more than they
contradict them: "the impure mixture or the impure side by side,"
said Nietzsche. Who but the police and armed forces that coexist with
democracies can control and manage poverty and the deterritorializa

tion-reterritorialization of shanty towns? What social democracy has
not given the order to fire when the poor come out of their territory
or ghetto? Rights save neither men nor a philosophy that is reterrito

rialized on the democratic State. Human rights will not make us bless
capitalism. A great deal of innocence or cunning is needed by a
philosophy of communication that claims to restore the society of

friends, or even of wise men, by forming a universal opinion as
"consensus" able to moralize nations, States, and the markct.!" Hu
man rights say nothing about the immanent modes of existence of
people provided with rights. Nor is it only in the extreme situations
described by Primo Levi that we experience the shame of being
human. We also experience it in insignificant conditions, before the

meanness and vulgarity of existence that haunts democracies, before
the propagation of these modes of existence and of thought-for-the

market, and before the values, ideals, and opinions of our time. The
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ignominy of the possibilities of life that we are offered appears 1'1'0111

within. We do not feel ourselves outside of our time but continue 10

undergo shameful compromises with it. This feeling of shame is om

of philosophy's most powerful motifs. We are not responsible lor (he

victims but responsible before them. And there is no way to escape

the ignoble but to play the part of the animal (to growl, burrow,

snigger, distort ourselves): thought itself is sometimes closer to an
animal that dies than to a living, even democratic, human being.

If philosophy is reterritorialized on the concept, it does not find
the condition for this in the present form of the democratic State or

in a cogito of communication that is even more dubious than that of
reflection. We do not lack communication. On the contrary, we have

too much of it. We lack creation. We lack resistance to the present. The
creation of concepts in itself calls for a future form, for a new earth

and people that do not yet exist. Europeanization does not constitute

a becoming but merely the history of capitalism, which prevents the

becoming of subjected peoples. Art and philosophy converge at this
point: the constitution of an earth and a people that are lacking as the

correlate of creation. It is not populist writers but the most aristo

cratic who lay claim to this future. This people and earth will not be

found in our democracies. Democracies are majorities, but a becom

ing is by its nature that which always eludes the majority. The

position of many writers with respect to democracy is complex and
ambiguous. The Heidegger affair has complicated matters: a great

philosopher actually had to be reterritorialized on Nazism for the

strangest commentaries to meet up, sometimes calling his philosophy

into question and sometimes absolving it through such complicated

and convoluted arguments that we are still in the dark. It is not

always easy to be Heideggerian. It would be easier to understand a
great painter or musician falling into shame in this way (but, pre

cisely, they did not). It had to be a philosopher, as if shame had to

enter into philosophy itself. He wanted to rejoin the Greeks through
the Germans, at the worst moment in their history: is there anything

worse, said N ictzschc, than to lind oneself facing a German when one

was expecting a Greek? How could Heidegger's concepts not be
intrinsically sullied by an abject reterritorialization? Unless all con

cepts include this gray zone and indiscernibility where for a moment

the combatants on the ground are confused, and the thinker's tired
eye mistakes one for the other-not only the German for a Greek but

the fascist for a creator of existence and freedom. Heidegger lost his

way along the paths of the reterritorialization because they are paths

without directive signs or barriers. Perhaps this strict professor was

madder than he seemed. He got the wrong people, earth, and blood.

For the race summoned forth by art or philosophy is not the one that

claims to be pure but rather an oppressed, bastard, lower, anarchical,

nomadic, and irremediably minor race-the very ones that Kant

excluded from the paths of the new Critique. Artaud said: to write

for the illiterate-to speak for the aphasic, to think for the acephalous.

But what does "for" mean? It is not "for their benefit," or yet "in

their place." It is "before." It is a question of becoming. The thinker

is not acephalic, aphasic, or illiterate, but becomes so. He becomes

Indian, and never stops becoming so--perhaps "so that" the Indian

who is himself Indian becomes something else and tears himself away

from his own agony. We think and write for animals themselves. We

become animal so that the animal also becomes something else. The

agony of a rat or the slaughter of a calf remains present in thought

not through pity but as the zone of exchange between man and

animal in which something of one passes into the other. This is the

constitutive relationship of philosophy with nonphilosophy. Becom

ing is always double, and it is this double becoming that constitutes

the people to come and the new earth. The philosopher must become

non philosopher so that non philosophy becomes the earth and people

of philosophy. Even such a well-respected philosopher as Bishop

Berkeley never stops saying, "We Irish others, the mob." The people

is internal to the thinker because it is a "becoming-people," just as
the thinker is internal to the people as no less unlimited becoming.
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The artist or the philosopher is quite incapable of creating 11 people,

each can only summon it with all his strength. A people can only he
created in abominable sufferings, and it cannot be concerned any
more with art or philosophy. But books of philosophy and works of
art also contain their sum of unimaginable sufferings that forewarn of
the advent of a people. They have resistance in common-their resis
tance to death, to servitude, to the intolerable, to shame, and to

the present.
Deterritorialization and reterritorialization meet in the double be

coming. The Autochthon can hardly be distinguished from the
stranger because the stranger becomes Autochthonous in the country
of the other who is not, at the same time that the Autochthon be
comes stranger to himself, his class, his nation, and his language: we
speak the same language, and yet I do not understand you. Becoming
stranger to oneself, to one's language and nation, is not this the
peculiarity of the philosopher and philosophy, their "style," or what
is called a philosophical gobbledygook? En short, philosophy is reterri

torialized three times: on the Greeks in the past, on the democratic
State in the present, and on the new people and earth in the future.
Greeks and democrats are strangely deformed in this mirror of the

future.
Utopia is not a good concept because even when opposed to

History it is still subject to it and lodged within it as an ideal or
motivation. But becoming is the concept itself. It is born in History,
and falls back into it, but is not of it. In itself it has neither beginning
nor end but only a milieu. It is thus more geographical than histori
cal. Such are revolutions and societies of friends, societies of resis
tance, because to create is to resist: pure becomings, pure events on a
plane of immanence. What History grasps of the event is its effectua
tion in states of affairs or in lived experience, but the event in its
becoming, in its specific consistency, in its self-positing as concept,
escapes History. Psychosocial types are historical, but conceptual
personae are events. Sometimes one ages in accordance with History,

and with it, sometimes one becomes old in a quite unobtrusive event
(perhaps the same event that allows the problem "what is philoso
phy?" to be posed). And it is the same for those who die young
there are several ways of so dying. To think is to experiment, but
experimentation is always that which is in the process of corning
about-the new, remarkable, and interesting that replace the appear
ance of truth and are more demanding than it is. What is in the
process of corning about is no more what ends than what begins.
History is not experimentation, it is only the set of almost negative
conditions that make possible the experimentation of something that
escapes history. Without history experimentation would remain inde
terminate and unconditioned, but experimentation is not historical. It
is philosophical.

EXAMPLE 9

In a great work of philosophy, Peguy explains that there are
two ways of considering the event. One consists in going
over the course of the event, in recording its effectuation in
history, its conditioning and deterioration in history. But the
other consists in reassembling the event, installing oneself in
it as in a becoming, becoming young again and aging in it,
both at the same time, going through all its components or
singularities. It may be that nothing changes or seems to

change in history, but everything changes, and we change,
in the event: "There was nothing. Then a problem to which
we saw no end, a problem without solution ... suddenly no
longer exists and we wonder what we were talking about"; it
has gone into other problems; "there was nothing and one is
in a new people, in a new world, in a new man." 19 This is

no longer the historical, and it is not the eternal, Peguy says:
it is the Aternal [lnternel]. Peguy had to create this noun to
designate a new concept. Is this not something similar to
that which a thinker far from Peguy designated Untimely or
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lnactual-the unhistorical vapor that has nothing to do with

the eternal, the becoming without which nothing would

come about in history but that does not merge with history?

Beneath the Greeks and States, it launches a people, an

earth, like the arrow and discus of a new world that is never

ending, that is always in the process of coming about

"acting counter to time, and therefore acting on our time

and, let us hope, for the benefit of a time to come." Acting

counter to the past, and therefore on the present, for the

benefit, let us hope, of a future-but the future is not a

historical future, not even a utopian history, it is the infinite

Now, the Nun that Plato already distinguished from every

present: the Intensive or Untimely, not an instant but a

becoming. Again, is this not what Foucault called the Ac
tual? But how could the concept now be called the actual

when Nietzsche called it the inactual? Because, for Foucault,

what matters is the difference between the present and the

actual. The actual is not what we are but, rather, what we

become, what we are in the process of becoming-that is to

say, the Other, our becoming-other. The present, on the

contrary, is what we are and, thereby, what already we are

ceasing to be. We must distinguish not only the share that

belongs to the past and the one that belongs to the present

but, more profoundly, the share that belongs to the present

and that belonging to the actual. 20 It is not that the actual is

the utopian prefiguration of a future that is still part of our

history. Rather, it is the now of our becoming. When Fou

cault admires Kant for posing the problem of philosophy in

relation not to the eternal but to the Now, he means that the

object of philosophy is not to contemplate the eternal or

to reflect history but to diagnose our actual becomings: a

becoming-revolutionary that, according to Kant himself, is

not the same thing as the past, present, or future of revolu-

t.ions. A Iwcol1lillg-del1locratic that is not the same as what

States 0[' law are, or even a becoming-Greek that is not the

same as what the Greeks were. The diagnosis of becomings

in every passing present is what Nietzsche assigned to the

philosopher as physician, "physician of civilization," or in

ventor of new immanent modes of existence. Eternal philoso

phy, but also the history of philosophy, gives way to a be

coming-philosophical. What becomings pass through us to

day, which sink back into history but do not arise from it, or

rather that arise from it only to leave it? The Aternal, the

Untimely, the Actual are examples of concepts in philosophy;

exemplary concepts. And if one calls Actual what the other

called Inactual, this is only in virtue of a combination of the

concept, in virtue of its proximities and components, the

slight displacements of which entail, as Peguy said, the modi

fication of a problem (the Temporally eternal in Peguy, the

Eternity of becoming according to Nietzsche, and the Out

side-interior with Foucault).





5. Functlves and Concepts

The object of science is not concepts but rather

functions that are presented as propositions in

discursive systems. The elements of functions are

called [unctioes. A scientific notion is defined not

by concepts but by functions or propositions.

This is a very complex idea with many aspects,

as can be seen already from the use to which it is

put by mathematics and biology respectively.

Nevertheless, it is this idea of the function which

enables the sciences to reflect and communicate.

Science does not need philosophy for these tasks.

On the other hand, when an object-a geometri

cal space, for example-is scientifically con

structed by functions, its philosophical concept,

which is by no means given in the function, must

still be discovered. Furthermore, a concept l1lay

take as its components the functives of any possi

ble function without thereby having the least sci

entific value, but with the aim of marking the dif

ferences in kind between concepts and functions.

Under these conditions, the first difference be

tween science and philosophy is their respective
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attitudes toward chaos. Chaos is defined not so much by its disorder
as hy the infinite speed with which every form taking shape in it
vanishes. It is a void that is not a nothingness but a virtual, containing
all possible particles and drawing out all possible forms, which spring
up only to disappear immediately, without consistency or reference,
without consequence. 1 Chaos is an infinite speed of birth and disap
pearance. Now philosophy wants to know how to retain infinite
speeds while gaining consistency, by giving the virtual a consistency

specific to it. The philosophical sieve, as plane of immanence that cuts
through the chaos, selects infinite movements of thought and is filled
with concepts formed like consistent particles going as fast as
thought. Science approaches chaos in a completely different, almost
opposite way: it relinquishes the infinite, infinite speed, in order to
gain a reference able to actualize the virtual. By retaining the infinite,
philosophy consistency to the virtual through concepts; by
relinquishing the infinite, science gives a reference to the virtual,
which actualizes it through functions. Philosophy proceeds with a
plane of immanence or consistency; science with a plane of reference.
In the case of science it is like a freeze-frame. It is a fantastic slowing

doum, and it is by slowing down that matter, as well as the scientific
thought able to penetrate it with propositions, is actualized. A func
tion is a Slow-motion. Of course, science constantly advances acceler
ations, not only in catalysis but in particle accelerators and expansions
that move galaxies apart. However, the primordial slowing down
is not for these phenomena a zero-instant with which they break

but rather a condition coextensive with their whole develop
ment. To slow down is to set a limit in chaos to which all speeds are
subject, so that they form a variable determined as abscissa, at the
same time as the limit forms a universal constant that cannot be
gone beyond (for example, a maximum degree of contraction).
The first functives are therefore the limit and the variable, and refer
ence is a relationship between values of the variable or, more pro-

Iouudlv, lIw relationship of the variable, as abscissa of speeds, with

til(' lilliit

Sometimes the constant-limit itself appears as a relationship in the

whole of the universe to which all the parts are subject under a finite
condition (quantity of movement, force, energy). Again, there must
be systems of coordinates to which the terms of the relationship

refer: this, then, is a second sense of limit, an external framing or
exoreference. For these protolimits, outside all coordinates, initially
generate speed abscissas on which axes will be set up that can be
coordinated. A particle will have a position, an energy, a mass, and a
spin value but on condition that it receives a physical existence or
actuality, or that it "touches down" in trajectories that can be grasped
by systems of coordinates. It is these first limits that constitute slow
ing down in the chaos or the threshold of suspension of the infinite,

which serve as endoreference and carry out a counting: they are not
relations but numbers, and the entire theory of functions depends on
numbers. We refer to the speed of light, absolute zero, the quantum
of action, the Big Bang: the absolute zero of temperature is minus

273. 15 degrees Centigrade, the speed of light, 299,796 kilometers
per second, where lengths contract to zero and clocks stop. Such
limits do not apply through the empirical value that they take on
solely within systems of coordinates, they act primarily as the condi
tion of primordial slowing down that, in relation to infinity, extends
over the whole scale of corresponding speeds, over their conditioned
accelerations or slowing-downs. It is not only the diversity of these
limits that entitles us to doubt the unitary vocation of science. In fact,
each limit on its own account generates irreducible, heterogeneous
systems of coordinates and imposes thresholds of discontinuity de
pending on the proximity or distance of the variable (for example, the
distance of the galaxies). Science is haunted not by its own unity but
by the plane of reference constituted by all the limits or borders
through which it confronts chaos. It is these borders that give the
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plane its references. As for the systems of coordinates, they populate

or fill out the plane of reference itself.

EXAMPLE 10

It is difficult to see how the limit immediately cuts into the

infinite, the unlimited. Yet it is not the limited thing that sets

a limit to the infinite but the limit that makes possible a

limited thing. Pythagoras, Anaximander, and Plato himself

understood this: the limit and the infinite clasped together in

an embrace from which things will come. Every limit is

illusory and every determination is negation, if determination

is not in an immediate relation with the undetermined. The

theory of science and of functions depends on this. Later,

Cantor provides this theory with its mathematical formulas

from a double-s-intrinsic and extrinsic-s-point of view. Ac

cording' to the first, a set is said to be infinite if it presents a

term-by-term correspondence with one of its parts or subsets,

the set and the subset having the same power or the same

number of elements that can be designated by "aleph 0," as

with the set of whole numbers. According to the second

determination, the set of subsets of a given set is necessarily

larger than the original set: the set of aleph 0 subsets there

fore refers to a different transfinite number, aleph I, which

possesses the power of the continuum or corresponds to the

set of real numbers (we then continue with aleph 2, etc.). It

is odd that this conception has so often been seen as reintro

ducing infinity into mathematics: it is, rather, the extreme

consequence of the definition of the limit by a number, this

being the first whole number that follows all the finite whole

numbers none of which is maximum. What the theory of sets

does is inscribe the limit within the infinite itself, without

which there could be no limit: in its strict hierarchization it

illst;dl~; a slowillg'-doWII, or rather, as Cantor himself says, a

slop -<I "principle of stopping" whereby a new whole num

her is created only "if the rounding up of all the preceding

numbers has the power of a class of definite numbers, already

given in its whole extension.T' Without this principle of

stopping or of slowing down, there would be a set of all sets

that Cantor already rejects and which, as Russell demon

strates, could only be chaos. Set theory is the constitution of

a plane of reference, which includes not only an endoreference

(intrinsic determination of an infinite set) but also an exore

ference (extrinsic determination). In spite of the explicit at

tempt by Cantor to unite philosophical concept and scientific

function, the characteristic difference remains, since the for

mer unfolds on a plane of immanence or consistency without

reference, but the other on a plane of reference devoid of

consistency (Godel).

When the limit generates an abscissa of speeds by slowing down,

the virtual forms of chaos tend to be actualized in accordance with an

ordinate. And certainly the plane of reference already carries out a

preselection that matches forms to the limits or even to the regions of

particular abscissas. But the forms nonetheless constitute variables

independent of those that move by abscissa. This is very different

from the philosophical concept: intensive ordinates no longer desig

nate inseparable components condensed in the concept as absolute

survey (variations) but rather distinct determinations that must be

matched in a discursive formation with other determinations taken in

extension (variables). Intensive ordinates of forms must be coordi

nated with extensive abscissas of speed in such a way that speeds of

development and the actualization of forms relate to each other as

distinct, extrinsic determinations.i' It is from this second point of view

that the limit is now the origin of a system of coordinates made up of

at least two independent variables; but these enter into a relation on
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which a third variable depends as state of affairs or formed matter in
the system (such states of affairs may be mathematical, physical,
biological). This is indeed the new meaning of reference as form of
the proposition, the relation of a state of affairs to the system. The
state of affairs is a function: it is a complex variable that depends on a
relation between at least two independent variables.

The respective independence of variables appears in mathematics
when one of them is at a higher power than the first. That is why
Hegel shows that variability in the function is not confined to values
that can be changed (2/3 and 4/6) or are left undetermined (a sb)
but requires one of the variables to be at a higher power (y2/x = P).
For it is then that a relation can be directly determined as differential
relation dY/dx, in which the only determination of the value of the
variables is that of disappearing or being born, even though it is
wrested from infinite speeds. A state of affairs or "derivative" function
depends on such a relation: an operation of depotentialization has
been carried out that makes possible the comparison of distinct pow
ers starting from which a thing or a body may well develop (integra
tion)." In general, a state of affairs does not actualize a chaotic virtual
without taking from it a potential that is distributed in the system of
coordinates. From the virtual that it actualizes it draws a potential
that it appropriates. The most closed system still has a thread that
rises toward the virtual, and down which the spider descends. But
knowing whether the potential can be re-created in the actual,
whether it can be renewed and enlarged, allows us to distinguish
states of affairs, things, and bodies more precisely. When we go from
the state of affairs to the thing itself, we see that a thing is always
related to several axes at once according to variables that are functions

of each other, even if the internal unity remains undetermined. But,
when the thing itself undergoes changes of coordinates, strictly
speaking it becomes a body, and instead of the function taking the
limit and the variable as reference, it takes an invariant and a group
of transformations (the Euclidean body of geometry, for example, is

Func[ives ,lnd Concepts

,011SI itIIkd hy iuvariuutx ill relation to the group of movements). The
"hody," III fact, is not here the special field of biology, and it finds a
mathematical determination on the basis of an absolute minimum
represented by the rational numbers hy carrying out independent
extensions of this basic body that increasingly limit possible substitu
tions until there is a perfect individuation. The difference between
body and state of affairs (or thing) pertains to the individuation of the
body, which proceeds by a cascade of actualizations. With bodies, the
relationship between independent variables becomes fully worked
out, even if it means providing itself with a potential or power that
renews its individuation. Particularly when the body is a living being,
which proceeds by differentiation and no longer by extension or
addition, a new type of variable arises, internal variables determining
specifically biological functions in relation to internal milieus (endore
ference) but also entering into probabilistic functions with external

variables of the outside milieu (exoreference)."
Thus we find ourselves confronting a new string of functives,

systems of coordinates, potentials, states of affairs, things, and bodies.
States of affairs are ordered mixtures, of very different types, which
may even only concern trajectories. But things are interactions, and
bodies are communications. States of affairs refer to geometrical coor
dinates of supposedly closed systems, things refer to energetic coordi
nates of coupled systems, and bodies refer to the informational coordi
nates of separated, unconnected systems. The history of the sciences

is inseparable from the construction, nature, dimensions, and prolifer
ation of axes. Science does not carry out any unification of the Refer
ent but produces all kinds of bifurcations on a plane of reference that
does not preexist its detours or its layout. It is as if the bifurcation
were searching the infinite chaos of the virtual for new forms to
actualize by carrying out a sort of potentialization of matter: carbon
introduces a bifurcation into Mendeleyev's table, which, through its
plastic properties, produces the state of organic matter. The problem
of a unity or multiplicity of science, therefore, must not be posed as a
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function of a system of coordinates that is possibly unique at a given
moment. As with the plane of immanence in philosophy, we must
ask what status before and after assume, simultaneously, on a plane
of reference with temporal dimension and evolution. Is there just one
or several planes of reference? The answer will not be the same as the
one given for the philosophical plane of immanence with its strata or
superimposed layers. This is because reference, implying a renuncia
tion of the infinite, can only connect up chains of functives that
necessarily break at some point. The bifurcations, slowing-downs,
and accelerations produce holes, breaks, and ruptures that refer back
to other variables, other relations, and other references. According to
some basic examples, it is said that the fractional number breaks with
the whole number, irrational with rational numbers, Riemannian

with Euclidean geometry. But in the other simultaneous direction,
from after to before, the whole number appears as a particular case of
the fractional number, or the rational as a particular case of a "break"
in a linear set of points. It is true that this unifying process that works
in the retroactive direction necessarily brings in other references, the

variables of which are subject not only to restrictive conditions for
giving the particular case but, in themselves, to new ruptures and
bifurcations that will change their own references. This is what hap
pens' when Newton is derived from Einstein, or real numbers from
the break, or Euclidean geometry from an abstract metrical geome
try-which amounts to saying with Kuhn that science is paradigma

tic, whereas philosophy is syntagmatic.

Science is not confined to a linear temporal succession any more
than philosophy is. But, instead of a stratigraphic time, which ex
presses before and after in an order of superimpositions, science
displays a peculiarly serial, ramified time, in which the before (the
previous) always designates bifurcations and ruptures to come, and
the after designates retroactive reconnections. This results in a com
pletely different pace of scientific progress. Scientists' proper names
are written in this other time, this other element, marking points of

Functives and Concepts

1111'1111(' ;IIHI )loillis or lTCOIllwCtioll. Of course, it is always possible,
;IIHI sOllwi iuu-s fruitful, to interpret the history of philosophy ac
I ordill!!; 10 this scientific rhythm. But to say that Kant breaks with
I kscarks, and that the Cartesian cogito becomes a particular case of
IIII' Kantian cogito, is not entirely satisfying since this is, precisely, to
iuru philosophy into a science (conversely, it would be no more
satisfying to establish an order of superimposition between Newton
and Einstein). Far from forcing us to pass through the same compo
ncnts again, the function of the scientist's proper name is to spare us
lrom doing this and to persuade us that there is no reason to go down
the same path again: we do not work through a named equation, we
use it. Far from distributing cardinal points that organize syntagms

on a plane of immanence, the scientist's proper name draws up para
digms that are projected into necessarily oriented systems of refer
ence. Finally, the relationship of science with philosophy is less of a
problem than that of its even more passionate relationship with reli
gion, as can be seen in all the attempts at scientific uniforrnization
and universalization in the search for a single law, a single force, or a
single interaction. What brings science and religion together is that
functives are not concepts but figures defined by a spiritual tension
rather than by a spatial intuition. There is something figural in
functives that forms an ideography peculiar to science and that already
makes vision a reading. But what constantly reaffirms the opposition
of science to all religion and, at the same time, happily makes the
unification of science impossible is the substitution of reference for all
transcendence. It is the functional correspondence of th« paradigm
with a system of reference that, by determining an exclusively scien
tific way in which the figure must be constructed, seen, and read

through functives, prohibits any infinite religious utilization of the

figure."
The first difference between philosophy and science lies in the

respective presuppositions of the concept and the function: in the one
a plane of immanence or consistency, in the other a plane of reference.
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The plane of reference is both one and multiple, but in a different
way from the plane of immanence. The second difference concerns
the concept and the function more directly: the inseparability of
variations is the distinctive characteristic of the unconditioned con
cept, while the independence of variables, in relationships that can be
conditioned, is essential to the function. In one case we have a set of
inseparable variations subject to "a contingent reason" that consti
tutes the concept from variations; and in the other case we have a set
of independent variables subject to "a necessary reason" that consti
tutes the function from variables. That is why, from this point of
view, the theory of functions presents two poles depending on
whether, n variables being given, one can be considered as function
of the n I independent variables, with n - I partial derivatives
and a differential total of the function, or, on the contrary, whether
n I magnitudes are functions of a single independent variable,
without differential total of the composite function. In the same way,
the problem of tangents (differentiation) summons as many variables
as there are curves in which the derivative for each is any tangent
whatever at any point whatever. But the inverse problem of tangents
(integration) deals with only a single variable, which is the curve
itself tangent to all the curves of the same order, on condition of a
change of coordinates.' An analogous duality concerns the dynamic
description of a system of n independent particles: the instantaneous
state can be represented by n points and n vectors of speed in a three
dimensional space but also by a single point in a phase space.

It could be said that science and philosophy take opposed paths,
because philosophical concepts have events for consistency whereas
scientific functions have states of affairs or mixtures for reference:
through concepts, philosophy continually extracts a consistent event
from the state of affairs--a smile without the cat, as it were-whereas
through functions, science continually actualizes the event in a state
of affairs, thing, or body that can be referred to. From this point of
view, the pre-Socratics had already grasped the essential point for a

Functives "Ind Concepts

tid cnl1illal ion or sr.irm:«, valid right lip to our own time, when they
llIade physics a theory of mixtures and their different types.s And the
Sloics carried to its highest point the fundamental distinction be
I ween, on the one hand, states of affairs or mixtures of bodies in
which the event is actualized and, on the other, incorporeal events
that rise like a vapor from states of affairs themselves. It is, therefore,
through two linked characteristics that philosophical concept and
scientific function are distinguished: inseparable variations and inde
pendent variables; events on a plane of immanence and states of affairs
in a system of reference (the different status of intensive ordinates in
each case derives from this since they are internal components of the
concept, but only coordinates of extensive abscissas in functions,
when variation is no more than a state of variable). Concepts and

functions thus appear as two types of multiplicities or varieties whose

natures are different. Although scientific types of multiplicity are
themselves extremely diverse, they do not include the properly philo
sophical multiplicities for which Bergson claimed a particular status
defined by duration, "multiplicity of fusion," which expressed the
inseparability of variations, in contrast to multiplicities of space, num
ber, and time, which ordered mixtures and referred to the variable or
to independent variables." It is true that this very opposition, between
scientific and philosophical, discursive and intuitive, and extensional
and intensive multiplicities, is also appropriate for judging the corre
spondence between science and philosophy, their possible collabora

tion, and the inspiration of one by the other.
Finally, there is a third major difference, which no longer concerns

the respective presuppositions or the element as concept or function
but the mode of enunciation. To be sure, there is as much experimen
tation in the form of thought experiment in philosophy as there is in
science, and, being close to chaos, the experience can be overwhelm
ing in both. But there is also as much creation in science as there is
in philosophy or the arts. There is no creation without experiment.
Whatever the difference between scientific and philosophical Ian-
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guages and their relationship with so-called natural languages, Iunc

tives (including axes of coordinates) do not preexist ready-made any

more than concepts do. Granger has shown that in scientific systems

"styles" associated with proper names have existed-not as an extrin

sic determination but, at the least, as a dimension of their creation

and in contact with an experience or a lived 10 [un vecu]. Coordinates,

functions and equations, laws, phenomena or effects, remain attached

to proper names, just as an illness i~ called by the name of the

physician who succeeded in isolating, putting together, and cluster

ing its variable signs. Seeing, seeing what happens, has always had a

more essential importance than demonstrations, even in pure mathe

matics, which can be called visual, figural, independently of its appli

cations: many mathematicians nowadays think that a computer is

more precious than an axiomatic, and the study of nonlinear functions

passes through slownesses and accelerations in series of observable

numbers. The fact that science is discursive in no way means that it

is deductive. On the contrary, in its bifurcations it undergoes many

catastrophes, ruptures, and reconnections marked by proper names.

If there is a difference between science and philosophy that is impossi

ble to overcome, it is because proper names mark in one case a

juxtaposition of reference and in the other a superimposition of layer:

they are opposed to each other through all the characteristics of

reference and consistency. But on both sides, philosophy and science

(like art itself with its third side) include an I do not know that has

become positive and creative, the condition of creation itself, and that

consists in determining by what one does not know-as Galois said,
"indicating the course of calculations and anticipating the results
without ever being able to bring them about." II

We are referred back to another aspect of enunciation that applies

no longer to proper names of scientists or philosophers but to their

ideal intercessors internal to the domains under consideration. We

saw earlier the philosophical role of conceptual personae in relation to

fragmentary concepts on a plane of immanence, but now science

f'rings 10 li!!:hl /}(1I'11111 obscrucr« ill relation to functions within systems

"I' n'!"l'ITIHT. The Iact that there is no total observer that, like La

1'1:1(,('\ "demon," is able to calculate the future and the past starting

1'1"0111 a given state of affairs means only that God is no more a

sc.ir-ntific observer than he is a philosophical persona. But "demon" is

still excellent as a name for indicating, in philosophy as well as in

science, not something that exceeds our possibilities but a common

kind of these necessary intercessors as respective "subjects" of enun

ciation: the philosophical friend, the rival, the idiot, the overman

are no less demons than Maxwell's demon or than Einstein's or

Heisenberg's observers. It is not a question of what they can or

cannot do but of the way in which they are perfectly positive, from

the point of view of concept or function, even in what they do not

know and cannot do. In both cases there is immense variety, but not

to the extent of forgetting the different natures of the two great types.

To understand the nature of these partial observers that swarm

through all the sciences and systems of reference, we must avoid

giving them the role of a limit of knowledge or of an enunciative

subjectivity. It has been noted that Cartesian coordinates privilege

the points situated close to the origin, whereas those of projective

geometry gave "a finite image of all the values of the variable and the

function." But perspective fixes a partial observer, like an eye, at the

summit of a cone and so grasps contours without grasping reliefs or

the quality of the surface that refer to another observer position. As a

general rule, the observer is neither inadequate nor subjective: even

in quantum physics, Heisenberg's demon does not express the impos

sibility of measuring both the speed and the position or a particle on

the grounds of a subjective interference of the measure with the

measured, but it measures exactly an objective state of affairs that

leaves the respective position of two of its particles outside of the

field of its actualization, the number of independent variables being

reduced and the values of the coordinates having the same probabil

ity. Subjectivist interpretations of thermodynamics, relativity, and
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quantum physics manifest the same inadequacies. Perspectivism, Of

scientific relativism, is never relative to a subject: it constitutes not a
relativity of truth but, on the contrary, a truth of the relative, that is

to say, of variables whose cases it orders according to the values it
extracts from them in its system of coordinates (here the order of
conic sections is ordered according to sections of the cone whose
summit is occupied by the eye). Of course, a well-defined observer

extracts everything that it can, everything that can be extracted in
the corresponding system. In short, the role of a partial observer is to

perceive and to experience, although these perceptions and affections
are not those of a man, in the currently accepted sense, but belong to
the things studied. Man feels the effect of them nonetheless (what
mathematician does not fully experience the effect of a section, an
ablation, or an addition), but he obtains this effect only from the ideal
observer that he himself has installed like a golem in the system of
reference. These partial observers belong to the neighborhood of the
singularities of a curve, of a physical system, of a living organism.
Even animism, when it multiplies little immanent souls in organs and
functions, is not so far removed from biological science as it is said to
be, on condition that these immanent souls are withdrawn from any
active or efficient role so as to become solely sources of molecular
perception and affection. In this way, bodies are populated by an
infinity of little monads. The region of a state of affairs or a body
apprehended by a partial observer will be called a site. Partial observ
ers are forces. Force, however, is not what acts but, as Leibniz and
Nietzsche knew, what perceives and experiences.

Wherever purely functional properties of recognition or selection
appear, without direct action, there are observers: hence this is so

throughout molecular biology, in immunology, or with allosteric
enzyrnes.P Maxwell already presupposed a demon capable of distin

guishing between rapid and slow molecules, between those with high
and weak energy, within a mixture. It is true that in a system in a
state of equilibrium, this demon of Maxwell's linked to the gas will

1I('«(,~is:lrily I)i' :d'kckd hy vl'rtig'o; nonetheless it can spend a long
t iu«- III :l IIld:lslahk state dose to an enzyme. Particle physics needs
(Ollllll(,ss infinitely subtle observers. \Ve can conceive of partial ob

s('rwrs whose site is smaller the more the state of affairs undergoes
('hanges of coordinates. Finally, ideal partial observers are the percep

tunis or sensory affections of [unctioes themselves. Even geometrical
figures have affections and perceptions (pathemes and symptoms,
said Proclus) without which the simplest problems would remain
unintelligible. Partial observers are sensibilia that are doubles of the
lunctives. Rather than oppose sensory knowledge and scientific
knowledge, we should identify the sensibilia that populate systems of
coordinates and are peculiar to science. This is what Russell did
when he evoked those qualities devoid of all subjectivity, sense data

distinct from all sensation, sites established in states of affairs, empty
perspectives belonging to things themselves, contracted bits of space
time that correspond to the whole or to parts of a function. He
assimilated them to apparatus and instruments like Michelson's inter
ferometer or, more simply, the photographic plate, camera, or mirror
that captures what no one is there to see and make these unsensed

sensibilia blaze.P Far from these sensibilia being defined by instru
ments, since the latter are waiting for a real observer to come and see,
it is instruments that presuppose the ideal partial observer situated at
a good vantage point in things: the nonsubjective observer is pre

cisely the sensory that qualifies (sometimes in a thousand ways) a

scientifically determined state of affairs, thing, or body.
For their part, conceptual personae are philosophical sensibilia,

the perceptions and affections of fragmentary concepts themselves:
through them concepts are not only thought but perceived and felt.
However, it is not enough to say that they are distinguished from
scientific observers in the same way that concepts are distinguished
from functives, since they would then contribute no further determi
nation: both agents of enunciation must be distinguished not only by
the perceived but by the mode of perception (nonnatural in both
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cases). It is not enough to assimilate the scientific observer HoI'
example, the cannonball traveler of relativity) to a simple sf/llllm!

that would mark states of variables, as Bergson does, while the
philosophical persona would have the privilege of the lived (a bein~

that endures) because he will undergo the variations themselves. ',1

The philosophical persona is no more lived experience than the scien
tific observer is symbolic. There is ideal perception and affection in
both, but they are very different from each other. Conceptual perso
nae are always already on the horizon and function on the basis of
infinite speed, nonenergetic differences between the rapid and the
slow coming only from the surfaces they surveyor from the compo
nents through which they pass in a single instant. Thus, perception
does not transmit any information here, but circumscribes a (sympa
thetic or antipathetic) affect. Scientific observers, on the other hand,
are points of view in things themselves that presuppose a calibration
of horizons and a succession of framings on the basis of slowing
downs and accelerations: affects here become energetic relationships,
and perception itself becomes a quantity of information. \Ve cannot

really develop these determinations because the status of pure per
cepts and affects, referring to the existence of the arts, has not yet
been grasped. But, the fact that there are specifically philosophical
perceptions and affections and specifically scientific ones-s-in short,
sensibilia of the concept and sensibilia of the function-already indi
cates the basis of a relationship between science and philosophy,
science and art, and philosophy and art, such that we can say that a
function is beautiful and a concept is beautiful. The special percep
tions and affections of science or philosophy necessarily connect up
with the percepts and affects of art, those of science just as much as
those of philosophy.

As for the direct confrontation of science and philosophy, it devel
ops under three principle heads of opposition that group the series of
functives on the one hand and the properties of concepts on the other.
First there is the system of reference and plane of immanence; then

Functiv(~s and Concepts

indcl"'llllclll vari;lbks and inseparable variations; and finally partial
ohservers and conceptual personae. These are two types of multiplic
ity. A function can be given without the concept itself being given,

although it can and must be; a function of space can be given without
the concept of this space yet being given. The function in science
determines a state of affairs, thing, or body that actualizes the virtual
on a plane of reference and in a system of coordinates; the concept in
philosophy expresses an event that gives consistency to the virtual on
a plane of immanence and in an ordered form. In each case the
respective fields of creation find themselves marked out by very differ
ent entities but that nonetheless exhibit a certain analogy in their
tasks: a problem, in science or in philosophy, does not consist in
answering a question but in adapting, in co-adapting, with a higher
"taste" as problematic faculty, corresponding elements in the process
of being determined (for example, for science, choosing the good
independent variables, installing the effective partial observer on a
particular route, and constructing the best coordinates of an equation
or function). This analogy imposes two more tasks. How are we to
conceive of practical transitions between the two sorts of problems?
But above all, theoretically, do the heads of opposition rule out any
uniformization and even any reduction of concepts to functives, or

the other way around? And if no reduction is possible, how can we

think a set of positive relations between the two?



6. Prospects and Concepts

Logic is reductionist not accidentally but essen

tially and necessarily: following the route marked

out by Frege and Russell, it wants to turn the

concept into a function. But this means first of all

not only that the function must be defined in a

mathematical or scientific proposition but that it

characterizes a more general order of the proposi

tion as what is expressed by the sentences of a

natural language. Thus a new, specifically logical

type of function must be invented. The proposi

tional function "x is human" clearly shows the

position of an independent variable that does not

belong to the function as such but without which

the function is incomplete. The complete func

tion is made up of one or more "ordered pairs. ,.,

A relation of dependence or correspondence (nec

essary reason) defines the function, so that "be

ing human" is not itself the function, but the

value of f(a) for a variable x. It hardly matters

that most propositions have several independent

variables or even that the notion of variable, inso

far as it is linked to an indeterminate number, is
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replaced by that of argument, implying a disjunctive assumption

within limits or an interval. The relation of the propositional function
to the independent variable or argument defines the proposition's

reference, or the function's truth value ("true" or "false") for the

argument: John is a man, hut Bill is a cat. The set of a function's
truth values that determine true affirmative propositions constitutes a

concept's extension: the concept's objects occupy the place of variables

or arguments of the propositional function for which the proposition
is true, or its reference satisfied. Thus the concept itself is the function

for the set of objects that constitute its extension. In this sense every

complete concept is a set and has a determinate number; the concept's

objects are the elements of the set.'
It is still necessary to determine the conditions of reference that

provide the limits or intervals into which a variable enters in a true

proposition: x is a man, John is a man, because he did this, because

he appears in this way. Such conditions of reference constitute not

the concept's comprehension but its intension. They are presentations
or logical descriptions, intervals, potentials, or "possible worlds," as

the logicians say, coordinate axes, states of affairs or situations, the

concept's subsets: evening- star and morning star. For example, a

concept with a single element, the concept of Napoleon I, has for its
intension "the victor at Jena," "the one who was defeated at Water

100."There is no qualitative difference between intension and exten
sion here since both concern reference, intension being simply the

condition of reference and constituting an endoreference of the propo

sition, extension constituting the exoreference. Reference is not left

behind by ascending to its condition; we remain within extensional

ity. The question is rather oue of knowing how, through these inten
sional presentations, we arrive at a univocal determination of objects

or elements of the concept, of propositional variables, and of argn

ments of the function from the point of view of exoreference (or of the

representation). This is the problem of proper names, and the busi

ness of a logical identification or individuation that takes us from

,;lall',. or alf:lirs to III(' lhint-; or body (object), through operations of

qU:lIll ilicalion that also make possible attribution of the thing's essen

I i:d predicatl;s as that which finally constitutes tbe concept's compte

hension. Venus (the evening- star and morning star) is a planet that

takes less time than the earth to complete its revolution. "Victor at

.Icna" is a description or presentation, whereas "general" is a predi

cate of Bonaparte, "emperor" a predicate of Napoleon, although be
ing- named general or holy emperor may be descriptions. The "propo

sitional concept" therefore evolves entirely within the circle of refer

ence insofar as it carries out a logicization of functives that thus

become the prospects of a proposition (passage from the scientific to

the logical proposition).
Sentences have no self-reference, as the paradox "I lie" shows. Not

even performatives are self-referential but rather imply an exorefer

ence of the proposition (the action that is linked to it by convention

and accomplished by stating the proposition), and an endoreference
(the status or state of affairs that entitles one to formulate the state

ment: for example, the concept's intension in the statement "I swear

it" may be a witness in court, a child blamed for something, a
lover declaring himself, etc.).2 On the other hand, if we ascribe

self-consistency to the sentence, this can only reside in the formal

noncontradiction of the proposition or between propositions. But this
means that propositions do not materially enjoy any endoconsistency

or exoconsistency. To the extent that a cardinal number belongs to

the propositional concept, the logic of propositions needs a scientific
demonstration of the consistency of the arithmetic of whole numbers,

on the basis of axioms. Now, according to the two aspects of Godel's

theorem, proof of the consistency of arithmetic cannot be represented

within the system (there is no endoconsistency), and the system

necessarily comes up against true statements that are nevertheless not

demonstrable, are undecidable (there is no exoconsistency, or the
consistent system cannot be complete). In short, in. becoming proposi

tional, the concept loses all the characteristics it possessed as philosophi-
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cal concept: its self-reference, its endoconsistency and its exoconsis
tency. This is because a regime of independence (of variables, axioms,
and undecidable propositions) has replaced that of inseparability.
Even possible worlds as conditions of reference are cut off from the
concept of the Otber person that would give them consistency (so
that logic finds itself oddly disarmed before solipsism). The concept
in general no longer has a combination but an arithmetical number'
the undecidable no longer indicates the inseparahility of intensional
components (zone ofindiscernibility) but, on the contrary, the neces
sity of distinguishing them according to the requirement of reference,
which renders all consistency (self-consistency) "uncertain." Number
itself indicates a general principle of separation: "the concept 'letter
of the word Zahi' separates Z from a, a from 11, etc." Functions derive
all their power from reference, whether this be reference to states of
affairs, things, or other propositions: reduction of the concept to the
function inevitably deprives it of all its specific characteristics that
referred back to another dimension.

Acts of reference are finite movements of thought by which science
constitutes or modifies states of affairs and bodies. Historical man
may also be said to carry out such modifications, but under conditions
of the lived, where functives are replaced by perceptions, affections,
and actions. The position is no longer the same with logic: since it
considers empty reference in itself as simple truth value, it can only
apply it to already constituted states of affairs or bodies, in established
scientific propositions or in factual propositions (Napoleon is the one
who was defeated at Waterloo) or in simple opinions ("X thinks that
..."). All types of propositions are prospects, with an information
value. Logic has therefore a paradigm, it is even the third case of
paradigm, which is no longer that of religion or science but like the

recognition of truth in prospects or informative propositions. The
technical expression "metamathematics" clearly shows the passage
from scientific statement to logical proposition in a form of recogni

tion. The projection of this paradigm means that logical concepts are

Prospucts and Concepts

ill turu oulv ligures and that logic is an ideography. The logic of
proposil iO!ls !leeds a method of projection, and Godel's theorem itself
iuvc-ntx a projective model." It is like an ordered, oblique deformation
of reference in relation to its scientific status. Logic seems to be
forever struggling with the complex question of how it differs from
psychology. However, we can definitely agree that it sets up as a
model an image by right of thought that is in no way psychological
(without, for all that, being normative). The question lies rather in
the value of this image by right and in what it claims to teach us
about the mechanisms of a pure thought.

Of all the finite movements of thought, the form of recognition is
certainly the one that goes the least far and is the most impoverished
and puerile. From earliest times philosophy has encountered the
danger of evaluating thought by reference to such uninteresting cases
as saying "hello, Theodore" when Theatetus is passing by. The
classical image of thought was not safe from these endeavors that
value recognition of truth. It is hard to believe that the problems of
thought, in science as well as in philosophy, are troubled by such
cases: as the creation of thought, a problem has nothing to do with a
question, which is only a suspended proposition, the bloodless double
of an affirmative proposition that is supposed to serve as its answer
("Who is the author of Waverley?" "Is Scott the author of Wa

verley?"). Logic is always defeated by itself, that is to say, by the
insignificance of the cases on which it thrives. In its desire to supplant
philosophy, logic detaches the proposition from all its psychological
dimensions, but clings all the more to the set of postulates that
limited and subjected thought to the constraints of a recognition of
truth in the proposition," And when logic ventures into a calculus of
problems, it does so by modeling it, isomorphically, on the calculus
of propositions. It is less like a game of chess, or a language game,

than a television quiz game. But problems are never propositional.
Instead of a string of linked propositions, it would be better to

isolate the flow of interior monologue, or the strange forkings of the
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most ordinary conversation. By separating them from their psycho

logical, as well as their sociological adhesions, we would be able to

show how thought as such produces something interesting when it

accedes to the infinite movement that frees it from truth as supposed

paradigm and reconquers an immanent power of creation. But to do
this it would be necessary to return to the interior of scientific states

of affairs or bodies in the process of being constituted, in order to
penetrate into consistency, that is to say, into the sphere ofthe virtual,

a sphere that is only actualized in them. It would be necessary to go

back up the path that science descends, and at the very end of which

logic sets up its camp (the same goes for History, where we would

have to arrive at the unhistorical vapor that goes beyond actual factors

to the advantage of a creation of something new). But it is this

sphere of the virtual, this Thought-nature, that logic can only show,

according to a famous phrase, without ever being able to grasp it in

propositions or relate it to a reference. Then logic is silent, and it is

only interesting when it is silent. Paradigm for paradigm, it is then in
agreement with a kind of Zen Buddhism.

By confusing concepts with functions, logic acts as though science

were already dealing with concepts or forming concepts of the first
zone. But it must itself double scientific with logical functions that

are supposed to form a new class of purely logical, or second zone,
concepts, A real hatred inspires logic's rivalry with, or its will to

supplant, philosophy. It kills the concept twice over. However, the

concept is reborn because it is not a scientific function and because it

is not a logical proposition: it does not belong to a discursive system

and it does not have a reference. The concept shows itself and does
nothing but show itself. Concepts are really monsters that are reborn

from their fragments.

Logic itself sometimes allows philosophical concepts to reappear,

but in what form and state? As concepts in general have found a

pseudorigorous status in scientific and logical functions, philosophy

inherits concepts of the third zone that are outside number and no

IOllg' 'I' CO list it111<' dcarly dcmarcated and well-defined sets that can be

rdalc'd to III ixt ures ascribable as physico-mathematical states of af

fairs. They are, instead, vague or fuzzy sets, simple aggregates of

perceptions and affections, which form within the lived as immanent
to a subject, to a consciousness. They are qualitative or intensive

multiplicities, like "redness" or "baldness," where we cannot decide

whether certain elements do or do not belong to the set. These lived

sets are expressed in a third kind of prospects, which are no longer

those of scientific statements or logical propositions but of the sub
ject's pure and simple opinions, of subjective evaluations or judg

ments of taste: this is already red, he is nearly bald. However, even
for an enemy of philosophy, the refuge of philosophical concepts

cannot immediately be found in such empirical judgments. We must

isolate the functions, of which these fuzzy sets, these lived contents,

are only variables. And at this point we face an alternative: either we
will end up reconstituting scientific or logical functions for these

variables, which would make the appeal to philosophical concepts

definitively useless," or we will have to invent a new, specifically

philosophical type of function, a third zone in which everything
seems to be strangely reversed, since it will be given the task of

supporting the other two.
If the world of the lived is like the earth, which must found and

support the science and logic of states of affairs, it is clear that
apparently philosophical concepts are required to carry out this first

foundation. The philosophical concept thus requires a "belonging"

to a subject and no longer to a set. Not that the philosophical concept

is to be confused with the merely lived, even if it is defined as a

multiplicity of fusion or as immanence of a flow to the subject-the
lived only furnishes variables, whereas concepts must still define true

functions. These functions will have reference only to the lived, as

scientific functions have reference to states of affairs. Philosophical
concepts will be functions of the lived, as scientific concepts are

functions of states of affairs; but the order or the derivation now
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changes direction since these functions of the lived become primary,
A transcendental logic (it can also be called dialectical) embraces the
earth and all that it bears, and this serves as the primordial ground
for formal logic and the derivative regional sciences, It is necessary
therefore to discover at the very heart of the immanence of the lived
to a subject, that subject's acts of transcendence capableofconstituting

new functions of variables or conceptual references: in this sense the
subject is no longer solipsist and empirical but transcendental. We
have seen that Kant began to accomplish this task by showing how
philosophical concepts are necessarily related to lived experience
through a priori propositions or judgment as functions of a whole of
possible experience. But it is Husserl who sees it through to the end
by discovering, in non-numerical multiplicities or immanent per
ceptivo-affective fusional sets, the triple root of acts of transcendence
(thought) through which the subject constitutes first of all a sensory
world filled with objects, then an intersubjective world occupied by
the other, and finally a common ideal world that will be occupied by
scientific, mathematical, and logical formations. Numerous phenome
nological or philosophical concepts (such as "being in the world,"
"fl h." "id lit " t) h ' hes, 1 ea 1 y, e c. are t e expression of t ese acts. They are not
only Iiveds that are immanent to the solipsist subject but references
of the transcendental subject to the lived; they are not perceptive
affective variables, but major functions which find in these variables
their respective trajectories of truth. They are not vague or fuzzy sets,
subsets, but totalizations that exceed all power of sets, They are not
merely empirical judgments or opinions but proto-beliefs, Urdoxa,

original opinions as propositions.6 They are not successive contents of
the flow of immanence but acts of transcendence that traverse it and
carry it away by determining the "significations" of the potential
totality of the lived. The concept as signification is all of this at once:
immanence of the lived to the subject, act of transcendence of the
subject in relation to variations of the lived, totalization of the lived or
function of these acts. It is as if philosophical concepts get going only
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by accepting to become special functions and by denaturing the
immanence that they still need: as immanence is now only that of the
lived it is inevitably immanence to a subject, whose acts (functions)
will be concepts relative to this lived-following, as we have seen, the
long denaturation of the plane of immanence.

Although it may be dangerous for philosophy to depend on the
generosity of logicians, or on their regrets, we might wonder whether
a precarious balance cannot be found between scientifico-logical con
cepts and phenomenological-philosophical concepts. Gilles-Gaston
Granger has suggested a distribution in which the concept, being
determined first of all as a scientific or logical concept, nonetheless
allows a place for philosophical functions in a third but autonomous
zone, for functions or significations of the lived as virtual totality
(fuzzy sets seem to play the role of a hinge between the two forms of
concepts)." Science has therefore arrogated the concept to itself, but
there are nevertheless nonscientific, that is to say, phenomenological
concepts that are tolerated in homeopathic doses-t-hence the strang
est hybrids of Frego-Husserlianism, or even Wittgensteino-Heideg
gerianism, that we see springing up today. This has long been the
situation of philosophy in America, with a large department of logic
and a very small one of phenomenology, even though the two parts
were usually at war. It is like the proverbial lark pie containing one
lark and one horse. But the phenomenological lark is not even the
most exquisite portion; it is only what the logical horse sometimes
leaves for philosophy. The situation is more like the rhinoceros and
the bird that lives on its parasites,

There is a long series of misunderstandings about the concept. It
is true that the concept is fuzzy or vague not because it lacks an
outline but because it is vagabond, nondiscursive, moving about on a
plane of immanence, It is intensional or modular not because it has
n mditions of reference but because it is made up of inseparable
variations that pass through zones of indiscernibility and change its
outline, It has no reference at all, either to the lived or to states of
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changes direction since these functions of the lived become primary.

A transcendental logic (it can also be called dialectical) embraces the

earth and all that it bears, and this serves as the primordial ground

for formal logic and the derivative regional sciences. It is necessary

therefore to discover at the very heart of the immanence of the lived

to a subject, that subject's acts of transcendence capable ofconstituting

new functions of variables or conceptual references: in this sense the

subject is no longer solipsist and empirical but transcendental. We

have seen that Kant began to accomplish this task by showing how

philosophical concepts are necessarily related to lived experience

through a priori propositions or judgment as functions of a whole of

possible experience. But it is Husserl who sees it through to the end

by discovering, in non-numerical multiplicities or immanent per

ceptivo-affective fusional sets, the triple root of acts of transcendence

(thought) through which the subject constitutes first of all a sensory

world filled with objects, then an intersubjective world occupied by

the other, and finally a common ideal world that will be occupied by

scientific, mathematical, and logical formations. Numerous phenome

nological or philosophical concepts (such as "being in the world,"
"fl h" "id 1'" ) . I .es, I ea tty, etc. are t re expression of these acts. They are not

only liveds that are immanent to the solipsist subject but references

of the transcendental subject to the lived; they are not perceptivo

affective variables, but major functions which find in these variables

their respective trajectories of truth. They are not vague or fuzzy sets,

subsets, but totalizations that exceed all power of sets. They are not

merely empirical judgments or opinions but proto-beliefs, Urdoxa,

original opinions as propositions.6 They are not successive contents of

the flow of immanence but acts of transcendence that traverse it and

carry it away by determining the "significations" of the potential
totality of the lived. The concept as signification is all of this at once:

immanence of the lived to the subject, act of transcendence of the

subject in relation to variations of the lived, totalization of the lived or

function of these acts. It is as if philosophical concepts get going only

hy accepting to become special functions and by denaturing the

immanence that they still need: as immanence is now only that of the

lived it is inevitably immanence to a subject, whose acts (functions)

will be concepts relative to this lived-following, as we have seen, the

long denaturation of the plane of immanence.

Although it may be dangerous for philosophy to depend on the

generosity of logicians, or on their regrets, we might wonder whether

a precarious balance cannot be found between scientifico-logical con

cepts and phenomenological-philosophical concepts. Gilles-Gaston

Granger has suggested a distribution in which the concept, being

determined first of all as a scientific or logical concept, nonetheless

allows a place for philosophical functions in a third but autonomous

zone, for functions or significations of the lived as virtual totality

(fuzzy sets seem to play the role of a hinge between the two forms of

concepts)." Science has therefore arrogated the concept to itself, but

there are nevertheless nonscientific, that is to say, phenomenological

concepts that are tolerated in homeopathic doses-hence the strang

est hybrids of Frego-Husserlianism, or even Wittgensteino-Heideg

gerianism, that we see springing up today. This has long been the

situation of philosophy in America, with a large department of logic

and a very small one of phenomenology, even though the two parts

were usually at war. It is like the proverbial lark pie containing one

lark and one horse. But the phenomenological lark is not even the

most exquisite portion; it is only what the logical horse sometimes

leaves for philosophy. The situation is more like the rhinoceros and

the bird that lives on its parasites.

There is a long series of misunderstandings about the concept. It
is true that the concept is fuzzy or vague not because it lacks an

outline but because it is vagabond, nondiscursive, moving about on a

plane of immanence. It is intensional or modular not because it has

conditions of reference but because it is made up of inseparable

variations that pass through zones of indiscernibility and change its

outline. It has no reference at all, either to the lived or to states of
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affairs, but a consistency defined by its internal components. The
concept is neither denotation of states of affairs nor signification of the
lived; it is the event as pure sense that immediately runs through the
components. It has no number, either whole or fractional, for count
ing things that display its properties, but a combination that con
denses and accumulates the components it traverses and surveys. The
concept is a form or a force; in no possible sense is it ever a function.
In short, there are only philosophical concepts on the plane of imma
nence, and scientific functions or logical propositions are not con
cepts.

Prospects designate first of all the elements of the proposition
(propositional function, variables, truth value), but also the various
types of propositions or modalities of judgment. If the philosophical
concept is confused with a function or a proposition, it is not as a
scientific or even logical kind but, by analogy, as a function of the
lived or a proposition of opinion (third type). Hence a concept must
be produced that takes account of this situation: what opinion pro
poses is a particular relationship between an external perception as
state of a subject and an internal affection as passage from one state to
another (exo- and endoreference). We pick out a quality supposedly
common to several objects that we perceive, and an affection suppos
edly common to several subjects who experience it and who, along
with us, grasp that quality. Opinion is the rule of the correspondence
of one to the other; it is a function or a proposition whose arguments

are perceptions and affections, and in this sense it is a function of the
lived. For example, we grasp a perceptual quality common to cats or
dogs and a certain feeling that makes us like or hate one or the other:
for a group of objects we can extract many diverse qualities and form
many groups of quite different, attractive or repulsive, subjects (the
"society" of those who like cats or detest them), so that opinions are

essentially the object of a struggle or an exchange. This is the West
ern democratic, popular conception of philosophy as providing pleas
ant or aggressive dinner conversations at Mr. Rorty's. Rival opinions
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at the dinner table-is this not the eternal Athens, our way of being
ereek again? The three characteristics by which philosophy was
related to the Greek city were, precisely, the society of friends, the
table of immanence, and the confrontation of opinions. One might
object that Greek philosophers were always attacking doxa and con
trasting it with an episteme as the only knowledge adequate to philos
ophy. But this is a mixed-up business, and philosophers, being only

friends and not wise men, find it very difficult to give up doxa.

Doxa is a type of proposition that arises in the following way: in a

given perceptive-affective lived situation (for example, some cheese is
brought to the dinner table), someone extracts a pure quality from it
(for example, a foul smell); but, at the same time as he abstracts the

quality, he identifies himself with a generic subject experiencing a
common affection (the society of those who detest cheese-competing
as such with those who love it, usually on the basis of another
quality). "Discussion," therefore, bears on the choice of the abstract
perceptual quality and on the power of the generic subject affected.
For example, is to detest cheese to manage without being a bon
vivant? But is being a bon vivant a generically enviable affection?
Ought we not say that it is those who love cheese, and all bans
vivants, who stink? Unless it is the enemies of cheese who stink. This

is like the story, told by Hegel, of the shopkeeper to whom it was
said, "Your eggs are rotten old woman," and who replied, "Rot
yourself, and your mother, and your grandmother": opinion is an
abstract thought, and insult plays an effective role in this abstraction
because opinion expresses the general functions of particular states."

It extracts an abstract quality from perception and a general power
from affection: in this sense all opinion is already political. That is
why so many discussions can be expressed in this way: "as a man, I
consider all women to he unfaithful"; "as a woman, I think men

are liars."
Opinion is a thought that is closely molded on the form or recogni

tion-recognition of a quality in perception (contemplation), recogni-
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tion of a group in affection (reflection), and recognition of a rival in

the possibility of other groups and other qualities (communication).

It gives to the recognition of truth an extension and criteria that are

naturally those of an "orthodoxy": a true opinion will be the one that

coincides with that of the group to which one belongs by expressing

it. This is clear to see in certain competitions: you must express your

opinion, but you "win" (you have spoken the truth) if you say the

same as the majority of those participating in the competition. The

essence of opinion is will to majority and already speaks in the name

of a majority. Even the man of "paradoxes" only expresses himself

with so many winks and such stupid self-assurance because he claims

to express everyone's secret opinion and to be the spokesman of that

which others dare not say. This is still only the first step of opinion's

reign: opinion triumphs when the quality chosen ceases to be the

condition of a group's constitution but is now only the image or

"badge" of the constituted group that itself determines the perceptive

and affective model, the quality and affection, that each must acquire.

Then marketing appears as the concept itself: "We, the conceivers.

..." Ours is the age of communication, but every noble soul flees and

crawls far away whenever a little discussion, a colloquium, or a

simple conversation is suggested. In every conversation the fate of

philosophy is always at stake, and many philosophical discussions do

not as such go beyond discussions of cheese, including the insults and

the confrontation of worldviews. The philosophy of communication

is exhausted in the search for a universal liberal opinion as consensus,

in which we find again the cynical perceptions and affections of the

capitalist himself.

EXAMPLE I I

How does this situation concern the Greeks? It is often said

that since Plato, the Greeks contrasted philosophy, as a

knowledge that also includes the sciences, with opinion-doxa,

which they releg-ate to the sophists and rhetors, But we have

I('al'lled that the opposition was not so dear-cut. How could

philosophers possess knowledge, philosophers who cannot

and do not want to restore the knowledge of the sages and

who are only friends? And how, since it takes a truth value,

could opinion be something entirely for the sophists?"

Furthermore, it seems that the Greeks had a clear-enough

idea of science, which was not confused with philosophy: it

was a knowledge of the cause, of the definition, a sort of

function already. So, the whole problem was, How can one

arrive at definitions, at these premises of the scientific or

logical syllogism? It was by means of the dialectic: an investi

gation that aimed, on a given theme, to determine which

opinions were the most plausible by reference to the quality

they extracted and which opinions were the wisest by refer

ence to the subject who advanced them. Even in Aristotle,

the dialectic of opinions was necessary for determining possi

ble scientific propositions, and in Plato "true opinion" was a

prerequisite for knowledge and the sciences. Even Parmen

ides did not pose knowledge and opinion as being two dis-
.. h 10junctive pat ways. Whether or not they were democrats,

the Greeks did not so much oppose knowledge and opinion

as fight over opinions, as confront and compete against each

other in the element of pure opinion. Philosophers blamed

the sophists not for confining themselves to doxa but for

making a bad choice of the quality to be extracted from

perceptions, and of the generic subject to be isolated from

affections, so that the sophists could not reach what was

"true" in an opinion: they remained prisoners of variations of

the lived. Philosophers blamed the sophists for being content

with any kind of sensory quality in relation to an individual

man, or to mankind, or to the nomos of the city (three

interpretations of Man as power or the "measure of every

thing"). But Platonist philosophers themselves had an ex-
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traordinary answer that, they thought, allowed them to select

opinions. It was necessary to choose the quality that was like

the unfolding of the Beautiful in any lived situation, and to

take as generic subject Man inspired by the Good. Things

had to unfold in the beautiful, and their users be inspired by

the good, for opinion to achieve the Truth. This was not

always easy. The beautiful in Nature and the good in minds

define philosophy as a function of the variable life. Thus

Greek philosophy is the moment of the beautiful; the beauti

ful and the good are functions whose truth value is opinion.

To reach true opinion, perception had to be taken as far as

the beauty of the perceived (dokounta) and affection as far as

the test of the good idohimoe): this will no longer be chang

ing and arbitrary opinion but an original opinion, a proto

opinion that restores to us the forgotten homeland of the

concept as, in the great Platonic trilogy, the love of the

Symposium, the delirium of the Phaedrus, and the death of

the Phaedo, Where, on the contrary, the sensory appears

without beauty, reduced to illusion, and the mind appears

without good, given over to simple pleasure, opinion will

remain sophistical itself and false-cheese, perhaps, or mud

or hair. However, does not this passionate search for true

opinion lead the Platonists to an aporia, the very one ex

pressed in the most astonishing dialogue, the Theatetus?

Knowledge must be transcendent; it must be added to and

distinguished from opinion in order to make opinion true.

But knowledge must be immanent for opinion to be true as

opinion. Greek philosophy still remains attached to that old

Wisdom ready to unfold its transcendence again, although it

now possesses only its friendship, its affection. Immanence is

necessary, but it must be immanent to something trans

cendent, to ideality. The beautiful and the good continue

to lead us back to transcendence. It is as if true opinion

still demanded a knowledge that it had nevertheless de

posed.
Phenomenology can be seen as taking up a similar task.

It, too, goes in search of original opinions which bind us to

the world as to our homeland (earth). It also needs the

beautiful and the good so that the latter are not confused

with variable empirical opinion and so that perception and

affection attain their truth value. This time it is a question of

the beautiful in art and the constitution of humanity in his

tory. Phenomenology needs art as logic needs science; Erwin

Straus, Merleau-Ponty, or Maldiney need Cezanne or Chi

nese painting. The lived turns the concept into nothing more

than an empirical opinion as psychosociological type. The

immanence of the lived to a transcendental subject, therefore,

must turn opinion into a proto-opinion in whose constitution

art and culture are involved and that is expressed as an act of

transcendence of this subject within the lived (communica

tion), so as to form a community of friends. But does not the

Husserlian transcendental subject hide European man whose

privilege it is constantly to "Europeanize," as the Greeks

"Greekized," that is to say, to go beyond the limits of other

cultures that are preserved as psychosocial types? Are we not

led back in this way to the simple opinion of the average

Capitalist, the great Major, the modern Ulysses whose per

ceptions are cliches and whose affections are labels, in a

world of communication that has become marketing and

from which not even Cezanne or Van Gogh can escape? The

distinction between original and derivative is not by itself

enough to get us out of the simple domain of opinion, and

the Urdoxa does not raise us to the level of the concept. As in

the Platonic aporia, phenomenology is never more in need of

a higher wisdom, of a "rigorous science," than when it in

vites us to renounce it. Phenomenology wanted to renew our
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concepts by giving us perceptions and affections that would

awaken us to the world, not as babies or hominids but as, by

right, beings whose proto-opinions would be the foundations

of this world. But we do not fight against perceptual and

affective cliches if we do not also fight against the machine

that produces them. By invoking the primordial lived, by

making immanence an immanence to a subject, phenomenol

ogy could not prevent the subject from forming no more than

opinions that already extracted cliches from new perceptions

and promised affections. We will continue to evolve in the

form of recognition; we will invoke art, but without reaching

the concepts capable of confronting the artistic affect and

percept. The Greeks with their cities, and phenomenology

with our Western societies, are certainly right to consider

opinion as one of the conditions of philosophy. But, by invok

ing- art as the means of deepening opinion and of discovering

orig-inal opinions, will philosophy find the path that leads to

the concept? Or should we, along with art, overturn opinion,

raising it to the infinite movement that replaces it with,

precisely, the concept?

Confusing the concept with the function is ruinous for the philo

sophical concept in several respects. It makes science the concept

par excellence, which is expressed in the scientific proposition (first

prospect). It replaces the philosophical concept with a logical con

cept, which is expressed in factual propositions (second prospect). It

leaves the philosophical concept with a reduced or defective share

that it carves out in the domain of opinion (third prospect) by ex

ploiting its friendship with a higher wisdom or with a rigorous

science. But the concept's place is not in any of these three discursive

systems. The concept is no more a function of the lived than it is a

scientific or logical function. We discover the irreducibility of con

cepts to functions only if, instead of setting them against one another
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in an indd(~rminate way, we compare what constitutes the reference

of one with what produces the other's consistency. States of affairs,

objects or bodies, and lived states form the function's references,

whereas events are the concept's consistency. These are the terms that

have to be considered from the point of view of a possible reduction.

EXAMPLE 12

In contemporary thought such a comparison seems to corre

spond to Badiou's particularly interesting undertaking. He

proposes to distribute at intervals on an ascending line a

series of factors passing from functions to concepts. He takes

a base neutralized in relation to both concepts and func

tions-any multiplicity whatever that is presented as a Set

that can be raised to infinity. The first instance is the situa

tion, when the set is related to elements that are doubtless

multiplicities but that are subject to a regime of the "count

ing as one" (bodies or objects, units of the situation). In the

second place, situation-states are subsets, always exceeding

elements of the set or objects of the situation; but this excess

of the state no longer lets itself be hierarchized as in Cantor

it is "inassignable," following an "errant line," in conformity

with the development of set theory. It must still be re-pre

sented in the situation, this time as "indiscernible" at the

same time that the situation becomes almost complete: the

errant line here forms four figures, four loops as generic func

tions-scientific, artistic, political or doxic, and amorous or

lived-to which productions of "truths" correspond. But

perhaps we then arrive at a conversion of immanence of the

situation, a conversion of the excess to the void, which will

reintroduce the transcendent: this is the event site that sticks

to the edge of the void in the situation and now includes not

units but singularities as elements dependent on the preced-
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ing functions. Finally, the event itself appears (or disappears)"

less as a singularity than as a separated aleatory point that is

added to or subtracted from the within the transcen

dence of the void or the truth as void, without it being

possible to decide on the adherence of the event to the situa

tion in which it finds its site (the undecidable). On the other

hand, perhaps there is an operation like a dice throw on the

site that qualifies the event and makes it enter into the situa

tion, a power of "making" the event. The fact that the event

is the concept, or philosophy as concept, distinguishes it from

the four preceding functions, although it takes conditions

from them and imposes conditions on them in turn-that

art is fundamentally "poem," that science is set-theoretical

(ensembliste], that love is the unconscious of Lacan, and that

politics escapes from opinion-doxa.11

By starting from a neutralized base, the set, which indi

cates any multiplicity whatever, Badiou draws up a line that

is single, although it may be very complex, on which func

tions and concepts will be spaced out, the latter above the

former: philosophy thus seems to float in an empty transcen

dence, as the unconditioned concept that finds the totality of

its generic conditions in the functions (science, poetry, poli

tics, and love). Is this not the return, in the guise of the

multiple, to an old conception of the higher philosophy? It

seems to us that the theory of multiplicities does not support

the hypothesis of any multiplicity whatever (even mathemat

ics has had enough of set-theoreticism [ensemblisme]). There

must be at least two multiplicities, two types, from the outset.

This is not because dualism is better than unity but because

the multiplicity is precisely what happens between the two.

Hence, the two types will certainly not be one above the

other but rather one beside the other, against the other, face

to face, or back to back. Functions and concepts, actual states

.. f ;dl;lir~, ;111<1 virl u.il l'I"'lItS, arc I wo types or multiplicities

Ihat :11"" no! distributed on an errant line but related to two

vITlors t hat intersect, one according to which states of affairs

actualize events and the other according to which events

absorb (or rather, adsorb) states of affairs.

States of affairs leave the virtual chaos on conditions constituted

by the limit (reference): they are actualities, even though they may

not yet be bodies or even things, units, or sets. They are masses of

independent variables, particles-trajectories or signs-speeds. They are

mixtures. These variables determine singularities, insofar as they en

ter into coordinates, and are held within relations according to which

one of them depends upon a large number of others or conversely, ,
many of them depend upon one. A potential or power is found to be

associated with such a state of affairs (the importance of the Leibniz

ian formula mV2 is due to its introducing a potential into the state of

affairs). This is because the state of affairs actualizes a chaotic virtu

ality by carrying along with it a space that has ceased, no doubt, to

be virtual but that still shows its origin and serves as absolutely

indispensable correlate to the state of affairs. For example, in the

actuality of the atomic nucleus, the nucleon is still close to chaos and

finds itself surrounded by a cloud of constantly emitted and reab

sorbed particles; but at a further level of actualization, the electron is

in relation with a potential photon that interacts with the nucleon to

a new state of the nuclear material. A state oj" affairs cannot be

separated from the potential through which it takes and without

which it would have no activity or development (for example catalv-, .
sis). It is through this potential that it can confront accidents, ad

junctions, ablations, or even projections, as we see in geometrical

figures: either losing and gaining variables, extending singularities

up to the neighborhood of new ones, or following bifurcations that

transform it, or passing through a phase space whose number of

dimensions increases with supplementary variables, or, above all,
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individuating bodies in the field that it forms with the potential.
None of these operations come about all by themselves; they all
constitute "problems." It is the privilege of the living being to repro
duce from within the associated potential in which it actualizes its
state and individualizes its body. But an essential moment in every
domain is the passage from a state of affairs to the body through

the intermediary of a potential or power or, rather, the division of
individuated bodies within the subsisting state of affairs. We pass
here from mixture to interaction. And finally, the interactions of
bodies condition a sensibility, a proto-perceptibility and a proto
affectivity that are already expressed in the partial observers attached
to the state of affairs, although they complete their actualization only
in the living being. What is called "perception" is no longer a state of
affairs but a state of the body as induced by another body, and
"affection" is the passage of this state to another state as increase or
decrease of potential-power through the action of other bodies. Noth

ing is passive, but everything is interaction, even gravity. This was
the definition Spinoza gave of "affectio" and "affectus" for bodies
grasped within a state of affairs, and that Whitehead rediscovered
when he made each thing a "prehension" of other things and the
passage from one prehension to another a positive or negative "feel
ing.?" Interaction becomes communication. The ("public") matter of
fact was the mixture of data actualized by the world in its previous
state, while bodies are new actualizations whose "private" states
restore matters of fact for new bodies.!" Even when they are nonliv
ing, or rather inorganic, things have a lived experience because they
are perceptions and affections.

When philosophy compares itself to science, it sometimes puts
forward a simplistic image ofthe latter, which makes scientists laugh.
However, even if philosophy has the right to offer an image of science
(through concepts) that has no scientific value, it has nothing to gain

* In English in the original.
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Ill' all rj l iut ill!!," lilllits to science that scientists continually go beyond
ill their most «lcmentary procedures. Thus, when philosophy rele
!!,"atcs science to the "already-made" and reserves for itself the "being
made," like Bergson or phenomenology, and particularly in Erwin
Straus, we not only run the risk of assimilating philosophy to a
simple lived but give a bad caricature of science: Paul Klee's vision
was certainly more sound when he said that mathematics and physics,
in addressing themselves to the functional, take not the completed
form but formation itself as their object.P Furthermore, when we
compare philosophical and scientific multiplicities, conceptual and

functional multiplicities, it may be much too simple to define the
latter by sets. Sets, as we have seen, are of interest only as actualiza
tion of the limit; they depend on functions and not the converse, and

the function is the true object of science.
Functions are, first of all, functions of states of affairs and thus

constitute scientific propositions as the first type of prospects: their

arguments are independent variables on which coordinations and
potentializations are carried out that determine their necessary rela
tions. In the second place, functions are functions of things, objects,
or individuated bodies that constitute logical propositions: their argu
ments are singular terms taken as independent logical atoms on
which descriptions are brought to bear (logical states of affairs) that
determine their predicates. In the third place, the arg'Ulnents of func
tions of the lived are perceptions and affections, and they constitute
opinions (doxa as third type of prospect): we have opinions on every
thing that we see Of that affects us, to the extent that the human
sciences can be seen as a vast doxology-but things themselves are
generic opinions insofar as they have molecular perceptions and af
fections, in the sense that the most elementary organism forms a
proto-opinion on water, carbon, and salts on which its conditions and
power depend. Such is the path that descends from the virtual to
states of affairs and to other actualities: we encounter no concepts on
this path, only functions. Science passes from chaotic virtuality to the
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states ofaffairs and bodies that actualize it. However, it is inspired less
by the concern for unification in an ordered actual system than by a
desire not to distance itself too much from chaos, to seek out poten
tials in order to seize and carry off a part of that which haunts it, the
secret of the chaos behind it, the pressure of the virtual.J"

Now, if we go back up in the opposite direction, from states of
affairs to the virtual, the line is not the same because it is not the same
virtual (we can therefore go down it as well without it merging with
the previous line). The virtual is no longer the chaotic virtual but
rather virtuality that has become consistent, that has become an entity

formed on a plane of immanence that sections the chaos. This is what
we call the Event, or the part that eludes its own actualization in
everything that happens. The event is not the state of affairs. It is
actualized in a state of affairs, in a body, in a lived, but it has a
shadowy and secret part that is continually subtracted from or added
to its actualization: in contrast with the state of affairs, it neither
begins nor ends but has gained or kept the infinite movement to
which it consistency. It is the virtual that is distinct from the
actual, but a virtual that is no longer chaotic, that has become consis
tent or real on the plane of immanence that wrests it from the chaos-
it is a virtual that is real without being actual, ideal without being
abstract. The event might seem to be transcendent because it surveys
the state of affairs, but it is pure immanence that it the capacity
to survey itself by itself and on the plane. What is transcendent,
transdescendent, is the state of affairs in which the event is actualized.
But, even in this state of affairs, the event is pure immanence of what
is not actualized or of what remains indifferent to actualization, since
its reality does not depend upon it. The event is immaterial, incorpo
real, unlivable: pure reserve. Two thinkers have gone the farthest into
the event-c-Peguy and Blanchet. Blanchot says that it is necessary to
distinguish between, on the one hand, the accomplished or poten
tially accomplished state of affairs in an at least potential relation with
my body, with myself; and, on the other hand, the event, that its own
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realily (';1111)01 hrillg to completion, the interminable that neither
slops nor hegins, that remains without relation to myself, and my
lxxly without relation to it-infinite movement. Peguy says that it is
necessary to distinguish between, on the one hand, the state of affairs
through which we, ourselves, and our bodies, pass and, on the other
hand, the event into which we plunge or return, that which starts
again without ever having begun or ended--the immanent aternal
[I 'internet]. 15

Throughout a state of affairs, a cloud or a flow, even, we seek to
isolate variables at this or that instant, to see when, on the basis of a
potential, new ones arise, into what relations of dependence they can
enter, through what singularities they pass, what thresholds they
cross, and what bifurcations they take. \lVe mark out the functions of
the state of affairs: differences between the local and the global are
internal to the domain of functions (for example, depending on
whether all independent variables but one can be eliminated). The

differences between the physico-mathematical, the logical, and the lived

also pertain to functions (depending on whether bodies are grasped
in the singularities of states of affairs, or as themselves singular terms,

or according to singular thresholds between perception and af
fection). An actual system, a state of affairs, or a domain of functions
are at any rate defined as a time between two instants, or as times
between many instants. That is why, when Bergson says that there is
always time between two instants, however close to each other they

may be, he has still not left the domain of functions and introduces
only a little of the lived into it.

But when we ascend toward the virtual, when we turn ourselves
toward the virtuality that is actualized in the state of affairs, we
discover a completely different reality where we no longer have to
search for what takes place from one point to another, from one
instant to another, because virtuality goes beyond any possible func
tion. In the conversational words attributable to a scientist, the event
"doesn't care where it is, and moreover it doesn't care how long it's
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been going," so that art and even philosophy may apprehend it better
than science.!" It is no longer time that exists between two instants;
it is the event that is a meanwhile [un entre-temps"]: the meanwhile
is not part of the eternal, but neither is it part of time-it belongs to
becoming. The meanwhile, the event, is always a dead time; it is
there where nothing takes place, an infinite awaiting that is already
infinitely past, awaiting and reserve. This dead time does not come
after what happens; it coexists with the instant or time of the acci
dent, but as the immensity of the empty time in which we see it as

still to corne and as having already happened, in the strange indiffer
ence of an intellectual intuition. All the meanwhiles are superimposed
on one another, whereas times succeed each other. In every event
there are many heterogeneous, always simultaneous components,
since each of them is a meanwhile, all within the meanwhile that
makes them communicate through zones of indiscernibility, of unde
cidability: they are variations, modulations, intermezzi, singularities
of a new infinite order. Each component of the event is actualized or

effectuated in an instant, and the event in the time that passes between
these instants; but nothing happens within the virtuality that has only
meanwhiles as components and an event as composite becoming.
Nothing happens there, but everything becomes, so that the event
has the privilege of beginning again when time is past.!? Nothing

happens, and yet everything changes, because becoming continues to
pass through its components again and to restore the event that is
actualized elsewhere, at a different moment. When time passes and

takes the instant away, there is always a meanwhile to restore the
event. It is a concept that apprehends the event, its becoming, its
inseparable variations; whereas a function grasps a state of affairs, a
time and variables, with their relations depending on time. The

'vVe have followed the usual translation of entre-temps as signifying "meanwhile"
or "meantime," although the English loses something of the literal meaning of the
French as that which happens in the interval between moments of time or actions.
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collcepl h:IS:1 pow(~r of repetition that is distinct from the discursive

!lower of the function. In its production and reproduction, the con
cept has the reality of a virtual, of an incorporeal, of an impassible, in

contrast with functions of an actual state, body functions, and lived
functions. Setting up a concept is not the same thing as marking out
a function, although on both sides there is movement, and in each

case there are transformations and creations: the two types of multi
plicities intersect.

No doubt, the event is not only made up from inseparable varia

tions, it is itself inseparable from the state of affairs, bodies, and lived
reality in which it is actualized or brought about. But we can also say
the converse: the state of affairs is no more separable from the event
that nonetheless goes beyond its actualization in every respect. It is
necessary to go back up to the event that gives its virtual consistency
to the concept, just as it is necessary to come down to the actual
state of affairs that provides the function with its references. From
everything that a subject may live, from its own body, from other
bodies and objects distinct from it, and from the state of affairs or
physico-mathematical field that determines them, the event releases a
vapor that does not resemble them and that takes the battlefield, the

battle, and the wound as components or variations of a pure event in
which there remains only an allusion to what concerns our states.
The event is actualized or effectuated whenever it is inserted, willy
nilly, into a state of affairs; but it is counter-effectuated whenever it is
abstracted from states of affairs so as to isolate its concept. There is a
dignity of the event that has always been inseparable from philosophy
as amor fati: being equal to the event, or becoming the offspring of
one's own events--"my wound existed before me; I was horn to
embody it." 18 I was born to embody it as event because I was able to

disembody it as state of affairs or lived situation. There is no other
ethic than the amor fati of philosophy. Philosophy is always mean
while. Mallarme, who counter-effectuated the event, called it Mime
because it side-steps the state of affairs and' "confines itself to perpet-
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ual allusion without breaking the ice."w Such a mime neither repro
duces the state of affairs nor imitates the lived; it does not give an
image but constructs the concept. It does not look for the function of
what happens but extracts the event from it, or that part that does

not let itself be actualized, the reality of the concept. Not willing
what happens, with that false will that complains, defends itself and
loses itself in gesticulations, but taking the complaint and rage to the
point that they are turned against what happens so as to set up the
event, to isolate it, to extract it in the living concept. Philosophy's

sole aim is to become worthy of the event, and it is precisely the
conceptual persona who counter-effectuates the event. Mime is an
ambiguous name. It is he or she, the conceptual persona carrying out
the infinite movement. Willing war past and future wars, the

pangs of death against all deaths, and the wound against all scars, in
the name of becoming and not of the eternal: it is only in this sense
that the concept gathers together.

From virtuals we descend to actual states of affairs, and from states
of affairs we ascend to virtuals, without being able to isolate one from
the other. But we do not ascend and descend in this way on the same
line: actualization and counter-effectuation are not two segments of
the same line but rather different lines. If we restrict ourselves to the
scientific functions of states of affairs, it seems that they cannot be
isolated from a virtual that they actualize, but this virtual appears first
of all as a cloud or a fog, or even as a chaos-3s a chaotic virtuality
rather than the reality of an ordered event in the concept. That is
why it often appears to science that philosophy covers up a simple
chaos, leading science to say, "Your only choice is between chaos and
me, science." The line of actuality lays out a plane of reference that
slices the chaos again: it takes from it states of affairs that, of course,
also actualize virtual events in their coordinates, but it retains only

potentials already in the course of being actualized, forming part of
the functions. Conversely, if we consider philosophical concepts of

their virtuality refers to the chaos, but on a plane of imma-

1\('/1l0' t h.u :,II«'S it ;,!~.;ail' ill turu, and that extracts from it only the
('OlIsi,~tnl<'Y or realiry of tile virtual. No doubt states ofaffairs that are

100 Iil-nsc are adsorbed, counter-effectuated by the event, but we find
only allusions to them on the plane of immanence and in the event.
The two lines are therefore inseparable but independent, each com
plete in itself: it is like the envelopes of the two very different planes.
Philosophy can speak of science only by allusion, and science can
speak of philosophy only as of a cloud. If the two lines are inseparable
it is in their sufficiency, and philosophical concepts act no
more in the constitution of scientific functions than do functions in
the constitution of concepts. It is in their full maturity, and not in the
process of their constitution, that concepts and functions necessarily
intersect, each being created only by their specific means-s-a plane,
elements, and agents in case. That is why it is always unfortu
nate when scientists do philosophy without really philosophical
means or when philosophers do science without real scientific means
(we do not claim to have been doing this).

The concept does not reflect on the function any more than the
function is applied to the concept. Concept and function must inter
sect, each according to its line. Riemannian functions of space, for
example, tell us nothing about a Riemannian concept of space pecu
liar to philosophy: it is only to the extent that philosophy is able to
create it that we have the concept of a function. In the same way, the
irrational number is defined by a function as the common limit of two
series of rational numbers, one of which has no maximum and the
other no minimum. The concept, on the other hand, refers not to
series of numbers but to strings of ideas that are reconncctr«] over a
lacuna (rather than linked together by continuation). Death may be
assimilated to a scientifically determinable state of affairs, as a func
tion of independent variables or even as one of the Jived state, but it
also appears as a pure event whose variations are coextensive with
life: both, very different aspects are found in Bichat. Goethe con
structs an imposing concept of color, with inseparable variations of
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light and shade, zones of indiscernibility, and processes of intensilica

tion that show the extent to which there is also experimentation in

philosophy; whereas Newton constructed the function of independent

variables or frequency. If philosophy has a fundamental need for the

science that is contemporary with it, this is because science constantly

intersects with the possibility of concepts and because concepts neces

sarily involve allusions to science that are neither examples nor appli

cations, nor even reflections. Conversely, are there functions-prop

erly scientific functions--of concepts? This amounts to asking

whether science is, as we believe, equally and intensely in need of

philosophy. But only scientists can answer that question.

7. Percept, Affect, and Concept

The young man will smile on the canvas for as

long as the canvas lasts. Blood throbs under the

skin of this woman's face, the wind shakes a

branch, a group of men prepare to leave. In a

novel or a film, the young man will stop smiling,

but he will start to smile again when we turn to

this page or that moment. Art preserves, and it is

the only thing in the world that is preserved. It

preserves and is preserved in itself (quid juris?),

although actually it lasts no longer than its sup-

port and materials-stone, canvas, chemical

color, and so on (quid facti?). The young girl

maintains the pose that she has had for five thou

sand years, a gesture that no longer depends on

whoever made it. The air still has the turbulence,

the gust of wind, and the light that it had that

day last year, and it no longer depends on who

ever was breathing it that morning. II" art pre

serves it does not do so like industry, by adding a

substance to make the thing last. The thing' be-

came independent of its "model" from the start,

but it is also independent of other possible paso-
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nae who are themselves artists-things, personae of painting breathing

this air of painting. And it is no less independent of the viewer or

hearer, who only experience it after, if they have the strength for it.

What about the creator? It is independent of the creator through the

self-positing of the created, which is preserved in itself. What is

preserved-the thing or the work of art-is a bloc of sensations, that

is to say, a compound of percepts and affects.

Percepts are no longer perceptions; they are independent of a state

of those who experience them. Affects are no longer feelings or

affections; they go beyond the strength of those who undergo them.

Sensations, percepts, and affects are beings whose validity lies

in themselves and exceeds any lived. They could be said to exist in

the absence of man because man, as he is caught in stone, on the

canvas, or by words, is himself a compound of percepts and affects.

The work of art is a being of sensation and nothing else: it exists

in itself.

Harmonies are affects. Consonance and dissonance, harmonies of

tone or color, are affects of music or painting. Rameau emphasized

the identity of harmony and affect. The artist creates blocs of percepts

and affects, but the only law of creation is that the compound must

stand up on its own. The artist's greatest difficulty is to make it stand

up on its own. Sometimes this requires what is, from the viewpoint of

an implicit model, from the viewpoint of lived perceptions and af

fections, great geometrical improbability, physical imperfection, and

organic abnormality. But these sublime errors accede to the necessity

of art if they are internal means of standing up (or sitting or lying).

There is a pictorial possibility that has nothing to do with physical

possibility and that endows the most acrobatic postures with the

sense of balance. On the other hand, many works that claim to be art

do not stand up for an instant. Standing up alone does not mean

having a top and a bottom or being upright (for even houses are

drunk and askew); it is only the act by which the compound of

created sensations is preserved in itself-a monument, but one that

1Il;IY 1)(' containccl in a few marks or a few lines, like a poem by Emily

Dickinson. Of the sketch of an old, worn-out ass, "How marvellous!

It's done with two strokes, but set on immutable bases," where the

sensation bears witness all the more to years of "persistent, tenacious,

disdainful work." 1 In music, the minor mode is a test that is espe

cially essential since it sets the musician the challenge of wresting it

from its ephemeral combinations in order to make it solid and dura

ble, self-preserving, even in acrobatic positions. The sound must be

held no less in its extinction than in its production and development.

Through his admiration of Pissaro and Monet, what Cezanne had

against the Impressionists was that the optical mixture of colors was

not enough to create a compound sufficiently "solid and lasting like

the art of the museums," like "the perpetuity of blood" in Rubens."

This is a way of speaking, because Cezanne does not add something

that would preserve Impressionism; he seeks instead a different solid

ity, other bases and other blocs.

The question of whether drugs help the artist to create these

beings of sensation, whether they are part of art's internal means that

really lead us to the "doors of perception" and reveal to us percepts

and affects, is given a general answer inasmuch as drug-induced

compounds are usually extraordinarily flaky, unable to preserve

themselves, and break up as soon as they are made or looked at. We

may also admire children's drawings, or rather be moved by them,

but they rarely stand up and only resemble Klee or Miro if we do not

look at them for long. The paintings of the mad, on the contrary,

often hold up, but on condition of being crammed full, with no empty

space remaining. However, blocs need pockets of air and emptiness,

because even the void is sensation. All sensation is composed with

the void in composing itself with itself, and everything holds together

on earth and in the air, and preserves the void, is preserved in the

void by preserving itself. A canvas may be completely full to the

point that even the air no longer gets through, but it is only a work

of art if, as the Chinese painter says, it nonetheless saves enough
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empty space for horses to prance in (even if this is only through the
variety of planesj.P

We paint, sculpt, compose, and write with sensations. We paint,
sculpt, compose, and write sensations. As percepts, sensations are
not perceptions referring to an object (reference): if they resemble
something it is with a resemblance produced with their own meth

ods; and the smile on the canvas is made solely with colors, lines,
shadow, and light. If resemblance haunts the work of art, it is because
sensation refers only to its material: it is the percept or affect of the
material itself, the smile of oil, the gesture of fired clay, the thrust of
metal, the crouch of Romanesque stone, and the ascent of Gothic
stone. The material is so varied in each case (canvas support, paint
brush or equivalent agent, color in the tube) that it is difficult to say
where in fact the material ends and sensation begins; preparation of
the canvas, the track of the brush's hair, and many other things
besides are obviously part of the sensation. How could the sensation
be preserved without a material capable of lasting? And however
short the time it lasts, this time is considered as a duration. We will
see how the plane of the material ascends irresistibly and invades the
plane of composition of the sensations themselves to the point of
being part of them or indiscernible from them. It is in this sense that
the painter is said to be a painter and nothing but a painter, "with
color seized as if just pressed out of the tube, with the imprint of each
hair of his brush," with this blue that is not a water blue "but a liquid
paint blue." And yet, in principle at least, sensation is not the same
thing as the material. What is preserved by right is not the material,
which constitutes only the de facto condition, but, insofar as this
condition is satisfied (that is, that canvas, color, or stone does not
crumble into dust), it is the percept or affect that is preserved in
itself. Even if the material lasts for only a few second" it will give
sensation the power to exist and be preserved in itself in the eternity

that coexists toith. this short duration. So long as the material lasts, the
sensation enjoys an eternity in those very moments. Sensation is not

ITall'/:cd ill t lu- l11alnlal without th« material passing- corupletcly into

thc sCllsa! ion, into tilt' percept or affect. All the material becomes
expressive. It is the affect that is metallic, crystalline, stony, and so
on; and the sensation is not colored but, as Cezanne said, coloring.
That is why those who are nothing but painters are also more than
painters, because they "bring before us, in front of the fixed canvas,"
not the resemblance but the pure sensation "of a tortured flower, of a

landscape slashed, pressed, and plowed," giving back "the water of
the painting to nature.l'" One material is exchanged for another, like

the violin for the piano, one kind of brush for another, oil for pastel,
only inasmuch as the compound of sensations requires it. And, how
ever strong an artist's interest in science, a compound of sensations
will never be mistaken for the "mixtures" of material that science
determines in states of affairs, as is clearly shown by the "optical
mixture" of the impressionists.

By means of the material, the aim of art is to wrest the percept
from perceptions of objects and the states of a perceiving subject, to
wrest the affect from affections as the transition from one state to
another: to extract a bloc of sensations, a pure being of sensations. A

method is needed, and this varies with every artist and forms part of
the work: we need only compare Proust and Pessoa, who invent
different procedures in the search for the sensation as being." In this
respect the writer's position is no different from that of the painter,
musician, or architect. The writer's specific materials are words and
syntax, the created syntax that ascends irresistibly into his work
and passes into sensation. Memory, which summons forth only old
perceptions, is obviously not enough to get away from lived percep
tions; neither is an involuntary memory that adds reminiscence as the
present's preserving factor. Memory plays a small part in art (even
and especially in Proust). It is true that every work of art is a
monument, but here the monument is not something commemorating
a past, it is a bloc of present sensations that owe their preservation
only to themselves and that provide the event with the compound
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that celebrates it. The monument's action is not memory but lahula

tion. We write not with childhood memories but through blocs or
childhood that are the becoming-child of the present. Music is full of

them. It is not memory that is needed but a complex material that is
found not in memory but in words and sounds: "Memory, I hate
you." We attain to the percept and the affect only as to autonomous
and sufficient beings that no longer owe anything to those who
experience or have experienced them: Combray like it never was, is,
or will be lived; Combray as cathedral or monument.

If methods are very different, not only in the different arts but in
different artists, we can nevertheless characterize some great monu
mental types, or "varieties," of compounds of sensations: the vibration,

which characterizes the simple sensation (but it is already durable or
compound, because it rises and falls, implies a constitutive difference
of level, follows an invisible thread that is more nervous than cere
bral); the embrace or the clinch (when two sensations resonate in each
other by embracing each other so tightly in a clinch of what are no
more than "energies"); withdrawal, dunsion, distension (when, on the
contrary, two sensations draw apart, release themselves, but so as
now to be brought together by the light, the air, or the void that
sinks between them or into them, like a wedge that is at once so
dense and so light that it extends in every direction as the distance
grows, and forms a bloc that no longer needs a support). Vibrating
sensation-s-coupling sensation-opening or splitting, hollowing out
sensation. These types are displayed almost in their pure state in
sculpture, with its sensations of stone, marble, or metal, which vi
brate according to the order of strong and weak beats, projections
and hollows, its powerful clinches that intertwine them, its develop
ment of large spaces between groups or within a single group where

we no longer know whether it is the light or the air that sculpts or
is sculpted.

The novel has often risen to the percept-not perception of the

moor in Hardy but the moor as percept; oceanic percepts in Melville;

url ian percepls, or l ho-«: of the mirror, in Virginia Woolf. The land
scape sees, (;(~nt:rally speaking, what great writer has not been able

to create these beings of which preserve in themselves the
hour of a day, a moment's degree of warmth (Faulkner's hills, Tol
stoy's or Chekhov's steppes)? The percept is the landscape before
man, in the absence of man. But why do we say this, since in aU these
cases the landscape is not independent of the supposed perceptions of
the characters and, through them, of the author's perceptions and
memories? How could the town exist without or before man, or the
mirror without the old woman it reflects, even if she does not look at
herself in it? This is Cezanne's enigma, which has often been com
mented upon: "Man absent from but entirely within the landscape."
Characters can only exist, and the author can only create them,
because they do not perceive but have passed into the landscape and
are themselves part of the compound of sensations. Ahab really does
have perceptions of the sea, but only because he has entered into a
relationship with Moby Dick that makes him a becoming-whale and
forms a compound of sensations that no longer needs anyone: ocean.
It is Mrs. Dalloway who perceives the town-but because she has
passed into the town like "a knife through everything" and becomes
imperceptible herself. Afl'ects are precisely these nonhuman becomings

of man, just as percepts--including the town--are nonhuman land

scapes of nature. Not a "minute of the world passes," says Cezanne,
that we will preserve if we do not "become that minute."? We

are not in the world, we become with the world; we become by
contemplating it. Everything is vision, becoming. We become uni
verses. Becoming animal, plant, molecular, becoming zero. Kleist is
no doubt the author who most wrote with affects, using them like
stones or weapons, seizing them in becomings of sudden petrification
or infinite acceleration, in the becoming-bitch of Penthesilea and
her hallucinated percepts. This is true of all the arts: what strange
becomings unleash music across its "melodic landscapes" and its

"rhythmic characters," as Messiaen says, by combining the molecular
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and the cosmic, stars, atoms, and birds in the same being- of sensa

tion? What terror haunts Van Gogh's head, caught in a becoming

sunflower? In each case style is needed-the writer's syntax, the

musician's modes and rhythms, the painter's lines and colors-to

raise lived perceptions to the percept and lived affections to the affect.

We dwell on the art of the novel because it is the source of a

misunderstanding: many people think that novels can be created with

our perceptions and affections, our memories and archives, our travels

and fantasies, our children and parents, with the interesting charac

ters we have met and, above all, the interesting character who is

inevitably oneself (who isn't interesting?), and finally with our opin

ions holding it all together. If need be, we can invoke great authors

who have done nothing but recount their lives-Thomas Wolfe or

Henry Miller. Generally we get composite works in which we move

about a great deal but in search of a father who is found only in

ourself: the journalist's novel. We are not spared the least detail, in

the absence of any really artistic work. The cruelty we may have seen

and the despair we have experienced do not need to be transformed a

great deal in order to produce yet again the opinion that generally

emerges about the difficulties of communication. Rossellini saw this

as a reason for giving up art: art was allowing itself to be invaded too

much by infantilism and cruelty, both cruel and doleful, whining and

satisfied at the same time, so that it was better to abandon it.? More

interestingly, Rosselini saw the same thing taking place in painting.

But it is literature primarily that has constantly maintained an equiv

ocal relationship with the lived. We may well have great powers of

observation and much imagination, but is it possible to write with

perceptions, affections, and opinions? Even in the least autobiograph

ical novels we see the confrontation and intersection of the opinions

of a multitude of characters, all in accordance with the perceptions

and affections of each character with his social situation and individ

ual adventures, and all of it swept up in the vast current of the

author's opinion, which, however, divides itself so as to rebound on

till' ch:lI-acll'rs, or Wllllil Ili<k:; ih,·11' ";0 Ihal 1''';1(1 .. 1':; ':1111'01111111"11

own: this is ind'Td how Ibkhtill's !-':r..al i lu-orv or III!" llOV..I IWI'.III:,

(happily it does not cnd thrr..; it is pn-cis.-ly the "parodic" lJa:;i:; 01

the novel).
Creative fabulation has nothing to do with a memory, hownlT

exaggerated, or with a fantasy. In fact, the artist, including- the novr:1

ist, goes beyond the perceptual states and affective transitions or II ...

lived. The artist is a seer, a becomer. How would he recount w h.u

happened to him, or what he imagines, since he is a shadow? Ik h;I';

seen something in life that is too great, too unbearable also, and II u:

mutual embrace of life with what threatens it, so that the corn.-r or

nature or districts of the town that he sees, along with their CIl;II:1<

ters, accede to a vision that, through them, composes the percepts or

that life, of that moment, shattering lived perceptions into a sort "I'

cubism, a sort of simultaneism, of harsh or crepuscular Ii!-,:h I , or

purple or blue, which have no other object or subject than th.-ru

selves. "What we call styles," said Giacometti, "are those visiou«

fixed in time and space." It is always a question of freeing life wlwr

ever it is imprisoned, or of tempting it into an uncertain combat. '1'1 ...

death of the porcupine in Lawrence and the death of the mol.. III

Kafka are almost unbearable acts of the novelist. Sometimes it ",

necessary to lie down on the earth, like the painter does also, in on 1<'1

to get to the "motif," that is to say, the percept. Percepts (;111 I"

telescopic or microscopic, giving characters and landscap..s 1',1;1111

dimensions as if they were swollen by a life that no lived plT<(, 1'1 H H I

can attain. Balzac's greatness. It is of little importance wlu-tlur 111('"

characters are mediocre: they become giants, like Bouvarcl and I'" II

chet, Bloom and Molly, Mercier and Camier, without ceaSill!'. 1(1 I"

what they are. It is by dint of mediocrity, even of stupidity or 1111,,")\.

that they are able to become not simple (they are never sillll'l<l 1'111

gigantic. Even dwarves and cripples will do: all fabul.ui.«: I'. III<

fabrication of giants." Whether mediocre or grandiose, t11<'\ :11 ( 1<><>

alive to be livable or lived. Thomas Wolfe extracts a gianl 11<>111 [u.
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father, and Henry Miller extracts a dark planet from the city. Wolfe

may describe the people of old Catawba through their stupid opinions

and their mania for discussion, but what he does is set up the secret

monument of their solitude, their desert, their eternal earth, and their

forgotten, unnoticed lives. Faulkner may also cry out: oh, men of

Yoknapatawpha. It is said that the monumental novelist is himself

"inspired" by the lived, and this is true: M. de Charlus closely

resembles Montesquiou, but between Montesquiou and M. de Char

Ius there is ultimately roughly the same relationship as between the

barking animal-dog and the celestial constellation-Dog.

How can a moment of the world be rendered durable or made to

exist by itself? Virginia Woolf provides an answer that is as valid for

painting and music as it is for writing: "Saturate every atom," "elimi

nate all waste, deadness, superfluity," everything that adheres to our

current and lived perceptions, everything that nourishes the mediocre

novelist; and keep only the saturation that gives us the percept. "It
must include nonsense, fact, sordidity: but made transparent"; "I want

to put practically everything in; yet to saturate."? Through having

reached the percept as "the sacred source," through having seen Life

in the living or the Living in the lived, the novelist or painter returns

breathless and with bloodshot eyes. They are athletes--not athletes

who train their bodies and cultivate the lived, no matter how many

writers have succumbed to the idea of sport as a way of heightening

art and life, but bizarre athletes of the "fasting-artist" type, or the

"great Swimmer" who does not know how to swim. It is not an

organic or muscular athleticism but its inorganic double, "an affective

Athleticism," an athleticism of becoming that reveals only forces that

are not its own-"plastic specter." 10 In this respect artists are like

philosophers. What little health they possess is often too fragile, not

because of their illnesses or neuroses but because they have seen

something in life that is too much for anyone, too much for them

selves, and that has put on them the quiet mark of death. But this

something is also the source or breath that supports them through

the illilesses or the lived (what Nietzsche called health). "Perhaps one

day we will know that there wasn't any art but only medicine." 11

The affect goes beyond affections no less than the percept goes

beyond perceptions. The affect is not the passage from one lived state

to another but man's nonhuman becoming. Ahab does not imitate

Moby Dick, and Penthesilea does not "act" the bitch: becoming is

neither an imitation nor an experienced sympathy, nor even an imagi

nary identification. It is not resemblance, althougb there is resem

blance. But it is only a produced resemblance. Rather, becoming is

an extreme contiguity within a coupling of two sensations without

resemblance or, on the contrary, in the distance of a light that cap

tures both of them in a single reflection. Andre Dhotel knew how to

place his characters in strange plant-becomings, becoming tree or

aster: this is not the transformation of one into the other, he says, but

something passing from one to the other.l? This something can

be specified only as sensation. It is a zone of indetermination, of

indiscernibility, as if things, beasts, and persons (Ahab and Moby

Dick, Penthesilea and the bitch) endlessly reach that point that im

mediately precedes their natural differentiation. This is what is called

an affect. In Pierre; or, The Ambiguities, Pierre reaches the zone in

which he can no longer distinguish himself from his half-sister, Isa

belle, and he becomes woman. Life alone creates such zones where

living beings whirl around, and only art can reach and penetrate

them in its enterprise of co-creation. This is because from the mo

ment that the material passes into sensation, as in a Rodin sculpture,

art itself lives on these zones of indetermination. Tl\(~y are blocs.

Painting needs more than the skill of the draftsman who notes resem

blances between human and animal forms and gets us to witness their

transformation: on the contrary, it needs the power of a ground that

can dissolve forms and impose the existence of a zone in which we no

longer know which is animal and which human, because something

like the triumph or monument of their nondistinction rises up--as in

Goya or even Daumier or Redon. The artist must create the syntacti-
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calor plastic methods and materials necessary for such a gTeat uudr-r

taking, which re-creates everywhere the primitive swamps of life
(Goya's use of etching and aquatint). The affect certainly does not

undertake a return to origins, as if beneath civilization we would

rediscover, in terms of resemblance, the persistence of a bestial or
primitive humanity. It is within our civilization's temperate sur

roundings that equatorial or glacial zones, which avoid the differenti

ation of genus, sex, orders, and kingdoms, currently function and

prosper. It is a question only of ourselves, here and now; but what is

animal, vegetable, mineral, or human in us is now indistinct-even

though we ourselves will especially acquire distinction. The maxi
mum determination comes from this bloc of neighborhood like a

flash.
It is precisely because opinions are functions of lived experience

that they claim to have a certain knowledge of affections. Opinions

prevail on human passions and their eternity. But, as Bergson ob

served, one has the impression that opinion misjudges affective states
and groups them together or separates them wrongly. 13 It is not even

enough to do what psychoanalysis does and give forbidden objects to

itemized affections or substitute simple ambivalences for zones of
indetermination. A great novelist is above all an artist who invents

unknown or unrecognized affects and brings them to light as the

becoming of his characters: the crepuscular states of knights in the

novels of Chretien de Troyes (in relation to a possible concept of

chivalry), the states of almost catatonic "rest" that merge with duty

according to Mme de Lafayette (in relation to a concept of quietism),

on up to Beckett's state, as affects that are all the more imposing as

they are poor in affections. \Vhen Zola suggests to his readers, "take
note; my characters do not suffer from remorse," we should see not

the expression of a physiologist's thesis but the ascription of new

affects that arise with the creation of characters in naturalism: the

Mediocre, the Pervert, the Beast (and what Zola calls instinct is

ill.~('par;lhl(' frOIH a IWCOllllIl~-allil1lal), When Emily Bronte traces the

bond between I Ieathclilf and Catherine, she invents a violent affect,

like a kinship between two wolves, which above all should not be

mistaken for love. When Proust seems to be describing jealousy in

such minute detail, he is inventing an affect, because he constantly

reverses the order in affections presupposed by opinion, according to

which jealousy would be an unhappy consequence of love: for him,

on the contrary, jealousy is finality, destination; and if we must love,
it is so that we can be jealous, jealousy being the meaning of sians->

affect as semiology. When Claude Simon describes the incredible

passive love of the earth-woman, he sculpts an affect of clay. He may

say, "this is my mother," and we believe him since he says it, but it is

a mother who has passed into sensation and to whom he erects a

monument so original that she no longer has an ascribable relation
ship with her real son but, more distantly, with another created

character, Faulkner's Eula. It is in this way that, from one writer to

another, great creative affects can link up or diverge, within com

pounds of sensations that transform themselves, vibrate, couple, or

split apart: it is these beings of sensation that account for the artist's

relationship with a public, for the relation between different works
by the same artist, or even for a possible affinity between artists.t?

The artist is always adding new varieties to the world. Beings of

sensation are varieties, just as the concept's beings are variations, and
the function's beings are variables.

It should be said of all art that, in relation to the percepts or

visions they give us, artists are presenters of affects, the inventors and
creators of affects. They not only create them in their work, they give

them to us and make us become with them, they draw us into the

compound. Van Gogh's sunflowers are becomings, like DOrer's this
tles or Bonnard's mimosas. Redon entitled a lithograph "There was

perhaps a first vision attempted in the flower." The flower sees-pure

and simple terror: "And do you see that sunflower looking in through
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the bedroom window? It stares into my room all day." If> A lloral

history of painting is like the endlessly and continuously resumed
creation of the percepts and affects of flowers. 'Whether through

words, colors, sounds, or stone, art is the language of sensations.
Art does not have opinions. Art undoes the triple organization of
perceptions, affections, and opinions in order to substitute a monu
ment composed of percepts, affects, and blocs of sensations that take
the place of language. The writer uses words, but by creating a
syntax that makes them pass into sensation that makes the standard
language stammer, tremble, cry, or even sing: this is the style, the
"tone," the language of sensations, or the foreign language within
language that summons forth a people to come, "Oh, people of
old Catawba," "Oh, people of Yoknapatawpha." The writer twists
language, makes it vibrate, seizes hold of it, and rends it in order to
wrest the percept from perceptions, the affect from affections, the
sensation from opinion-in view, one hopes, of that still-missing

people. "I repeat-my memory is not loving but inimical, and it
labors not to reproduce but to distance the past. What was it my

family wished to say? I do not know. It was tongue-tied from birth
but it had, nevertheless, something that it might have said. Over my
head and over the head of many of my contemporaries there hangs
the congenital tongue-tie. We were not taught to speak but to bab-

only by listening to the swelling noise of the age and
bleached by the foam on the crest of its wave did we acquire a
language."!" This is, precisely, the task of all art and, from colors and
sounds, both music and painting similarly extract new harmonies,
new plastic or melodic landscapes, and new rhythmic characters that
raise them to the height of the earth's song and the cry of humanity:
that which constitutes tone, health, becoming, a visual and sonorous
bloc. A monument does not commemorate or celebrate something
that happened but confides to the ear of the future the persistent
sensations that embody the event: the constantly renewed suffering

of men and women, their re-created protestations, their constantly

f('SIIlIH'd struggle. Will this all be ill vain because suffering is eternal

ami revolutions do not survive their victory? But the success of a
revolution resides only in itself, precisely in the vibrations, clinches,
and openings it gave to men and women at the moment of its making
and that composes in itself a monument that is always in the process
of becoming, like those tumuli to which each new traveler adds a
stone. The victory of a revolution is immanent and consists in the

new bonds it installs between people, even if these bonds last no
longer than the revolution's fused material and quickly give way to

division and betrayaL
Aesthetic figures, and the style that creates them, have nothing to

do with rhetoric. They are sensations: percepts and affects, land
scapes and faces, visions and becomings. But is not the philosophical
concept defined by becoming, and almost in the same terms? Still,
aesthetic figures are not the same as conceptual personae. It may be
that they pass into one another, in either direction, like Igitur or
Zarathustra, but this is insofar as there are sensations of concepts and
concepts of sensations. It is not the same becoming. Sensory becom
ing is the action by which something or someone is ceaselessly be
coming-other (while continuing to be what they are), sunflower or

Ahab, whereas conceptual becoming is the action by which the com
mon event itself eludes what is. Conceptual becoming is heterogene
ity grasped in an absolute form; sensory becoming is otherness caught
in a matter of expression. The monument does not actualize the
virtual event but incorporates or embodies it: it gives it a body, a life,
a universe. This was how Proust defined the art-monument by that
life higher than the "lived," by its "qualitative differences," its "uni
verses" that construct their own limits, their distances and proximi
ties, their constellations and the blocs of sensations they put into
motion-Rembrandt-universe or Debussy-universe. These universes
are neither virtual nor actual; they are possibles, the possible as
aesthetic category ("the possible or I shall suffocate"), the existence

of the possible, whereas events are the reality of the virtual, forms of
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a thought-Nature that survey every possible universe. This is not to

say that the concept precedes sensation in principle: even a concept

of sensation must be created with its own means, and a sensation

exists in its possible universe without the concept necessarily existing

in its absolute form.

Can sensation be assimilated to an original opinion, to Urdoxa as

the world's foundation or immutable basis? Phenomenology finds

sensation in perceptual and affective "a priori materials" that tran

scend the perceptions and affections of the lived: Van Gogh's yellow

or Cezanne's innate sensations. As we have seen, phenomenology

must become the phenomenology of art because the immanence of the

lived to a transcendental subject must be expressed in transcendent

functions that not only determine experience in general but traverse

the lived itself here and now, and are embodied in it by constituting

living sensations. The being of sensation, the bloc of percept and

affect, will appear as the unity or reversibility of feeling and felt, their

intimate intermingling like hands clasped together: it is the flesh that,

at the same time, is freed from the lived body, the perceived world,

and the intentionality of one toward the other that is still too tied to

experience; whereas flesh gives us the being of sensation and bears

the original opinion distinct from the judgment of experience-flesh

of the world and flesh of the body that are exchanged as correlates,

ideal coincidence.!? A curious Fleshism inspires this final avatar of

phenomenology and plunges it into the mystery of the incarnation. It

is both a pious and a sensual notion, a mixture of sensuality and

religion, without which, perhaps, flesh could not stand up by itself (it

would slide down the bones, as in Bacon's figures). The question of

whether flesh is adequate to art can be put in this way: can it support

percept and affect, can it constitute the being of sensation, or must it

not itself be supported and pass into other powers of life?

Flesh is not sensation, although it is involved in revealing it. We

spoke too quickly when we said that sensation embodies. Sometimes

flesh is painted with pink (superimpositions of red and white), and

SOllldillWS with hrokcu tones Itons rulilPUS'], a juxtaposition of com

plcll)('lItarics in unequal proportions. But what constitutes sensation

is the becoming animal or plant, which wells up like a flayed beast or

peeled fruit beneath the bands of pink in the most graceful, delicate

nude, Venus in the mirror; or which suddenly emerges in the fusion,

firing, or casting of broken tones, like the zone of indiscernibility of

beast and man. Perhaps it would be an interference or chaos were,
there not a second element to make the flesh hold fast. Flesh is only

the thermometer of a becoming. The flesh is too tender. The second

element is not so much bone or skeletal structure as house or frame

work. The body blossoms in the house (or an equivalent, a spring, a

grove). Now, what defines the house are "sections," that is to say,

the pieces of differently oriented planes that provide flesh with its

framework-foreground and background, horizontal and vertical sec

tions, left and right, straight and oblique, rectilinear or curved. 18

These sections are walls but also floors, doors, windows, French

windows, and mirrors, which give sensation the power to stand on

its own within autonomous frames. They are the sides of the bloc of

sensation. There are certainly two signs of the genius of great paint

ers, as well as of their humility: the respect, almost dread, with which

they approach and enter into color; and the care with which they join

together the sections or planes on which the type of depth depends.

Without this respect and care painting is nothing, lacking work and

thought. The difficult part is not to join hands but to join planes-to

produce bulging with joined planes or, on the contrary, to break

them open or cut them off. The two problems, the architecture of

planes and the regime of color, are often mixed up. As for the joining

of horizontal and vertical planes in Cezanne, "Planes in color, planes!

'There does not seem to be a standard equivalent technical term in I':n!!;lish for the
French tons rompus, which means colors or tones made up of several different colors or

tones. Van Gogh's letters, which are a principal reference point for this notion, speak
of colors that are "broken" with other colors; following this we have translated the
term as "broken tones."
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The colored place where the heart of the planes is fused." No two

great painters, or even oeuvres, work in the same way. However

there are tendencies in a painter: in Giacometti, for example, the

receding horizontal planes differ from right to left and seem to come

together on the thing (the flesh of the small apple), but like a pincer

that would pull it backward and make it disappear if a vertical plane,

of which we see only the thread without thickness, did not fix it,

checking it at the last moment, giving it a durable existence, in the

form of a long pin passing through it and rendering it spindly in

turn. The house takes part in an entire becoming. It is life, the

"nonorganic life of things." In every way possible, the house-sensa

tion is defined by the joining of planes in accordance with a thousand

orientations. The house itself (or its equivalent) is the finite junction

of colored planes.
The third element is the universe, the cosmos. Not only does the

open house communicate with the landscape, through a window or a

mirror, but the most shut-up house opens onto a universe. Monet's

house finds itself endlessly caught up by the plant forces of an unre

strained garden, a cosmos of roses. A universe-cosmos is not flesh.

Neither is it sections, joined up parts of planes, or differently oriented

planes, although it may be constituted by the connection of every

plane to infinity. But ultimately the universe appears as the area of

plain, uniform color [l'aplat"]' the single great plane, the colored

void, the monochrome infinite. The French window, as in Matisse,

now opens only onto an area of plain, uniform black. The flesh, or

rather the figure, is no longer the inhabitant of the place, of the

house, but of the universe that supports the house (becoming). It is

like a passage from the finite to the infinite, but also from territory to

* As with tons rompus, the term with which it is contrasted here, there does not
seem to be a standard English equivalent for the French aplat. The noun has connota
tions of flatness, following the verb aplatir (to flatten or smooth out), but in painting it
signifies areas of plain, uniform color. In the absence of a single English word we have

decided to use the entire phrase "area of plain, uniform color."

ddl'lTilorialization. It is indeed tile mome-nt. of the infinite: infinitely

varied infinites. In Van Gogh, Gauguin, or, today, Bacon, we see the

immediate tension between flesh and the area of plain, uniform color

surging forth, between the flows of broken tones [tons rompus] and

the infinite band of a pure, homogeneous, vivid, and saturated color

("instead of painting the ordinary wall of the mean room, I paint

infinity, a plain background of the richest, intensest blue").19 It is

true that the monochrome area of plain color is something other than

a background. And when painting wants to start again at zero, by

constructing the percept as a minimum before the void, or by bring

ing it closer to the maximum of the concept, it works with mono

chrome freed from any house or flesh. Blue in particular takes on the

infinite and turns the percept into a "cosmic sensibility" or into that

which is most conceptual or "propositional" in nature-color in the

absence of man, man who has passed into color. But if the blue (or

black or white) is exactly the same within a picture, or from one

picture to another, then it is the painter who becomes blue-"Yves

the monochrome"-in accordance with a pure affect that topples the

universe into the void and leaves the painter above all with nothing

to do.20

The colored or, rather, coloring void, is already force. Most of the

great monochromes of modern painting no longer need to resort to

little mural bouquets but present subtle imperceptible variations

(which are constitutive of a percept nevertheless), either because they

are cut off or edged on one side by a band, ribbon, or section of a

different color or tone that, through proximity or distance, changes

the intensity of the area of plain, uniform color Of because they

present almost virtual linear or circular figures, in matching tones, or

because they are holed or slit: these are problems of junction, once

again, but considerably expanded. In short, the area of plain, uniform

color vibrates, clenches or cracks open because it is the bearer of

glimpsed forces. And this, first of all, is what makes painting abstract:

summoning forces, populating the area of plain, uniform color with
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the forces it bears, making the invisible forces visible ill themselves,

drawing up figures with a geometrical appearance but that are no

more than forces--the forces of gravity, heaviness, rotation, the vor

tex, explosion, expansion, germination, and time (as music may be

said to make the sonorous force of time audible, in Messiaen for

example, or literature, with Proust, to make the illegible force of time

legible and conceivable). Is this not the definition of the percept

itself-to make perceptible the imperceptible forces that populate the

world, affect us, and make us become? Mondrian achieves this by

simple differences between the sides of a square, Kandinsky by linear

"tensions," and Kupka by planes curved around the point. From the

depths of time there comes to us what Worringer called the abstract

and infinite northern line, the line of the universe that forms ribbons,

strips, wheels, and turbines, an entire "vitalized geometry," rising to

the intuition of mechanical forces, constituting a powerful nonorganic

lifePl Painting's eternal object is this: to paint forces, like Tintoretto.

Perhaps also we rediscover the house and the body?-because the

infinite area of plain, uniform color is often that onto which the

window or door opens; or it is the wall of the house itself, or the

floor. Van Gogh and Gauguin sprinkle the area of plain, uniform

color with little bunches of flowers so as to turn it into wallpaper on

which the face stands out in broken tones. In fact, the house does not

shelter us from cosmic forces; at most it filters and selects them.

Sometimes it turns them into benevolent forces: Archimedes' force,

the force of the water's pressure on a graceful body floating in the

bath of the house, has never been made visible in painting in the way

that Bonnard succeeded in doing in Le Nu au bain. But equally, the

most baleful forces can come in through the half-open or closed door:

cosmic forces themselves are what produce zones of indiscernibility

in the broken tones of a face, slapping, scratching, and melting it in

every way, and these zones of indiscernibility reveal the forces lurking

in the area of plain, uniform color (Bacon). The clinch of forces as

percepts and becomings as affects are completely complementary.

Acconlilll!: 10 Worrilll!:cr, tile ahstr:lCt line of force is rich in animal

mot il». Animal, plant, and molecular becomings correspond to cos

mic or cosmogenetic forces: to the point that the body disappears into

the plain color or becomes part of the wall or, conversely, the plain

color buckles and whirls around in the body's zone of indiscernibility.

In short, the being of sensation is not the flesh but the compound of

nonhuman forces of the cosmos, of man's nonhuman becomings, and

of the ambiguous house that exchanges and adjusts them, makes

them whirl around like winds. Flesh is only the developer which

disappears in what it develops: the compound of sensation. Like all

painting, abstract painting is sensation, nothing but sensation. In

Mondrian the room accedes to the being of sensation by dividing the

infinite empty plane by colored sections that, in turn, give it an
infinite openness.f? In Kandinsky, houses are sources of abstraction

that consist less in geometrical figures than in dynamic trajectories

and errant lines, "paths that go for a walk" in the surroundings. In

Kupka it is first of all on the body that the painter cuts out colored

ribbons or sections that will give, in the void, the curved planes

that populate it by becoming cosmogenetic sensations. Is sensation

spiritual, or already a living concept-the room, house, universe?

Abstract art, and then conceptual art, directly pose the question that

haunts all painting-that of its relation to the concept and the

function.
Perhaps art begins with the animal, at least with the animal that

carves out a territory and constructs a house (both are correlative, or

even one and the same, in what is called a habitat). The territory

house system transforms a number of organic functions-sexuality,

procreation, aggression, feeding. But this transformation does not

explain the appearance of the territory and the house; rather it is the

other way around: the territory implies the emergence of pure sensory

qualities, of sensibilia that cease to be merely functional and become

expressive features, making possible a transformation of functionsf"

No doubt this expressiveness is already diffused in life, and the simple
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field of lilies might be said to celebrate the glory of the skies. But

with the territory and the house it becomes constructive and erects

ritual monuments of an animal mass that celebrates qualities before

extracting new causalities and finalities from them. This emergence

of pure sensory qualities is already art, not only in the treatment of

external materials but in the body's postures and colors, in the songs

and cries that mark out the territory. It is an outpouring of features,

colors, and sounds that are inseparable insofar as they become expres

sive (philosophical concept of territory). Every morning the Sceno

poetes dentirostris, a bird of the Australian rain forests, cuts leaves,

makes them fall to the ground, and turns them over so that the paler,

internal side contrasts with the earth. In this way it constructs a stage

for itself like a ready-made; and directly above, on a creeper or a

branch, while fluffing out the feathers beneath its beak to reveal their

yellow roots, it sings a complex song made up from its own notes

and, at intervals, those of other birds that it imitates: it is a complete

artist.P? This is not synesthesia in the flesh but blocs of sensations in

the territory-colors, postures, and sounds that sketch out a total

work of art. These sonorous blocs are refrains; but there are also

refrains of posture and color, and postures and colors are always

being introduced into refrains: bowing low, straightening up, danc

ing in a circle and lines of colors. The whole of the refrain is the

being of sensation. Monuments are refrains. In this respect art is

continually haunted by the animal. Kafka's art is the most profound

meditation on the territory and the house, the burrow, portrait

postures (the inhabitant's lowered head with chin sunk into their

chest or, on the contrary, "Shamefaced Lacky" whose angular head

goes right through the ceiling); sounds-music (dogs who are musi

cians in their very postures; Josephine, the singing mouse, of whom

it will never be known whether she sings; Gregor whose squeaking

combines with his sister's violin in a complex bedroom-house-terri

tory relationship). All that is needed to produce art is here: a house,

some postures, colors, and songs-on condition that it all opens onto

.un l 1a1illcll('S itsr-lf Oil a mad vector as on a witch's broom, a line of

t l«: univcr:«: or of deterritorialization-Perspective on a Room with

Occupallts (Klee).

Every territory, every habitat, joins up not only its spatiotemporal

but its qualitative planes or sections: a posture and a song for exam

ple, a song and a color, percepts and affects. And every territory

encompasses or cuts across the territories of other species, or inter

cepts the trajectories of animals without territories, forming interspe

cies junction points. It is in this sense that, to start with, Uexkuhl

develops a melodic, polyphonic, and contrapuntal conception of Na

ture. Not only does birdsong have its own relationships of counter

point but it can find these relationships in the song of other species,

and it may even imitate these other songs as if it were a question of

occupying a maximum of frequencies. The spider's web contains "a

very subtle portrait of the fly," which serves as its counterpoint. On

the death of the mollusk, the shell that serves as its house becomes

the counterpoint of the hermit crab that turns it into its own habitat,

thanks to its tail, which is not for swimming but is prehensile,

enabling it to capture the empty shell. The tick is organically con

structed in such a way that it finds its counterpoint in any mammal

whatever that passes below its branch, as oak leaves arranged in the

form of tiles find their counterpoint in the raindrops that stream over

them. This is not a teleological conception but a melodic one in

which we no longer know what is art and what nature ("natllfal

technique"). There is counterpoint whenever a melody urises as a

"motif" within another melody, as in the marriag-c of bum bid wc and

snapdragon. These relationships of counterpoint join planes tog-ethcr,

form compounds of sensations and blocs, and determine lx-comings.

But it is not just these determinate melodic compounds, however

generalized, that constitute nature; another aspect, an infinite sym

phonic plane of composition, is also required: from House to universe.

From endosensation to exosensation. This is because th« territory

does not merely isolate and join but opens onto cosmic forces that
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arise from within or come from outside, and rende-rs the-ir clkel oil

the inhabitant perceptible. The oak's plane of composition is what
supports or includes the force of the acorn's development and the
force of formation of raindrops, and the tick's plane of composition is
what supports the force of light, which can attract the insect to the
end of a branch to a sufficient height, and the force of weight with
which it lets itself fall onto the passing mammal-and between them
nothing, an alarming void that can last for years if no mammals pass
by.25 Sometimes forces blend into one another in subtle transitions,

decompose hardly glimpsed; and sometimes they alternate or conflict
with one another. Sometimes they allow themselves to be selected by
the territory, and the most benevolent ones are those that enter tbe
house. Sometimes they send out a mysterious call that draws the
inhabitant from the territory and launches it on an irresistible voyage,
like chaffinches that suddenly assemble in their millions or crayfish
that set off in step on an immense pilgrimage to the bottom of the
water. Sometimes they swoop down on the territory, turn it upside
down, wickedly, restoring the chaos from which, with difficulty, the
territory came. But if nature is like art, this is always because it

combines these two living elements in every way: House and Uni
verse, Heimlich and Unheimlich, territory and deterritorialization, fi
nite melodic compounds and the great infinite plane of composition,

the small and large refrain.
Art begins not with flesh but with the house. That is why architec

ture is the first of the arts. When Dubuffet tries to identify a certain
condition of art brut, he turns first of all to the house, and all his work
stands between architecture, sculpture, and painting. And, not going
beyond form, the most scientific architecture endlessly produces and

joins up planes and sections. That is why it can be defined by the
"frame," by an interlocking of differently oriented frames, which will
be imposed on the other arts, from painting to the cinema. The
prehistory of the picture has been presented as passing through the
fresco within the frame of the wall, stained glass within the frame of

III/' wiurlow, ;lIld 1110<;;111' within Ill(' fralllc of the Iloor: "The frame is

IIJ(' ulllbilicus that attaches the picture to the monument of which it
is the reduction," like the gothic frame, with small columns, diagonal

ribs, and openwork spire.2 6 By making architecture the first art of
the frame, Bernard Cache is able to list a certain number of enframing
forms that do not determine in advance any concrete content or
function of the edifice: the wall that cuts off, the window that captures
or selects (in direct contact with the territory), the ground-floor that
wards off or rarefies ("rarefying the earth's relief so as to give a
free path to human trajectories"), the roof that envelops the place's
singularity ("the sloping roof puts the edifice on a hill"). Interlocking
these frames or joining up all these planes-i-wall section, window
section, floor section, slope section-is a composite system rich in
points and counterpoints. The frames and their joins hold the com
pounds of sensations, hold up figures, and intermingle with their
upholding, with their own appearance. These are the faces of a dice
of sensation. Frames or sections are not coordinates; they belong to
compounds of sensations whose faces, whose interfaces, they consti
tute. But however extendable this system may be, it still needs a vast
plane of composition that carries out a kind of' deframing following
lines of flight that pass through the territory only in order to open it
onto the universe, that go from house-territory to town-cosmos, and
that now dissolve the identity of the place through variation of the
earth, a town having not so much a place as vectors folding the
abstract line of relief. On this plane or composition, as on "an abstract
vectorial space," geometrical figures are laid out-c-cone, prism, dihe
dron, simple plane-which are no more than cosmic lilf(:es capable of
merging, being transformed, confronting each other, and alternating;
world before man yet produced by man.27 The planes must now be
taken apart in order to relate them to their intervals rather than to
one another and in order to create new afIects.2HWe have seen that

painting pursued the same movement. The frame or the picture's
edge is, in the first place, the external envelope of a series of' frames or
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sections that join up by carrying out counterpoints of lines and colors,
by determining compounds of sensations. But the picture is also
traversed by a deframing power that opens it onto a plane of composi
tion or an infinite field of forces. These processes may be very diverse,
even at the level of the external frame: irregular forms, sides that do
not meet, Seurat's painted or stippled frames, and Mondrian's
squares standing on a corner, all of which give the picture the power
to leave the canvas. The painter's action never stays within the frame;
it leaves the frame and does not begin with it.

Literature, and especially the novel, seems to be in the same
situation. What matters is not, as in bad novels, the opinions held by
characters in accordance with their social type and characteristics but
rather the relations of counterpoint into which they enter and the
compounds of sensations that these characters either themselves expe
rience or make felt in their becomings and their visions. Counterpoint
serves not to report real or fictional conversations but to bring out
the madness of all conversation and of all dialogue, even interior
dialogue. Everything that novelists must extract from the percep

tions, affections, and opinions of their psychosocial "models" passes
entirely into the percepts and affects to which the character must be
raised without holding on to any other life. And this entails a vast
plane of composition that is not abstractly preconceived but con
structed as the work progresses, opening, mixing, dismantling, and
reassembling increasingly unlimited compounds in accordance with
the penetration of cosmic forces. Bakhtin's theory of the novel goes in
this direction by showing, from Rabelais to Dostoyevsky, the coexis
tence of contrapuntal, polyphonic, and plurivocal compounds with an
architectonic or symphonic plane of compositionF? A novelist like
Dos Passos achieves an extraordinary art of counterpoint in the com
pounds he forms with characters, current events, biographies, and
camera eyes, at the same time as a plane of composition is expanded
to infinity so as to sweep everything up into Life, into Death, the
town cosmos. If we return to Proust, it is because he more than

anyone dSl' uuuk- [11l' I wo dc'nH:nls, although present in each other,

:dnlos[ follow Olll' another; the plane of composition, for life and for
dC'alh, ellH:q..;(~S gradually from compounds of sensation that he draws
lip in the course of lost time, until appearing in itself with time
regained, the force, or rather the forces, of pure time that have now
become perceptible. Everything begins with Houses, each of which
must join up its sections and hold up compounds-s-Combray, the
Guermantes' house, the Verdurins' salon-and the houses are them
selves joined together according to interfaces, but a planetary Cosmos
is already there, visible through the telescope, which ruins or trans
forms them and absorbs them into an infinity of the patch of uniform
color. Everything begins with refrains, each of which, like the little
phrase of Vinteuil's sonata, is composed not only in itself but with
other, variable sensations, like that of an unknown passer-by, like
Odette's face, like the leaves of the Bois de Boulogne-and every
thing comes to an end at infinity in the great Refrain, the phrase of
the septet in perpetual metamorphosis, the song of the universe, the
world before or after man. From every finite thing, Proust makes a
being of sensation that is constantly preserved, but by vanishing on a
plane of composition of Being: "beings of flight."

EXAMPLE IS

The situation of music seems no different and perhaps em
bodies the frame even more powerfully. Yet it is said that
sound has no frame. But compounds of sensation, sonorous
blocs, equally possess sections or framing- forms each of

which must join together to secure a certain c1osing--oll'. The
simplest cases are the melodic air, which is a monophoni«
refrain; the motif, which is already polyphonic, an element of
a melody entering into the development ofanother and creat
ing counterpoint; and the theme, as the object of harmonic
modifications through melodic lines. These three elementary
forms construct the sonorous house and its territory. They
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correspond to the three modalities or a Iwing- or sensat ion, 1<,1'

the air is a vibration, the motif is a clinch, a coupling,

whereas the theme does not close without also unclenching,

splitting, and opening. In fact, the most important musical

phenomenon that appears as the sonorous compounds of sen

sation become more complex is that their closure or shutting

off (through the joining of their frames, of their sections) is

accompanied by a possibility of opening onto an ever more

limitless plane of composition. According to Bergson, musi

cal beings are like living beings that compensate for their

individuating closure by an openness created by modulation,

repetition, transposition, juxtaposition. If we consider the

sonata we find a particularly rigid enframing form based

upon a bithematism, and in which the first movement pres

ents the following sections: exposition of the first theme,

transition, exposition of the second theme, developments on

the first or second, coda, development of the first with modu

lation, and so on. It is an entire house with its rooms. But it

is the first movement, rather, that forms a cell in this way,

and great musicians rarely follow the canonical form; the

other movements can open out, especially the second,

through theme and variation, until Liszt ensures a fusion of

movements in the "symphonic poem." The sonata appears

then rather like a crossroads form where the opening of a

plane of composition is born from the joining of musical

sections, from the closure of sonorous compounds.

In this respect, the old procedure of theme and variation,

which maintains the harmonic frame of the theme, way

to a sort of deframing when the piano generates compositional

studies (Chopin, Schumann, Liszt): this is a new essential

moment, because creative labor no longer bears on sonorous

compounds, motifs, and themes, even if this may involve

extracting a plane from them, but on the contrary bears

directly 011 the plane of composition itself, so that it gives

hirlh to much freer and deframed compounds, to almost

incomplete or overloaded aggregates, in permanent disequi

librium. Increasingly, it is the "color" of the sound that

matters. We pass from the House to the Cosmos (according

to a formula taken up by Stockhausen's work). The work of

the plane of composition develops in two directions that

involve a disaggregation of the tonal frame: the immense

uniform areas [aplats] of continuous variation that couple and

combine the forces that have become sonorous in Wagner, or

the broken tones [tons rompus] that separate and disperse the

forces by harmonizing their reversible passages in Debussy

Wagner-universe, Debussy-universe. All the tunes, all the

little framing or framed refrains-s-childish, domestic, profes

sional, national, territorial-are swept up in the great Re

frain, a powerful song of the earth-the deterritorialized

which arises with Mahler, Berg, or Bartok. And no doubt in

each case the plane of composition generates new closures, as

in serial music. But, each time, the musician's action consists

in deframing, in finding the opening, taking up the plane of

composition once more, in accordance with the formula that

obsesses Boulez: to plot a transversal, irreducible to both

the harmonic vertical and melodic horizontal, that involve-s

sonorous blocs of variable individuation hut that also opens

them up or splits them in a space-time that dctcrminr-s their

density and their course over the plane.i'" The gn,at refrain

arises as we distance ourselves from the house, even il' this is

in order to return, since no one will recognize us any ruore

when we come back.

Composition, composition is the sole definition of art. Composition

is aesthetic, and what is not composed is not a work of art. However,

technical composition, the work of the material that often calls on
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SCIence (mathematics, physics, chemistry, anatomy), is not to lx:

confused with aesthetic composition, which is the work of sensation.

Only the latter fully deserves the name composition, and a work of art

is never produced by or for the sake of technique. To be sure,

technique includes many things that are individualized according to

each artist and work: words and syntax in literature; not only the

canvas but its preparation in painting, pigments, their mixtures,

and methods of perspective; or the twelve tones of Western music ,
instruments, scales, and pitch. And the relationship between the

two planes, between technical and aesthetic planes of composition,

constantly varies historically. Take two states of oil painting that can

be opposed to each other: in the first case, the picture is prepared

with a white chalk background on which the outline is drawn and

washed in (sketch), and finally color, light, and shade are put down.

In the other case, the background becomes increasingly thick,

opaque, and absorbent, so that it takes on a tinge with the wash

and the work becomes impasted on a brown range, "reworkings"

[repentirs*] taking the place of the sketch: the painter paints on color,

then color alongside color, increasingly the colors become accents,

the architecture being assured by "the contrast of complementaries

and the agreement of analogues" (van Gogh); it is through and in

color that the architecture will be found, even if the accents must be

given up in order to reconstitute large coloring units. It is true that

Xavier de Langlais sees throughout this second case a long decline, a

decadence that collapses into the ephemeral and fails to restore an

architecture: the picture darkens, becomes dull, or quickly flakes.s!

And doubtless this remark raises the question, at least negatively, of

progress in art, since Langlais judges decadence as beginning after

Van Eyck (somewhat like those who see music coming to an end

'We have translated reperuirs as "reworkings," but the French also conveys the
sense of "corrections and revisions made while the painting is being executed," that is
to say, not a reworking ofa completed painting.

with II\(' (;rq!,oriall challt, or philosophy with Thomas Aquinas). But

it is a tr-clmical remark that concerns only the material: not only is

the duration of the material quite relative but sensation belongs to a

different order and possesses an existence in itself for as long as the

material lasts. The relationship of sensation with the material must

therefore be assessed within the limits of the duration, whatever this

may be. If there is progress in art it is because art can live only by

creating new percepts and affects as so many detours, returns, divid

ing lines, changes of level and scale. From this point of view, the

distinction between two states of oil painting assumes a completely

different, aesthetic and no longer technical aspect-this distinction

clearly does not come down to "representational or not," since no art

and no sensation have ever been representational.

In the first case sensation is realized in the material and does not

exist outside of this realization. It could be said that sensation (the

compound of sensations) is projected onto the well-prepared technical

plane of composition, in such a way that the aesthetic plane of compo

sition covers it up. The material itself must therefore include mecha

nisms of perspective as a result of which the projected sensation is

realized not solely by covering up the picture but according to a

depth. Art thus enjoys a semblance of transcendence that is expressed

not in a thing to be represented but in the paradigmatic character of

projection and in the "symbolic" character of perspective. According

to Bergson the Figure is like fabulation: it has a rdigious origin. But,

when it becomes aesthetic, its sensory transceuck-ncc cnters into a

hidden or open opposition to the suprasensory transcendence of re

ligion.

In the second case it is no longer sensation that is realized in the

material but the material that passes into sensation. Of course, sensation

no more exists outside of this passage, and the technical plane of

composition has no more autonomy, than in the first case: it is never

valid for itself. But now it might be said that it ascends into the

aesthetic plane of composition and, as Damisch says, gives it a specific
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thickness independent of any perspective or depth. It is at this IlIO

ment that the figures of art free themselves from an apparent tran
scendence or paradigmatic model and avow their innocent atheism,

their paganism. Of course, between these two cases, between these

two states of sensation and these two poles of technique, transitions,

combinations, and coexistences are constantly being produced (the

impasted work of Titian or Rubens, for example): the poles are

more abstract than really distinct movements. Nonetheless, modern
painting, even when it is satisfied with oil and medium," turns in

creasingly toward the second pole and makes the material ascend and

pass "into the thickness" of the aesthetic plane of composition. That
is why it is so wrong to define sensation in modern painting by the

assumption of a pure visual flatness: the error is due perhaps to the

fact that thickness does not need to be pronounced or deep. It could

be said that Mondrian was a painter of thickness; and when Seurat

defined painting as "the art of ploughing a surface," the only support

he needs is the furrows and peaks of unglazed drawing paper. This is
painting that no longer has any background because the "under

neath" comes through: the surface can be furrowed or the plane of

composition can take on thickness insofar as the material rises up,

independently of depth or perspective, independently of shadows and

even of the chromatic order of color (the arbitrary colorist). One no

longer covers over; one raises, accumulates, piles up, goes through,

stirs up, folds. It is a promotion of the ground, and sculpture can

become flat since the plane is stratified. One no longer paints "on"

but "under." These new powers of texture, that ascent of the ground

with Dubuffet, have been pushed a long way by informal art, and by
abstract expressionism and minimal art also, when they work with

saturations, fibers, and layers, or when they use tarlatan or tulle in
such a way that the painter can paint behind the picture in a state of

*Medium is the same in English-"medium"-and signifies the liquid used to bind
powdered color to produce paint, e.g., oil, size, egg yolk, gum arabic.

1,lindness. Willi II;IIlUi, foldillf,!;s hide frol!l tlw painter's sif,!;ht what,

011('(' uufold.-d, they f,!;ive lip to the spectator's eye. In any case, and in

all or these states, painting is thought: vision is through thought, and

the eye thinks, even more than it listens.
Hubert Damisch turned the thickness of the plane into a genuine

concept by showing that "plaiting could well fulfil a role for future

painting similar to that performed by perspective." This is not pecu

liar to painting, since Damisch finds the same distinction at the level

of the architectural plane when Scarpa, for example, suppresses the

movement of projection and the mechanisms of perspective so as to

inscribe volumes in the thickness of the plane itself.3 3 From literature
to music a material thickness is affirmed that does not allow itself to

be reduced to any formal depth. It is characteristic of modern litera

ture for words and syntax to rise up into the plane of composition and

hollow it out rather than carry out the operation of putting it into

perspective. It is also characteristic of modern music to relinquish

projection and the perspectives that impose pitch, temperament, and
chromatism, so as to give the sonorous plane a singular thickness to

which very diverse elements bear witness: the development of studies

for the piano, which cease being just technical and become "composi

tional studies" (with the extension given to them by Debussy); the

decisive importance assumed by the orchestra with Berlioz; the rise
of timbre in Stravinsky and Boulez; the proliferation of percussive

affects with metals, skins, and woods, and their combination with

wind instruments to constitute blocs inseparable Irom the material

(Varese): the redefinition of the percept according to noise, to raw

and complex sound (Cage); not only the enlargement or chromatism

to other components of pitch but the tendency to a nonchromatic
appearance of sound in an infinite continuum (electronic or electro

acoustic music).
There is only a single plane in the sense that art includes no other

plane than that of aesthetic composition: in fact, the technical plane is

necessarily covered up or absorbed by the aesthetic plane or composi-
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tion. It is on this condition that matter becomes expressive: eithn the
compound of sensations is realized in the material, or the material
passes into the compound, but always in such a way as to be situated
on a specifically aesthetic plane of composition. There are indeed
technical problems in art, and science may contribute toward their
solution, but they are posed only as a function of aesthetic problems
of composition that concern compounds of sensation and the plane to
which they and their materials are necessarily linked. Every sensation
is a question, even if the only answer is silence. In art the problem is
always that of finding what monument to erect on this plane, or what
plane to slide under this monument, and both at the same time:
hence, in Klee, the "monument at the edge of the fertile country" and
the "monument in fertile country." Are there not as many different
planes as universes, authors, or even works? In fact, universes, from
one art to another as much as in one and the same art, may derive
from one another, or enter into relations of capture and form constel
lations of universes, independently of any derivation, but also scatter
ing themselves into nebulae or different stellar systems, in accordance
with qualitative distances that are no longer those of space and time.
Universes are linked together or separated on their lines of flight, so
that the plane may be single at the same time as universes are

irreducibly multiple.
Everything (including technique) takes place between compounds

of sensation and the aesthetic plane of composition. Now the latter
does not come before, being neither intentional nor preconceived and
having nothing to do with a program, but neither does it come
afterward, although the awareness of it is formed progressively and
often suddenly appears afterward. The town does not come after the
house, nor the cosmos after the territory. The universe does not come
after the figure, and the figure is an aptitude of a universe. We have
gone from the composite sensation to the plane of composition, but
only so as to recognize their strict coexistence or complementarity,
neither of them advancing except through the other. The composite

p.'rc.~pl. Aff'H;t. .and Concept

sells:ll ion, lllad(' lip of percepts and alkcts, dderritorializes the system

of opinion that hrought together dominant perceptions and affections
within a natural, historical, and social milieu. But the composite
sensation is reterritorialized on the plane of composition, because it
erects its houses there, because it appears there within interlocked
frames or joined sections that surround its components; landscapes
that have become pure percepts, and characters that become pure
affects. At the same time the plane of composition involves sensation
in a higher deterritorialization, making it pass through a sort of

deframing which opens it up and breaks it open onto an infinite
cosmos. As in Pessoa, a sensation does not occupy a place on the
plane without extending it, distending it over the entire earth, and
freeing all the sensations it contains: opening out or splitting open,
equaling infinity. Perhaps the peculiarity of art is to pass through the
finite in order to rediscover, to restore the infinite.

What defines thought in its three great forms-c-art, science, and
philosophy-is always confronting chaos, laying out a plane, throw
ing a plane over chaos. But philosophy wants to save the infinite by
giving it consistency: it lays out a plane of immanence that, through
the action of conceptual personae, takes events or consistent concepts
to infinity. Science, on the other hand, relinquishes the infinite in
order to gain reference: it lays out a plane of simply undefined coordi
nates that each time, through the action of partial observers, defines
states of affairs, functions, or referential propositions. Art wants to
create the finite that restores the infinite: it lays out a plane of compo
sition that, in turn, through the action of aesthetic ligun:s, bears
monuments or composite sensations. Damisch has analyzt:d accu
rately Klee's picture Equals Infinity. It is certainly not an allq.~ory but
the act of painting that appears as a painting. It seems to us that the
brown blobs dancing in the margin and crossing the canvas are the
infinite passage of chaos; the sowing of points on the canvas, divided
by rods, is the finite composite sensation, but opening onto the plane
of composition that restores the infinite to us, = 00. However, art
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should not be thought to be like a synthesis of science and philoso

phy, of the finite and infinite routes. The three routes are specific,

each as direct as the others, and they are distinguished by the nature

of the plane and by what occupies it. Thinking is thought through

concepts, or functions, or sensations and no one of these thoughts

is better than another, or more fully, completely, or synthetically

"thought." The frames of art are no more scientific coordinates than

sensations are concepts, or vice versa. Abstract art and conceptual art

are two recent attempts to bring art and philosophy together, but

they do not substitute the concept for the sensation; rather they

create sensations and not concepts. Abstract art seeks only to refine

sensation, to dematerialize it by setting out an architectonic plane of

composition in which it would become a purely spiritual being, a

radiant thinking and thought matter, no longer a sensation of sea or

tree, but a sensation of the concept of sea or concept of tree. Concep

tual art seeks an opposite dematerialization through generalization,

by installing a sufficiently neutralized plane of composition (the cata

log that brings together works not displayed, the ground covered by

its own map, disused spaces without architecture and the "flatbed""

plane) so that everything takes on a value of sensation reproducible

to infinity: things, images or cliches, propositions-a thing, its photo

graph on the same scale and in the same place, its dictionary defini

tion. However, in the latter case it is not at all clear that this way

leads either to the sensation or to the concept, because the plan of

composition tends to become "informative," and the sensation de

pends upon the simple "opinion" of a spectator who determines

whether or not to "materialize" the sensation, that is to say, decides

whether or not it is art. This is a lot of effort to find ordinary

perceptions and affections in the infinite and to reduce the concept to

a doxa of the social body or great American metropolis.

The three thoughts intersect and intertwine but without synthesis

• In English in the original.

or id"tllilicali"ll. With ils COII('('pls, philosophy bring-s lorth events.

I\r( ('ITCIs monuments with its sensations. Science constructs states

or affairs with its functions. A rich tissue of correspondences can be

established between the planes. But the network has its culminating

points, where sensation itself becomes sensation of concept or func

tion, where the concept becomes concept of function or of sensation,

and where the function becomes function of sensation or concept.

And none of these elements can appear without the other being still

to come, still indeterminate or unknown. Each created element on a

plane calls on other heterogeneous elements, which are still to be

created on other planes: thought as heterogenesis. It is true that these

culminating points contain two extreme dangers: either leading us

back to the opinion from which we wanted to escape or precipitating
us into the chaos that we wanted to confront.
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We require just a little order to protect us from

chaos. Nothing is more distressing than a

thought that escapes itself, than ideas that fly off,

that disappear hardly formed, already eroded by

forgetfulness or precipitated into others that we

no longer master. These are infinite variabilities,

the appearing and disappearing of which coin

cide. They are infinite speeds that blend into the

immobility of the colorless and silent nothingness

they traverse, without nature or thought. This is

the instant of which we do not know whether it

is too long or too short for time. We receive sud

den jolts that beat like arteries. We constantly

lose our ideas. That is why we want to hang on

to fixed opinions so much, W(~ ask only that our

ideas are linked together according to a mini

mum of constant rules. All that the association of

ideas has ever meant is providing; us with these

protective rules-resemblance, contijruity, causal

ity-which enable us to put SOUle order into

ideas, preventing our "fantasy" (delirium, mad

ness) from crossing the universe in an instant,

producing winged horses and dragons breathing
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fire. But there would not be a little order in ideas if there was not
also a little order in things or states of affairs, like an objective
antichaos: "If cinnabar were sometimes red, sometimes black, some
times light, sometimes heavy ... , my empirical imagination would
never find opportunity when representing red color to bring to mind
heavy cinnabar."! And finally, at the meeting point of things and

thought, the sensation must recur-that of heaviness whenever we
hold cinnabar in our hands, that of red whenever we look at it-as
proof or evidence of their agreement with our bodily organs that do
not perceive the present without imposing on it a conformity with
the past. This is all that we ask for in order to make an opinion for
ourselves, like a sort of "umbrella," which protects us from chaos.

Our opinions are made up from all this. But art, science, and
philosophy require more: they cast planes over the chaos. These three
disciplines are not like religions that invoke dynasties of gods, or the
epiphany of a single god, in order to paint a firmament on the
umbrella, like the figures of an Urdoxa from which opinions stem.
Philosophy, science, and art want us to tear open the firmament and
plunge into the chaos. We defeat it only at this price. And thrice
victorious I have crossed the Acheron. The philosopher, the scientist,
and the artist seem to return from the land of the dead. What the
philosopher brings back from the chaos are variations that are still
infinite but that have become inseparable on the absolute surfaces or
in the absolute volumes that layout a secant [secant] plane of imma
nence: these are not associations of distinct ideas, but reconnections
through a zone of indistinction in a concept. The scientist brings
back from the chaos variables that have become independent by
slowing down, that is to say, by the elimination of whatever other
variabilities are liable to interfere, so that the variables that are re
tained enter into determinable relations in a function: they are no
longer links of properties in things, but finite coordinates on a secant
plane of reference that go from local probabilities to a global cosmol
ogy. The artist brings back from the chaos varieties that no longer

e(HJ(:lu~ion: From Chaos to the Br.tin

COlls(i(lIlt' a reproduction or till' sCllsory III the organ but set up a
Iwing' or the s(~llsory, a being of sensation, on an anorganic plane of
composition that is able to restore the infinite. The struggle with
chaos that Cezanne and Klee have shown in action in painting, at the

heart of painting, is found in another way in science and in philoso
phy: it is always a matter of defeating chaos by a secant plane that
crosses it. Painters go through a catastrophe, or through a conflagra

tion, and leave the trace of this passage on the canvas, as of the leap
that leads them from chaos to composition.P Mathematical equations
do not enjoy a tranquil certainty, which would be like the sanction of
a dominant scientific opinion, but arise from an abyss that makes the
mathematician "readily skip over calculations," in anticipation of not
being able to bring about or arrive at the truth without "colliding
here and there.":> And philosophical thought does not bring its con
cepts together in friendship without again being traversed by a fissure
that leads them back to hatred or disperses them in the coexisting
chaos where it is necessary to take them up again, to seek them out,
to make a leap. It is as if one were casting a net, but the fisherman
always risks being swept away and finding himself in the open sea
when he thought he had reached port. The three disciplines advance
by crises or shocks in different ways, and in each case it is their
succession that makes it possible to speak of "progress." It is as if the
struggle against chaos does not take place without an affinity with
the enemy, because another struggle develops and takes on more
importance-the struggle against opinion, which claims to protect us

from chaos itself.
In a violently poetic text, Lawrence describes what produces po

etry: people are constantly putting up an umbrella that shelters them
and on the underside of which they draw a firmament and write
their conventions and opinions. But poets, artists, make a slit in the
umbrella, they tear open the firmament itself, to let in a bit of free
and windy chaos and to frame in a sudden light a vision that appears

through the rent-Wordsworth's spring or Cezanne's apple, the sil-
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houettes of Macbeth or Ahab. Then come the crowd of imitators who
repair the umbrella with something vaguely resembling the vision,
and the crowd of commentators who patch over the rent with opin
ions: communication. Other artists are always needed to make other
slits, to carry out necessary and perhaps ever-greater destructions,
thereby restoring to their predecessors the incommunicable novelty
that we could no longer see. This is to say that artists struggle less
against chaos (that, in a certain manner, all their wishes summon
forth) than against the "cliches" of opinion." The painter does not
paint on an empty canvas, and neither does the writer write on a
blank page; but the page or canvas is already so covered with preex
isting, preestablished cliches that it is first necessary to erase, to clean,
to flatten, even to shred, so as to let in a breath of air from the chaos
that brings us the vision. When Fontana slashes the colored canvas
with a razor, he does not tear the color in doing this. On the contrary,

he makes us see the area of plain, uniform color, of pure color,
through the slit. Art indeed struggles with chaos, but it does so in
order to bring forth a vision that illuminates it for an instant, a
Sensation. Even houses: Soutine's drunken houses come from chaos,
knocking up against one another and preventing one another from
falling back into it; Monet's house also rises up like a slit through
which chaos becomes the vision of roses. Even the most delicate pink
opens on to chaos, like flesh on the flayed body." A work of chaos is
certainly no better than a work of opinion; art is no more made of
chaos than it is of opinion. But if art battles against chaos it is to
borrow weapons from it that it turns against opinion, the better to
defeat it with tried and tested arms. Because the picture starts out
covered with cliches, the painter must confront the chaos and hasten
the destructions so as to produce a sensation that defies every opinion
and cliche (how many times"). Art is not chaos but a composition of
chaos that yields the vision or sensation, so that it constitutes, as
Joyce says, a chaosmos, a composed chaos--neither foreseen nor
preconceived. Art transforms chaotic variability into chaoid variety,

:IS ill 1':1 ( ;]"('(O'S black and !-!:ITcn-gTuy conflagration, for example, or
Turm-r'» !-!:olden conllagrution, or de Stael's red conflagration. Art
struggles with chaos but it does so in order to render it sensory, even
through the most charming character, the most enchanted landscape
(Watteau).

Science is perhaps inspired by a similar sinuous, reptilian move
ment. A struggle against chaos seems to be an essential part of science
when it puts slow variability under constants or limits, when it
thereby refers it to centers of equilibrium, when it subjects it to a
selection that retains only a small number of independent variables
within coordinate axes, and when between these variables it installs
relationships whose future state can be determined on the basis of the
present (determinist calculus) or, alternatively, when it introduces so
many variables at once that the state of affairs is only statistical
(calculus of probabilities). In this sense we speak of a specifically
scientific opinion won from chaos, as we do of a communication
defined sometimes by initial pieces of information, sometimes by
large-scale pieces of information, which usually go from the elemen
tary to the composite, or from the present to the future, or from
the molecular to the molar. But, here again, science cannot avoid
experiencing a profound attraction for the chaos with which it battles.
If slowing down is the thin border that separates us from the oceanic
chaos, science draws as close as it can to the nearest waves by positing
relationships that are preserved with the appearance and disappear
ance of variables (differential calculus). The dii1(-rcnce between the
chaotic state where the appearance and disappearance or a variability
blend together, and the semichaotic state that manifests a relationship
as the limit of the variables that appear or disappear Iwcomes ever
smaller. As Michel Serres says of Leibniz, "Then> would lw two
infraconsciousnesses: the deeper would be structured like any set

whatever, a pure multiplicity or possibility in general, an aleatory
mixture of signs; the less deep would be covered by combinatory
schemas of this multiplicity.?" One could conceive or a series of
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coordinates or phase spaces as a succession of filters, the earlier of
which would be in each case a relatively chaotic state, and the later a
chaoid state, so that we would cross chaotic thresholds rather than go
from the elementary to the composite. Opinion offers us a science that
dreams of unity, of unifying its laws, and that still searches today for
a community of the four forces. Nevertheless, the dream of capturing
a bit of chaos is more insistent, even if the most diverse forces stir
restlessly within it. Science would relinquish all the rational unity to
which it aspires for a little piece of chaos that it could explore.

Art takes a bit of chaos in a frame in order to form a composed
chaos that becomes sensory, or from which it extracts a chaoid sensa
tion as variety; but science takes a bit of chaos in a system of coordi
nates and forms a referenced chaos that becomes Nature, and from
which it extracts an aleatory function and chaoid variables. In this
way one of the most important aspects of modern mathematical phys
ics appears in the action of "strange" or chaotic attractors: two neigh
boring trajectories in a determinate system of coordinates do not
remain so and diverge in an exponential manner before coming to
gether through operations of stretching and folding that are repeated
and intersect with chaos? If equilibrium attractors (fixed points, limit
cycles, cores) express science's struggle with chaos, strange attractors
reveal its profound attraction to chaos, as well as the constitution of a
chaosmos internal to modern science (everything that, in one way or
another, was misrepresented in earlier periods, notably in the fascina
tion for turbulences). We thus come back to a conclusion to which
art led us: the struggle with chaos is only the instrument of a more
profound struggle against opinion, for the misfortune of people comes
from opinion. Science turns against opinion, which lends to it a
religious taste for unity or unification. But it also turns within itself
against properly scientific opinion as Urdoxa, which consists some
times in determinist prediction (Laplace's God) and sometimes in
probabilistic evaluation (Maxwell's demon): by releasing itself from
initial pieces of information and large-scale pieces of information,

sciClIn' ';lIlosl illiks 1'01' COllllllllllicatioli the cOllditiolls or creativity
ddint'd by singular d'r(~cts and minimal fluctuations. Creation is the
aesthetic varieties or scientific variables that emerge on a plane that is
able to crosscut chaotic variability. As for pseudosciences that claim

to study the phenomena of opinion, the artificial intelligences of
which they make use maintain as their models probabilistic processes,
stable at tractors, an entire logic of the recognition of forms; but
they must achieve chaoid states and chaotic attractors to be able to
understand both thought's struggle against opinion and its degenera
tion into opinion (one line in the development of computers is toward
the assumption of a chaotic or chaoticizing system).

This is what confirms the third case, which is no longer sensory
variety or functional variable but conceptual variation as it appears in

philosophy. Philosophy struggles in turn with the chaos as undiffer
entiated abyss or ocean of dissemblance. But this does not mean that
philosophy ranges itself on the side of opinion, nor that opinion can
take its place. A concept is not a set of associated ideas like an
opinion. Neither is it an order of reasons, a series of ordered reasons
that could rigorously constitute a kind of rationalized Urdoxa. To
reach the concept it is not even enough for phenomena to be subject
to principles analogous to those that associate ideas or things, or to

principles that order reasons. As Michaux says, what suffices for
"current ideas" does not suffice for "vital ideas"-those that must be
created. Ideas can only be associated as images and can only be
ordered as abstractions; to arrive at the concept we must go beyond
both of these and arrive as quickly as possible at mental objects
determinable as real beings. This is what Spinoza or Ficht« have
already shown: we must make use of fictions and abstractions, but
only so far as is necessary to get to a plane where we go from real
being to real being and advance through the construction of con
cepts," We have seen how this result can be achieved to the extent

that variations become inseparable according to zones of neighbor
hood or indiscernibility: they then cease being associable according
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to the caprice of imagination, or discernible and capable of twing'

ordered according to the exigencies of reason, in order to form genu

ine conceptual blocs. A concept is a set of inseparable variations that

is produced or constructed on a plane of immanence insofar as the

latter crosscuts the chaotic variability and gives it consistency (real

ity). A concept is therefore a chaoid state par excellence; it refers back

to a chaos rendered consistent, become Thought, mental chaosmos.

And what would thinking be if it did not constantly confront chaos?

Reason shows us its true face only when it "thunders in its crater."

Even the cogito is only an opinion, an Urdoxa at best, if we do not

extract from it the inseparable variations that make it a concept, if we

do not give up finding an umbrella or shelter in it, unless we stop

presupposing an immanence that would be accommodated to itself,

so that, on the contrary, it can set itself up on a plane of immanence

to which it belongs that which takes it back to the open sea. In short,

chaos has three daughters, depending on the plane that cuts through

it: these are the Chaoids-art, science, and philosophy-as forms of

thought or creation. We call Chaoids the realities produced on the

planes that cut through the chaos in different ways.

The brain is the junction-not the unity---of the three planes. Cer

tainly, when the brain is considered as a determinate function it

appears as a complex set both of horizontal connections and of vertical

integrations reacting on one another, as is shown by cerebral "maps."

The question, then, is a double one: are the connections preestab

lished, as if guided by rails, or are they produced and broken up in

fields of forces? And are the processes of integration localized hierar

chical centers, or are they rather forms (Gestalten) that achieve their

conditions of stability in a field on which the position of center itself

depends? In this respect the importance of Gestalt theory concerns

the theory of the brain just as much as the conception of perception,

since it is directly opposed to the status of the cortex as it appears

from the point of view of conditioned reflexes. But, whatever point of

view is considered, it is not difficult to show that similar difficulties

an' ('ncounlcred wlu-tlu-r paths ~IIT ITally-nlad(' or self-producing', and

whether centers are mechanical or dynamical. Ready-made paths that

are followed step by step imply a preestablished track, but trajectories

constituted within a field of forces proceed through resolution of

tensions also acting step by step (for example, the tension of reconcili

ation between the fovea and the luminous point projected on the

retina, the latter having a structure analogous to a cortical area): both

schemas presuppose a "plane," not an end or a program, but a survey

of the entire field. This is what Gestalt theory does not explain, any

more than mechanism explains preassembly [premontage].

It is not surprising that the brain, treated as a constituted object of

science, can be an organ only of the formation and communication

of opinion: this is because step-by-step connections and centered

integrations are still based on the limited model of recognition (gnosis

and praxis; "this is a cube"; "this is a pencil"), and the biology of the

brain is here aligned on the same postulates as the most stubborn

logic. Opinions are pregnant forms, like soap bubbles according to

the Gestalt, with regard to milieus, interests, beliefs, and obstacles.

Thus it seems difficult to treat philosophy, art, and even science as

"mental objects," simple assemblages of neurones in the objectified

brain, since the derisory model of recognition confines these latter

within the doxa. If the mental objects of philosophy, art, and science

(that is to say, vital ideas) have a place, it will be in the deepest of

the synaptic fissures, in the hiatuses, intervals, and meantimes of a

nonobjectifiable brain, in a place where to go in search of them will

be to create. It will be a bit like tuning a television screen whose

intensities would bring out that which escapes the power of objective

definition." That is to say, thought, even in the form it actively

assumes in science, does not depend upon a brain made up of organic

connections and integrations: according to phenomenology, thought

depends on man's relations with the world-with which the brain is

necessarily in agreement because it is drawn from these relations, as

excitations are drawn from the world and reactions from man, includ-
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ing their uncertainties and failures. "Man thinks, not the lirnin"; 11Iit

this ascent of phenomenology beyond the brain toward a Iking- in

the world, through a double criticism of mechanism and dynamism,
hardly gets us out of the sphere of opinions. It leads us only to an
Urdoxa posited as original opinion, or meaning of meanings."?

Will the turning point not be elsewhere, in the place where the
brain is "subject," where it becomes subject? It is the brain that
thinks and not man-s-the latter being only a cerebral crystallization.
We will speak of the brain as Cezanne spoke of the landscape: man

absent from, but completely within the brain. Philosophy, art, and
science are not the mental objects of an objectified brain but the
three aspects under which the brain becomes subject, Thought-brain.
They are the three planes, the rafts on which the brain plunges into
and confronts the chaos. What are the characteristics of this brain ,
which is no longer defined by connections and secondary integra
tions? It is not a brain behind the brain but, first of all, a state of
survey without distance, at ground level, a self-survey that no chasm,
fold, or hiatus escapes. It is a primary, "true form" as Ruyer defined
it: neither a Gestalt nor a perceived form but a form in itself that does
not refer to any exterual point of view, any more than the retina or
striated area of the cortex refers to another retina or cortical area' it is,
an absolute consistent form that surveys itself independently of any
supplementary dimension, which does not appeal therefore to any
transcendence, which has only a single side whatever the number of
its dimensions, which remains copresent to all its determinations
without proximity or distance, traverses them at infinite speed, with
out limit-speed, and which makes of them so many inseparable varia

tions on which it confers an equipotentiality without confusion.!' We
have seen that this was the status of the concept as pure event or
reality of the virtual. And doubtless concepts are not limited to just
one and the same brain since each one of them constitutes a "domain
of survey," and the transitions from one concept to another remain
irreducible insofar as a new concept does not render its copresence or

cqnipoknlialily of ddrrlllinaliolls lwn'ssary ill turn. Nor will we say

I hat I'vny concept is a brain. But the brain, under its first aspect of
absolute form, appears as the faculty of concepts, that is to say, as the

faculty of their creation, at the same time that it sets up the plane of
immanence on which concepts are placed, move, change order and
relations, are renewed, and never cease being created. The brain is
the mind itself. At the same time that the brain becomes subject-s-or
rather "superject," as Whitehead puts it~the concept becomes object
as created, as event or creation itself; and philosophy becomes the
plane of immanence that supports the concepts and that the brain

lays out. Cerebral movements also give rise to conceptual personae.
It is the brain that says I, but I is an other. It is not the same brain

as the brain of connections and secondary integrations, although
there is no transcendence here. And this I is not only the "I conceive"
of the brain as philosophy, it is also the "I feel" of the brain as art.

Sensation is no less brain than the concept. If we consider the nervous
connections of excitation-reaction and the integrations of perception
action, we need not ask at what stage on the path or at what level

sensation appears, for it is presupposed and withdrawn. The with
drawal is not the opposite but a correlate of the survey. Sensation is
excitation itself, not insofar as it is gradually prolonged and passes
into the reaction but insofar as it is preserved or preserves its vibra
tions. Sensation contracts the vibrations of the stimulant on a nervous
surface or in a cerebral volume: what comes before has not yet
disappeared when what follows appears. This is its way or responding
to chaos. Sensation itself vibrates because it contracts vibrations. It
preserves itself because it preserves vibrations: it is Monument, It
resonates because it makes its harmonics resonate. Sensation is the
contracted vibration that has become quality, variety. That is why

the brain-subject is here called soul or force, since only the soul
preserves by contracting that which matter dissipates, or radiates,
furthers, reflects, refracts, or converts. Thus the search for sensation

is fruitless if we go no farther than reactions and the excitations that
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they prolong, than actions and the perceptions that they rt-llcct: this

is because the soul (or rather, the force), as Leibniz said, does noth

ing, or does not act, but is only present; it preserves. Contraction is

not an action but a pure passion, a contemplation that preserves the

before in the after.l" Sensation, then, is on a plane that is different

from mechanisms, dynamisms, and finalities: it is on a plane of com

position where sensation is formed by contracting that which com

poses it, and by composing itself with other sensations that contract

it in turn. Sensation is pure contemplation, for it is through contem

plation that one contracts, contemplating oneself to the extent that

one contemplates the elements from which one originates. Contem

plating is creating, the mystery of passive creation, sensation. Sensa

tion fills out the plane of composition and is filled with itself by

filling itself with what it contemplates: it is "enjoyment" and "self

enjoyment."'" It is a subject, or rather an inject. Plotinus defined all

things as contemplations, not only people and animals but plants, the

earth, and rocks. These are not Ideas that we contemplate through

concepts but the elements of matter that we contemplate through

sensation. The plant contemplates by contracting the elements from

which it originates-light, carbon, and the salts-and it fills itself

with colors and odors that in each case qualify its variety, its composi

tion: it is sensation in itself.':' It is as if flowers smell themselves by

smelling what composes them, first attempts of vision or of sense of

smell, before being perceived or even smelled by an agent with a
nervous system and a brain.

Of course, plants and rocks do not possess a nervous system. But,

if nerve connections and cerebral integrations presuppose a brain

force as faculty of feeling coexistent with the tissues, it is reasonable

to suppose also a faculty of feeling that coexists with embryonic

tissues and that appears in the Species as a collective brain; or with

the vegetal tissues in the "small species." Chemical affinities and

'In English in the original.

physical callsalitit's t1H'lliSelvcs refer to primary forces capable 01 1'1'

serving their long chains by contracting their elements and hi' liLli"

ing them resonate: no causality is intelligible without this SIll 'I'" II\ ,

instance. Not every organism has a brain, and not all life is 01 !',;III1' ,

but everywhere there are forces that constitute microbrains, "I ;'11

inorganic life of things. We can dispense with Fechner's or ('''11.111

Doyle's splendid hypothesis of a nervous system of the carlll ,,"1\

because the force of contracting or of preserving, that is to S;I\. "I

feeling appears only as a global brain in relation to the c1t'lllI'ld,

contracted directly and to the mode of contraction, which diller (I,

pending on the domain and constitute precisely irreducible vari«t «',

But, in the final analysis, the same ultimate elements and the S:II11<'

withdrawn force constitute a single plane of composition bearing' all

the varieties of the universe. Vitalism has always had two possible

interpretations: that of an Idea that acts, but is not-that acts there

fore only from the point of view of an external cerebral knowledge

(from Kant to Claude Bernard); or that of a force that is but does not

act-that is therefore a pure internal Awareness (from Leibniz to

Ruyer). If the second interpretation seems to us to be imperative it is

because the contraction that preserves is always in a state of detach

ment in relation to action or even to movement and appears as a pun~

contemplation without knowledge. This can be seen even in the

cerebral domain par excellence of apprenticeship or the formation of

habits: although everything seems to take place by active connections

and progressive integrations, from one test to another, the tests or

cases, the occurrences, must, as Hume showed, be contracted in a

contemplating "imagination" while remaining distinct in relation to

actions and to knowledge. Even when one is a rat, it is through

contemplation that one "contracts" a habit. It is still necessary to

discover, beneath the noise of actions, those internal creative sensa

tions or those silent contemplations that bear witness to a brain.

These first two aspects or layers of the brain-subject, sensation as

much as the concept, are very fragile. Not only objective disconnec-
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t Ions and disintegrations hut all inunense weariness results in sensa
tions, which have now become woolly, letting escape the elements
and vibrations it finds increasingly difficult to contract. Old age is
this very weariness: then, there is either a fall into mental chaos
outside of the plane of composition or a falling-back on ready-made
opinions, on cliches that reveal that an artist, no longer able to create
new sensations, no longer knowing how to preserve, contemplate,
and contract, no longer has anything to say. The case of philosophy
is a bit different, although it depends upon a similar weariness. In
this case, weary thought, incapable of maintaining itself on the plane
of immanence, can no longer bear the infinite speeds of the third kind
that, in the manner of a vortex, measure the concept's copresence to
all its intensive components at once (consistency). It falls back on the
relative speeds that concern only the succession of movement from
one point to another, from one extensive component to another, from
one idea to another, and that measure simple associations without
being able to reconstitute any concept. No doubt these relative speeds
may be very great, to the point of simulating the absolute, but they
are only the variable speeds of opinion, of discussion or "repartee," as
with those untiring young people whose mental quickness is praised,
but also with those weary old ones who pursue slow-moving opinions
and engage in stagnant discussions by speaking all alone, within their
hollowed head, like a distant memory of their old concepts to which
they remain attached so as not to fall back completely into the chaos.

No doubt, as Hume says, causalities, associations, and integrations
inspire opinions and beliefs in us that are ways of expecting and
recognizing something (including "mental objects"): it will rain, the
water will boil, this is the shortest route, this is the same figure from a
different view. But, although such opinions frequently slip in among
scientific propositions, they do not form part of them; and science
subjects these processes to operations of a different nature, which
constitute an activity of knowing and refer to a faculty of knowledge
as the third layer of a brain-subject that is no less creative than the

{;ol1o:: ..... iol1 F'ron. Ch...". to til., Brain

other I woo hllowled~e is lIeitlwr a form nor u force but ujimctiuu: "I

function." The subject now appears as an "eject," because it extracts
elements whose principal characteristic is distinction, discrimination:
limits, constants, variables, and functions, all those functives and
prospects that form the terms of the scientific proposition. Geometri
cal projections, algebraic substitutions and transformations consist
not in recognizing something through variations but in distinguish
ing variables and constants, or in progressively discriminating the
terms that tend toward successive limits. Hence, when a constant is
assigned in a scientific operation, it is not a matter of contracting
cases or moments in a single contemplation but one of establishing
a necessary relation between factors that remain independent. The
fundamental actions of the scientific faculty of knowledge appear to
us in this sense to be the following: setting limits that mark a renunci
ation of infinite speeds and layout a plane of reference; assigning
variables that are organized in series tending toward these limits;
coordinating the independent variables in such a way as to establish
between them or their limits necessary relations on which distinct
functions depend, the plane of reference being a coordination in
actuality; determining mixtures or states of affairs that are related to
the coordinates and to which functions refer. It is not enough to say
that these operations of scientific knowledge are functions of the
brain; the functions are themselves the folds of a brain that layout the
variable coordinates of a plane of knowledge (reference) and that
dispatch partial observers everywhere.

There is still an operation that clearly shows the persistence of
chaos, not only around the plane of reference or coordination but in
the detours of its variable surface, which are always put back into
play. These are operations of branching and individuation: if states of
affairs are subject to them it is because they are inseparable from the
potentials they take from chaos itself and that they do not actualize
without risk of dislocation or submergence. It is therefore up to
science to make evident the chaos into which the brain itself, as
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subject of knowledge, plunges. The brain does not cemw to cousuuu«
limits that determine functions of variables in particularly extended
areas; relations between these variables (connections) manifest all the

more an uncertain and hazardous characteristic, not only in electrical
synapses, which show a statistical chaos, but in chemical synapses,
which refer to a deterministic chaos.!" There are not so much cerebral
centers as points, concentrated in one area and disseminated in an
other, and "oscillators," oscillating molecules that pass from one
point to another. Even in a linear model like that of the conditioned
reflex, Erwin Straus has shown that it was essential to understand
the intermediaries, the hiatuses and gaps. Arborized paradigms give
way to rhizomatic figures, acentered systems, networks of finite au
tomatons, chaoid states. No doubt this chaos is hidden by the rein
forcement of opinion generating facilitating paths, through the action
of habits or models of recognition; but it will become much more
noticeable if, on the contrary, we consider creative processes and the
bifurcations they imply. And individuation, in the cerebral state of
affairs, is all the more functional because it does not have the cells
themselves for variables, since the latter constantly die without being
renewed, making the brain a set of little deaths that puts constant
death within us. It calls upon a potential that is no doubt actualized
in the determinable links that derive from perceptions, but even more
in the free effect that varies according to the creation of concepts,
sensations, or functions themselves.

The three planes, along with their elements, are irreducible: plane

of immanence of philosophy, plane of composition of art, plane of refer

ence or coordination of science; form of concept, force of sensation,

function of knowledge; concepts and conceptual personae, sensations and

aestheticfigures, figures and partial observers. Analogous problems are
posed for each plane: in what sense and how is the plane, in each
case, one or multiple-what unity, what multiplicity? But what to us
seem more important now are the problems of interference between
the planes that join up in the brain. A first type of interference

appeal's wlun :1 pllilosoplwl' al klllp!s 10 creal!' the concept 01" a sensa

1ion or a function (for example, a concept peculiar to Riemannian
space or to irrational number); or when a scientist tries to create
functions of sensations, like Fechner or in theories of color or sound,
and even functions of concepts, as Lautman demonstrates for mathe
matics insofar as the latter actualizes virtual concepts; or when an
artist creates pure sensations of concepts or functions, as we see in
the varieties of abstract art or in Klee. In all these cases the rule is
that the interfering discipline must proceed with its own methods.

For example, sometimes we speak of the intrinsic beauty of a geomet
rical figure, an operation, or a demonstration, but so long as this
beauty is defined by criteria taken from science, like proportion,

symmetry, dissymmetry, projection, or transformation, then there is
nothing aesthetic about it: this what Kant demonstrated with such
force.l" The function must be grasped within a sensation that gives it
percepts and affects composed exclusively by art, on a specific plane
of creation that wrests it from any reference (the intersection of two
black lines or the thickness of color in the right angles in Mondrian;
or the approach of chaos through the sensation of strange attractors
in Noland or Shirley Jaffe).

These, then, are extrinsic interferences, because each discipline
remains on its own plane and utilizes its own elements. But there is a
second, intrinsic type of interference when concepts and conceptual
personae seem to leave a plane of immanence that would correspond
to them, so as to slip in among the functions and partial observers, or
among the sensations and aesthetic figures, on another plane; and
similarly in the other cases. These slidings are so subtle, like those of
Zarathustra in Nietzsche's philosophy or of Igitur in Mallarme's po
etry, that we find ourselves on complex planes that are difficult to
qualify, In turn, partial observers introduce into science sensibilia
that are sometimes close to aesthetic figures on a mixed plane.

Finally, there are interferences that cannot be localized. This is
because each distinct discipline is, in its own way, in relation with a
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negative: even science has a relation with a 1l0tlSCil'I1Cl' 1hal echoes its

effects. It is not just a question of saying that art must form those of

us who are not artists, that it must awaken us and teach us to fed,
and that philosophy must teach us to conceive, or that science must

teach us to know. Such pedagogics are only possible if each of the
disciplines is, on its own behalf, in an essential relationship with the
No that concerns it. The plane of philosophy is prephilosophical
insofar as we consider it in itself independently of the concepts that
come to occupy it, but nonphilosophy is found where the plane
confronts chaos. Philosophy needs a nonphilosophu that comprehends it;

it needs a nonphilosophical comprehension just as art needs nonart and

science needs nonscience.t? They do not need the No as beginning, or

as the end in which they would be called upon to disappear by being
realized, but at every moment of their becoming or their develop
ment. Now, if the three Nos are still distinct in relation to the cerebral
plane, they are no longer distinct in relation to the chaos into which
the brain plunges. In this submersion it seems that there is extracted
from chaos the shadow of the "people to come" in the form that art,
but also philosophy and science, summon forth: mass-people, world
people, brain-people, chaos-people-nonthinking thought that lodges
in the three, like Klee's nonconceptual concept or Kandinsky's inter
nal silence. It is here that concepts, sensations, and functions become
undecidable, at the same time as philosophy, art, and science become
indiscernible, as if they shared the same shadow that extends itself
across their different nature and constantly accompanies them.
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(Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgement, trans. J. H. Bernard [New York:
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490.
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ished. See The Drowned and the Saved, trans. Raymond Rosenthal (London:
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20. Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. A. M. Sheri
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5: Functives and Concepts

1. lIya Prigogine and Isabelle Stengers, Entre le temps et t'etemit» (Paris:
Fayard, 1988), pp. I62~63. TIle authors take the example of the crystalliza
tion of a superfused liquid, a liquid at a temperature below its crystallization
temperature: "In such a liquid, small germs of crystals form, but these g-erms
appear and then dissolve without involving any consequences."
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Le systeme du morule (Paris: Hermann, 1913-59), vol. 7 (La physique par
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spectre, Ie pendule," in Gilles Chatelet's forthcoming Les enjeux du mobile.

4. G.W.F. Hegel, Science de la logique (Paris: Aubier, 1981), vol. 2, p.
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5. Pierre Vendryes, Determinisme et autonomic (Paris: Armand Colin,
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of functions, see Vuillemin's analysis concerning Riemann: in the projection
of a complex function, the figure "brings into view the course of the function
and its different affections"; it "makes the functional correspondence" of
the variable and the function "immediately visible." Jules Vuillemin, La
philosophic de l'algebre(Paris: P.U.F., 1962), pp. 320-26.

7. G. W. Leibniz, "D'une ligne issue de lignes" and "Nouvelle applica
tion du calcul," both in Oeuvre mathematique de Leibniz autre que le calcul
infinitesimal, trans. Jean PeyTOUX (Paris: Blanchard, 1986). These texts are
considered to be the foundations of the theory of functions.

8. Having described the "intimate mixture" of different types of trajectory
in every region of the phase space of a system with weak stability, Prigogine
and Stengel's conclude: "We may think of a familiar situation, that of the
numbers on the axis where each rational number is surrounded by irrational
numbers, and each irrational number is surrounded by rational numbers.
Equally, we may think of the way in which Anaxagoras [shows how] every
thing contains in all its parts, even the smallest, an infinite multiplicity of
qualitatively different seeds intimately mixed together." Ilya Prigogine and
Isabelle Stengers, La nouvelle alliance (Paris: Gallimard, 1979), p. 241.
[Translators' note: the English version of this book, Order out of Chaos
(London: HarpcrCollins, 1985), differs considerably from the original
French, but see p. 264 of the English version.]

9. The theory of two kinds of "multiplicity" is present in Bergson from
Time and Free Will, trans. F. L. Pogson (New York: Macmillan, 1910),
chap. 2: multiplicities of consciousness are defined by "fusion" and by "pene
tration" terms that are equally found in Husserl from The Philosophy of
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"independent variable," whereas, at the other pole, duration passes through
every variation.

10. Gilles-Gaston Granger, Essai d'une philosophie du style (Paris: Odile
Jacob, 1988), pp. 10-II, 102-5.

II. Cf. the great texts of Evariste Galois on mathematical enunciation:
Andre Dalmas, Eoariste Galois, reoolutionnaire et geomctrc (Paris: Nouveau
Commerce, 1982), pp. II7~32.

12. Jacques Monad, Chance and Necessity, trans. Austryn Wainhouse
(Glasgow: Collins/Fount Paperbacks, 1977), p. 78: "Allosteric interactions
are indirect, proceeding exclusively from the protein's discriminatory proper
ties of stereospecific recognition, in the two (or more) states accessible to
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isms, thresholds, sites, and observers, as in the recognition of male-female in
plants.

IS. Bertrand Russell, "The Relation of Sense-Data to Physics," in Mysti
cism and Logic (London: Longmans, Green, 1918).

14. Throughout his work, Bergson opposes the scientific observer to the
philosophical persona who "passes" through duration. In particular, he tries
to show that the former presupposes the latter, not only in Newtonian
physics (Time and Free Will, trans. F. L. Pogson [New York: Macmillan,
1910], chap. S) but in relativity (Duration and Simultaneity, trans. Leon
Jacobson [Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1965]).

6: Prospects and Concepts

1. Cf. Bertrand Russell, The Principles of Mathematics (London: Unwin,
1905), especially appendix A; and Gottlob The Foundations of Arith
metic (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1955), 48 and 54, and Translations from the
Philosophical Writings of Gottlob Frege, trans. and ed, Peter Geach and Max
Black (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1979), especially the papers "Function and
Concept," "On Concept and Object," and, for the critique of the variable,
"What Is a Function?" See also Claude Imbert's commentaries on these
works in the French translations of Les fondements de l'arithmetique
(Paris: Seuil, 1970) and Ecrus logiques et philosophique (Paris: Seuil, 1971).
See also Philippe de Rouilhan, Frege, les paradoxes de la representation (Paris:
Minuit, 1988).

2. Oswald Ducrot has criticized the self-referential character attributed to
performative statements (what one does by saying it: I swear, I promise, I
order): Dire et ne pas dire (Paris: Hermann, 1980), pp. 72f.
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3. On projection and Godel's method, S'T I':, N;II',..t ;11111 ,I I( NnVIII;III,
Godel's Proof (London: Routledge, 1959).

4. On Frege's conception of the interrogutivc pr"I"""II"I', :;•.•. (;"llioh
Frege, Logical Investigations, trans. P. T. Geach and Ie II. SI""I h"IT (Ox'

ford: Basil Blackwell, 1977), and also for the three elt'IIl"llls: grasping
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judgment; the expression of judgment, or affirmation. See also HlISS..tI, '1'11,'
Principles of Mathematics, 477.
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referring to a regular function. See Arnold Kaufmann, Introduction to the
Theory of Fuzzy Subsets, trans. D. L. Swanson (New York: Academic Press,
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du vrai: philosophie de la logique (Paris: Gallimard, Ig8g).
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Cartesian Meditations, trans. Dorion Cairns (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff,
Ig60), especially 55-56. On the Urdoxa, see Ideas, General Introduction to
Pure Phenomenology, trans. W. R. Boyce Gibson (New York: Humanities
Press, Ig6g), especially 103-4; and E. Husserl, Experience and Judgement:
Investigations in a Genealogy of Logic, trans. James S. Churchill and Karl
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8. On abstract thought and popular judgment, see the short text by Hegel
entitled "Qui pense abstrait?" in Siimtliche Werke, vol. 20, pp. 445-50.
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the sophists. Marcel Detienne, Les maitres de verite dans la Grice arcluiiquc
(Paris: Maspero, 1973), chap. 6, pp. 13 Iff.

10. See Heidegger's celebrated analysis, and Beaufret's, in Jean Beauln-t ,
ed., Le poeme (Paris: P.U.F., Ig86), pp. 31-34.

11. Alain Badiou, L'etre et l'eoencment (Paris: Seuil, Ig88), and Man(ji'sl'-
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12. See Alfred North WI,il"I".;"I, I',,,,,,,',,.; .uul Rcaliu] (New York: Free
Press, 1979), pp. 0l:2 c~(;.

13. Paul Klee, Oil Modl'lll Ilrl, Irans. Paul Findlay (London and Boston:
Faber, Ig66), p. 1,.'),

14. Science r,,('ls the need not only to order chaos but to see it touch it
and produce it: d. James Gleick, Chaos: Making a New Science '(London;
Sphere, Ig88). Gilles Chatelet in his forthcoming Les enjeux du mobile shows
how mathematics and physics attempt to retain something of a sphere of
the virtual.

15· Peguy, Clio, pp. 230, 265. Maurice Blanchot, The Space of Literature,
trans. Ann Smock (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989), pp. go,
122, 126.

16. James Gleick, Chaos, p. 186.
17. On the meanwhile [t'entre-tempsl, we refer to a very intense article by

B. Groethuysen, "De quelques aspects du temps," Recherches philosophiques
5 (I935-36): "All events are, so to speak, in the time where nothing is
happening." All of Lernet-Holonia's novelistic work takes place in mean
whiles.

18. Joe Bousquet, Les Capitales (Paris: Le Cercle du livre, 1955), p. 103.
Ig. Stephane Mallarme, "Mimique," Oeuvres completes (Paris: La Plei

ade, Gallimard, 1945), p. 310.

7= Percept, Affect, and Concept

1. Edith Wharton, Les metteurs en scene (Paris: 10-18, Ig86), p. 263. It
concerns an academic and worldly painter who gives up painting after seeing
a little picture by one his unrecognized contemporaries: "And me, I have not
created any of my works, I have simply adopted them."

2. Joachim Gasquet, Cezanne: A Memoir with Conversations, trans. Chris
topher Pemberton (London: Thames and Hudson, 199I), p. 164.

3· See Francois Cheng, Vide et plein (Paris: Seuil, 1979), p. 63 (citation
ofthe painter Huang Pin-Hung).

!J.. Antonin Artaud, "Van Gogh: The Man Suicided by Society," in .lack
Hirschman, ed., Artaud Anthology (San Francisco: City Lights Books,
Ig65), pp. 156, 160 (translation modified): "As a painter, and nothing else
but a painter, Van Gogh adopted the methods of pure painting and never
went beyond them.... The marvelous thing is that this painter who was
only a painter ... among all the existing painters, is [also I tlu- one who
makes us forget that we are dealing with painting" (pp. 154- 5<l).

5. Jose Gil devotes a chapter to the procedure by which Pl'ss"a extracts
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the percept on tile IJasis of lived pnc"i)lilll";, p;,rl iClllarly II' "1.'II(lc uuui

time." Fernando Pessoa au la metapltysiqllt des S,'II,I'II/IOIIS (Pari«: La Dill('r
ence, 1988), chap. 2.

6. Gasquet, Cezanne, p. 154. See Erwin Straus, lJu scns des SOLS (Paris:
Millon, n.d.), p. 519: "The great landscapes have a wholly visionary charac
teristic. Vision is what of the invisible becomes visible ... The landscape is
invisible because the more we conquer it, the more we lose ourselves in it.
To reach the landscape we must sacrifice as much as we can all temporal,
spatial, objective determination; but this abandon does not only attain the
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immanence, 42

Death, assimilated to, 16r
Debussy, Claude, material in compo

sition and, 195
Deleuze, Gilles, 2n

Delirium, plane of immanence and,

53
Democracy: capitalism and, 97, 98,

106; development of, 97; future and,
no; majorities and, 108; realization
and new models of, 106; social, 107

Descartes, Rene: cogito of, 24-27;
concept of self of, 24; concepts of,
24, 29-32; error and, 52; seealso
Cogito (Cartesian)

Deterritorialization: in art, 181; con
ceptual persona and, 67-68; earth
and, 85; states and cities and, 86; of
thought, 6g, 70; when absolute, 88;
seealso Reterritorialization; Tel"
ritory

Dhotel, Andre, characters of, 173



',1,<' 'II Indox

Dia!!;llosis or IWCOlllill!!:, ' ':1
Diagrammatic features: conceptual

personae and, 75; of plane of imma
nence, 39-40

Dialectic: claims of, 80; Greeks use
of, I47; meaning of, 79

Dialogues, conceptual personae and,

63
Dickinson, Emily, 165
Dictatorship, realization and new

models of, IOO
Dimensions, 40
Diogenes Laertius, conceptual perso-

nae and, 72
Directions, 40
Discontinuity, thresholds of, I I9
Discursiveness as illusion, 50
Discussion: conversation, I40; not

philosophy, 28-29, 79
Disgust, conceptual personae and, 77
Distension, sensation and, I68
Division, sensation and, 168
Dos Pasos, John R, counterpoint and

sensation in, I88
Dostoyevski, F. M., idiot of, 02
Doxa, 209; definition of, 145
Doyle, A. C., on earth's nervous sys

tem, 213
Drugs, artists aided by, lOS
Dubuffet, Jean: house in, I86; mate

rial in composition and, 194
Durer, Albrecht, I75
Dynamic features, conceptual perso

nae and, 71

Earth: nervous system of, 213; think
ing in relation to, 85

Eidetic era, universal of contempla
tion and, 47

Einfiihlung, 64, 64n
Einstein, Albert: demon of, 129; na

ture of science and, 124, 125

Il:l11liran', '·;4'Il~-;atioll :IfHI, It.H

Empiricis'": k no wx ollly eV"lIh, l,iI;

plane "I' inuuauc-r«« and. :i:l; radical,

and immanence, 47
Empiricist conversion, conceptual

personae and, 75
English philosophy: geophilosophy

and, I02-6; Greek philosophy and,

IOS
Enjoyment, sensation and, 2 I2
Enlightenment, plane of immanence

and,53
Entity: a concept as an, 21; concep

tual personae and, 3
Enunciation: conceptual personae

and, 64-65; mode of, in differentiat
ing science and philosophy, I27;
propositions and, 23

Equals, societies of friends or, 4
Equipotentiality, and brain, 210--1 I

Eris, 43, 43 n
Error(s): plane of immanence and,

52,53; Plato and, 52; sublime, r64
Essence, Plato's "friend" of, as con

ceptual persona, 3
Eternal: illusion of, 49; not property

of concepts, 27-28
Europe and Europeans: history of

capitalism and, I08; psychosocial as
pects of, 97-98

Event: concept as an, 21, 144, ISS,
160-61; conceptual persona as, no;
geophilosophy and the, I I 1-13;
site of, 15I-52; virtual and, I56

57
Exile, the, as conceptual persona, 67
Existential features, conceptual perso

nae and, 72
Experimentation: is philosophical,

no; thinking as, IlO
Extension of a concept, 136
Eye, brain and, 209

J,';lfHILll].IlL a:,:ltlliHl olllw 11lOlllJ

IiWIII, I liB; (T("~ltiv,,, I 'i I; ~IS vi~ioll

ary 1':1<'1I11y, cJ:iollH

Fan., II",: as concept, Ig; and the
other person, 17

Fascism, 109
Fatherland, territorialization and, 68
Faulkner, William, 169, 175; as mon-

umental novelist, I72
Faye, Jean-Pierre, on creation of

word "philosopher," 87
Features: intensive, of concepts, 20,

39; pathic, and conceptual personae,

70

Fechner, G. T., on earth's nervous
system, 213

Fichte, I. H. von, 207
Figures, 153: aesthetic, 65, 175; aes

thetic, and conceptual personae, 65,
177; function in arts, 66, 196; con
cept consisting of, I I; versus con
cepts, 91; geometric, in art, 187; of
philosophy, 92; as referential, 89;
thinking through, 3, 89

Film, planes in, 232n28

Flesh and fleshism: being of sensation
and, 2SInI7: in literature, 178-
80

Fogs from plane of immanencev j I,

160
Fontana, art from chaos and, 204
Fontenelle, error and, 52
Forces: brain and, s r r ; in painting,

I82
Form in itself, brain and, 210, 2Il
Foucault, Michel, ns: the actual

and, II2; plane of immanence and,
51

Framing, in art, 186-9I, I98
Frankfurt School, and utopia, 99
Free opinion, philosophical problems
and,79

1'1'''1',''' (;., cOllc"pls into functions in

I"g'ic aud, '35
I'rq;o-HusserJianism, 143
French philosophy, geophilosophy
and,102-6

Friend, the: as conceptual persona
and philosophy's origins, 2-3; mean
ing of, as conceptual persona, .')-,j.,

69
Friendship, conceptual personae and,

4,5
Friends or brothers, modern sociely

of,4, I02, 107
Functions: concepts and, II7-3S,

ISO-53, 161-62; generic, 151; 10l';i
cal, ISS: as objective of science, '17;
as states of affairs, 158; seealso Fuuc
tives

Functives: concepts and, II7-33; as
elements of functions, I I7; as limits
and variables, I 18; seealso Func
tions

Fuzzy sets: as aggregates of percep
tions and affections, I4I, 228115; as
hinge between forms of concepts,

143

Gambler, the, of Pascal as conceptual
persona, 74

Gauguin, Paul, infinite in, 18I
Geography as mental, 96
Geometries: Cartesian coordinates

and, I29; Euclidean, I22-23, I24;
Riemannian, I24

Geophilosophy, 85-IIS; Nietzsche
founded, 102

German philosophy: geophilosophy
and, I02-g; Greek philosophy and,
IOI

Gestalt theory, brain and, 208, 210
Giacometti, A.: planes in, 180; on

style, 17I



llld.~" "1'
. I , III,I.'K

(;I,,!J:II, the, stat.: "I' aff:lirs and, I S7
God, belief ill, and conceptual perso

nae, 74
Godel's theorem, consistency and,

r e r , 137
Goethe, .J, VV, von, on color, 16 I

Goffman, (''7
Granger, Gilles-Gaston, on concepts

in science, 33, 128, 143
Greco, El, chaos and, 205
Greece, fractal structure of, 87
Greek philosophy: city and, 145: con

ceptual persona and, 2-5: English
philosophy and, lOS: free opinion
and, 79: "friends" and, 3: geophilo
sophy and, 8S-ITS: German philos
ophy and, ro I: idea of science of,
147; image of thought and, 54;
Nietzsche on, 43-44; opinion and,
146-50; origins of, and philosophy,
3,4,9,94-97,99: philosophy as,
43,93: plane of, 44; territory and de
velopment of, 86-87

Guattari, Felix, Sin

Guerin, Michel, conceptual personae
and,66

Habits, brain and, 213
Hantr, material in composition and,

195
Hardy, Thomas, 168
Harmonies as affects, 164
Hecceity, a concept as an, :2 I

Hegel, G, W. F.: concept not an ab
stract as shown by, 12; concept of in
terest to, I I; development of philoso
phy by, 94-95: opposable opinion
as contradiction in, 79; variables
andc r se

Heidegger, M.: development of phi
losophy by, 94-95: Nazism and,
108-9: portrait of, 56

l I.i-,...tlwn·" \·V. K., <I""H'I' :11,,1 ,,"
S{:fV{'rs ,.1', I 'L~~}

Heraclitus, :lH

Hderog-em,,,is of a cOllcept, ""
Heteronyms of philosopher, COIHTp'

tual personae as, 64
Hexigrams as figures, 89
Hierarchical, figure as, 89
Historical point of view, giving up,

58
Historicism: of Hegel and Heidegger,

95: multiplicity of planes and, So
History, 140; grasp of, ITO: as nega

tive conditions, II I

Holderlin on Autochthon of Greeks,
101,22411 14

Hornecomer, the, as conceptual per-
sona,67

Homeland, territorialization and, 68
Horizons, observer and, 220n(2):2

Houses in art, 180, 182-86, 189,
19 1

Human rights: as axioms, 1°7: geo
philosophy and, lO3-4: mystifica
tions of, 225nI8; three lands of, 106

Burne, David, 54; on beliefs and cau
sality, 214: empiricism and, 53-54;
on habit, 213

Husserl, Edmund, 149; cogito of, 46:
on groups and territorialization,
97-98: the other and, 46; roots of
acts of transcendence in, 142;
thought as original intuition and, 85

"I": only meaning of as linguistic in
dex, 17: as past world, 18; self and,

32

Ideas: association of, and meaning of,
201; as images, 207; as philosophi
cal concepts, 9

Ideography of figures peculiar to sci
ence, 125

I.hnl, tjif :1", I olli cplll:d pn',on,\,

(tl (1'.', ~"llil,ofl)n·,loyt'\'·J.l,h-·.

IIn\ ;",,1 "Id, 1>.: (,:;

11I1I'"oll(sI: 1H'(o""II,~ and, ','I; <II'" ur

sivcl)cSS as, So; ('h'''Il;I~ as, .I,~); pl;lIw

"I' illllll:llwilce SlllTOlllHkd I>y, '1.'1; "I'
Irallscelldellce, 7:1

IllIagi'J:llioll, conceptual personae
and,77

Immanence, plane of: belief and, 53;
chaos and, 42, 50, 51; cogito and,
46: plane of composition, 66: related
to concepts, 36: conceptual personae
and, 6s: delirium and, 53; deterrito
rialization and, 88-89; diagram
matic features of, 39-40; empiricism
and, 53; enlightenment and, 5S; er
ror and, 52, 53: facets of thought
and nature, 38: from, 51, 160;
Greek philosophy and invention of
absolute and, go; holes in, SI: illu
sion and, 49, 59: as image, 37; infer
ence and, 53: junction of three
planes in brain and, 208,210-11,
216-17: Kant and, 57: nature as
facet of, 38: nature of, 3S-60; Neo
Kantians and, 57: nco-Platonism
and, 44, 57: as absolute ground of
philosophy, 41, 125-26; portrait of
(illustrated), 56-57; as prephilo
sophical, 40; superimposition and,
59: image of thought and, 37,61:
transcendence and, 47,59: see also
Composition, plane of; Conceptts):
Movementts), Reference, plane of

Immunology, observers and observ
ing and, 130, 227n12

Impressionists, 165; Cezanne against,
16S

Inactual, the, 1I2, us
Incorporeal, a concept as, 21
Indian, the, 109

1IIIIl',!llllllllltl\ ('\'1111·, ;lllll, I:.":, lit

Idl'Llilltf', Ii:';' 111l1':;llold 01, oj I illl

l 1'1 d :'. I ~,

11,,111 ;<111:111"11, hr:1I11 :",,1 ( ,,,,, r, .u« l ,

Jnfinit«, tile: in art, IHo HI; \"1';11'.

limit, 120
Infinite movement, thillkill~ am l I"

ing and, 38
Infinity of a concept, "J

Innocent, the, as cono-ptua] 1"""011",

72

Insistence as element preselllni 1>\

philosophy, 76
Instituting, plane of, 220n6
Intension, 40; of a concept, 1:I()

Intensive features, of concepts, '20, ;\'1

Interesting, the, as production of
thought, 140

Interference: in brain, 216-17; 111110

calized, 217-18
Intuitions, 40
Inventing, as member of philosoph:

cal trinity, 77
Italy, philosophy of, 102-3
Ivens, in old age, 2

Jaffe, Shirley, interference and chaos
in, 217

Jaspers, K. T,: on Nietzsche's ideas,
21-22; plane of immanence in, 47

Joyce, James, chaos and, 204
Judge, the, as conceptual persona, 69
Jullien, Francois, on transcendence ill

Chinese thought, 74, 92
Juridical features, conceptual perso

nae and, 72

Kafka, Franz: the animal in, ) 84;
death in, 171
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Kandinsky, Wassily: I()!u:s in, Ill,";

internal silence of, 218; sensation in,

I8S
Kant, Immanuel: categories of subject

and object and, 85; cogito of,
31-32,46,125; conceptual perso
nae and, 72; empiricism and,
53-54; error and, 52; plane ofimma
nence and, 57; in old age, 2; oppos
able opinion in, 79; portrait of (illus
trated), 56; post-Kantians, II; on
revolution, 100, II2; stocking-sus
pender anecdote of, 72; subject as
transcendental in, 142; seealso Cog
ito (Kantian)

Kantian synthesis, 46
Kierkegaard, Seren: conceptual per

sonae and, 66, 71; immanence and,
73,74; transcendence and, 73, 74

Klee, Paul, 165,217, 218; monu-
ments in art and, 196; struggle with
chaos by, 203

Kleist: conceptual personae and, 71;
thought and, 55; wrote with affects,
169

"Knight of the faith" of Kierkegaard
as conceptual persona, 74

Knowledge, nature of as function,
215

Kuhn, Thomas S., 124
Kupka: forces in, 182; sensation in,

183

Landscapes: mental, slow to change,
58; visionary characteristic of,
230 716

Langlais, Xavier de, on plane of com
position in painting, Ig2

Language, the other person and, 17
Lautman, interference and mathernat

icsand, 2 I7
Law, state of, and reterritorialization,

roo

L'WWIHT: d.·:,lh ill, I 'j I. pod IV d"
scrilx«! by, em;>

Laying out, as IIlCml}("1 of phil"s""hi
cal trinity, 77

Legislator, the, as conceptual pvr

sona,69
Leibniz, G. W., 130, 153; on his con

cepts, 22; Michel Serres on, 205;
the other person and, 17; on soul,
212

Levi, Primo, on Nazism and shame,
ro6-7

Liberalism, search for universal lib
eral opinion and, 146

Limit(s): functives as, 118; versus in
finite, 120

Liszt, Franz, framing in, 190
Literature: characters in, 63-68,83,

171-72; flesh and fleshism in,
178-80; and the lived, 170; the
novel,6s, 167-68, 170-76

Lived, the: concept of, belongs only
to philosophy, 34; concepts as func
tions of, 141; definition of, 33-34;
literature and, 170; science and,

33-34
Local, the, state of affairs and, 157
Logic: in American philosophy, 143;

always defeated by itself, I39; na
ture of, 135-43; paradigm of, 138;
idea of, by philosophy, 22; philoso
phy versus, 141; of propositions and
Godel's theorem, 139; differs from
psychology, 139; as necessarily re
ductionist, 135; transcendental, 142

Logos as plane-sieve, 43
Lover, the, as conceptual persona, 4

Mad, the, paintings of, 165
Mahler, G., framing in, 191
Maldiney, phenomenology and, 149
Mallarrne, S.: event and, 159-60; in-

terference in, 2 I 7

1\1:,,1,,1"1 1,1"1",,,,1'1.\' ,,,,,III,,,, I I,h, ;0',

IIlIi,,·,:;;.I Ill. :'I"I:.li""I, 10('; II "rid,
and ,,"'qllalilll's "f d<"\'..1 "I'll I<'ll I , [0(;

Marx, Kiul ami Marxism: capitalism
and, \)7; territorialization ill, 68

Massumi, Urian, 271

Material: in art and composition,
191-95; seealso Matter

Mathematics, 205; functions in, I 17;
metamathematics, 138

Matisse, Henri, the universe and
French windows in, 180

Matter: immanence and, 44; see also
Material

Maxwell, J. C,; demon of, 129, 130
Mechanism, critique 233711 I
Mediocre, the, as literary character,

174
Melville, Herman, 168-6g; on novel-

istic characters, 65-66, 83
Memory, in art, 167
Mendeleyev, D. I., table of, 123
Merleau-Ponty, Maurice, phenome-

nology and, 149
Merz, I I, I In

Messiaen: forces in, 182; personnages
rhythmiques, 2, 169

Metamathematics, IS8
Metaphysics, death of, 9
Michaelson, 131
Michaux: on ideas, 207; plane of im

manence of, 41-42
Migrant, the, as conceptual persona,

67,98
Miller, Henry: gigantic characters in,

172; wrote of his own life, 170
Mime, the, 159-60
Mind: brain as, 2 I I; immanence and,

44
Miro, 165
Mixtures, see States of affairs
Model: implicit, 164; of the thing,

163- 64

i\loln ul.u 1)l4d(jl~J', obsf'l"\Tf:, and 01,

:)('fvill~· .uu], 1;)0

Mondrian, I'iot: framing in, 188;
interference in, 217; material in
composition and, 194; sensation in,
18;3

Monet, Claude, 165; chaos and house
of, 204; the universe and houses in,
180

Montesquieu, 172
Monument(s), 165-66; in art, 196;

fabulation as action of, 168; function
of, 176-77; sensation as, 2II

Movemenus). infinite, thinking and
being and, 38; negative, on plane of
immanence, 74, 76; positive, on
plane of immanence, 76

Multiplicity: concept and function of,
r 27, 152; as concept in Cartesian
cogito, 24; of planes, 50; theory of
two types of, 226ng; intersection of
two types of, 159

Music: aesthetic figures in, and con
ceptual personae, 65; animals in,
185; counterpoint and sensation in,
189; framing material
in composition and, Ig5; minor
mode of,

Names, proper, see Proper names
National characteristics, philosophy

and, 104
Nationalitarianisms, geophilosophy

and, 104
National philosophies, validity or, 9J
Native, the, as conceptual persona, li7
Naturalism, characters in, 174
Nature: chaos and, in science, 20(i; as

facet of plane of immanence, J8
Nazism, responsibility for, Joli-8
Negative movements on plane or im

manence, 74, 76
Neighborhood of concepts, I~)
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Nco-Kaolians, plam: of iuuuanc-nr«

and, 57
Nco-Platonism: English philosophy

and, 105; plane of immanence and,
44, 57; seealso Plato and Platonism

New concept of time in, 32
Newton, Isaac, 162; nature of science

and, 124, 125
Nietzsche, Friedrich, 107, 109, II2,

II3, 130; on bad conscience, 83;
concepts and,s, 7; conceptual perso
nae and, 65; "four great errors" spec
ified by, 49; founded geophilosophy,
102; on Greek philosophy, 4.3-44,
g6; interference in, 2 17; Jasper on
ideas of, 21-22; portrait of, 56;
thought as creation in, 54

No, the, relation to disciplines of, 218
Noland, interference and chaos in,

21 7
Nomos, of the city, 147
Nonart, art and, 218
Nonphilosophy, philosophy and, 218
Nonscience, science and, 218
Noologists, immanence and, 44
Nothingness, 201
Noumenon (Thought-Being), con

ceptual personae and, 65
Nous,38
Novel, the (literary): aesthetic figures

in, 65; affects and percepts and,
167-68, 170-76;journalistic, 170

Numbers, function's theory depen-
dent on, IIg

Object: of the perceptual field, 18;
plane of immanence and, 5 I; poor
category for thought, 85

Objectality, conceptual personae and,

3, sn, 4n
Objectivity, presuppositions of, 27
Observers and observing, H!8-32; al-

Instcric "J1ZYliW~) ;111<1, I:~C), ',~.~'lfll

B(~r~SOli on, '.~'.>'~lJlII,~ S(,iCfHT .u« l

partial, 1 ~!), 1:)0 :,'l

Old age: brain and, "LI,; as im possi-
ble value, 219n2

Omnitudo, concepts included in, 35

One, the, immanence and, 44
One-All: concepts included in, 35;

fractal nature of, 38; immanence ab
sorbs, 45; nonphilosophical, 220n5;

variable curvature of, 38
Opinionts): affections and, 174; strug

gle against chaos of, 206; definition
of, 144, 14.5-46; democratic public
and, 225nI8; fixed, and chaos, 901;
Greeks and, 147-48; truth value of
opposable, 79

Ordered pairs, functions and, 135
Ordinates, intensive, of concepts, 20,

4°
Orient, development of philosophy

and,94-95
Other, the: creation of philosophy by

Greeks and, 3, 4; other person al
ways perceived as, 18; seealso Other
person, the

Other person, the: concept of, 19; al
ways perceived as an other, 18; pos
sible worlds and, 17; relation to the
self of, 16; transcendence and, 48;
seealso Other, the

Painting: aesthetic figures in, 65; af
fects and percepts and, 165-68:
plane of composition and, 192-97;
needs power of a ground, 173; sensa
tion in, 177-84

Paradigmts): of brain, 216; figure as,
89; of logic, IS8; nature of science
and, 124, 125

Paradox, philosophy's nature as, 80,
82

!1d l J! !f -JII I I I ";, ill I'blo, '/~J

I I;lI l i ;d ot'~~CI'Vi·I'S, SciCIHT ;lIHI, I··~~}l

I :~o ;i'.~

Parlirks as spccific.d ill u-nus of lim-

its, I 19
Pascal: immanence and, 73, 74; tran

scendence and, 7S, 74
Pathic features, conceptual personae

and,70

Pedagogics. of the concept, 219n8;

relevant "No"s and, 218
Charles, 106: on the event,

III-IS
"People to come," 218
Percepts, 66; affects and concepts

and, 163-99; art extracts, 24; be
yond perception, 17S; seealso Sen
sation

Persian Empire, 88
Person, other, see Other person, the
Perstmnagesconceptuels, 2n; see also

Conceptual personate)
Personnages rhuthmtques, :2n

Perspectivism, 130
Pervert, the, literary character of, 174
Pessoa: affects and percepts and, 167:

sensation in, 167
Phases of a variation of a concept, 25

Phase space, 153
Phenomenology: affect and percept

and, 178; in American philosophy,
143; brain and, 209; era of, and uni
versal of communication, 47; opin
ion and, 149-50

Phenomenon (Universe), conceptual

personae and, 65
Philalethes, "friend" as conceptual

persona and, :3
Philosopher, the: origin of, s; versus

the sophist, 9
Philosophical concepts, see Con

cept(s)

J'llllo,.opll.li ,II 11111(', _:)~J

1'IIlIoc;opllHallrillily, Tf
Philosophy: American, 1'1';); as 'j{'~

coming, 59; brain and, 212- 14 ;
brings variations from chaos, 202;
chaos and, 207-8; not communica
tion, 28--29; not communication,
contemplation, or reflection, 6; con
cept-creation as exclusive right of, 8;
concepts and unity of, 8; concepts
central to, 2, 5; concepts extracted
by, 24; conceptual personae as sub
ject of, 64; consistency as problem
of, 42; as a constructivism, 35-36;

contemplation not, 6; contingent
and synthetic nature of, 93; in per
manent crisis, 82; definition of, 2, 5,
7; discussions not appropriate to,
28-29; presents three elements,
76-78, event as sole aim of, 160;
three figures of, 92; the friend and,
2-4, 69; geophilosophy and,
85-IIS; all of, as Greek or not, 4S;
history of, and art of the portrait,
55-57; history of, and time, 58;
plane of immanence as absolute
ground of, 41, 125-26; immanence
creates, 43; concept of "the lived"
belongs only to, 34; logic's infantile
idea of, 22; logic versus, 141; na
tional, and religion, 223n5; national,
validity of, 93; nature of, inquiry
into, 1-12; non philosophy and, 218;
object of, 5; paradoxical by nature,
80; plane of, and interference, 218;
first principle of, 7; problem of, as
consistency, 42; reflection not, 6; re
lationship of, to art and science, 5;
rules unusable to judge in, 82;
schizophrenia and, 70; speaks of sci
ence as illusion, 161; science differs
from, II7-18, 132-33;
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Philosophy (Continued)
proceeds by sentences, 24; thought
in, 197-99; utopia as politicizing,
99-100; see also Art; Chaos; Con
cepus); Greek philosophy; Imma
nence, plane of; Individual philoso
phers and philosophies; Logic; Opin
ionts), Science; Transcendence

Physicalists, immanence and, 44
Physico-mathematical field as state of
affairs, 159

Physics, chaos and, 206
Physis, 38
Pissaro, c., 165
Plaintiff, the, as conceptual persona,

72

Plane of composition, see Composi
tion, plane of

Plane of immanence, see Immanence,
plane of

Plane of reference, see Reference,
plane of

Planets): in cinema, 232m'J8; concept
as correlative of, 35; determinable,
and concepts, 19; multiplicity of, 50;
see also Composition, plane of; Im
manence, plane of; Reference, plane
of

Plato and Platonism, II2; Agon and,
9-10; concepts of, 6,29-30; error
and, 52; ideas of, 6, 29-30; limit un
derstood by, 120; opinion and,

147-49; opposable opinion in, 79;
Parmerudcs of, 29, 69; plane of im
manence and, 44, 57; Socrates as
conceptual persona of, 63, 65; see
also Neo-Platonism

Plotinus, all things as contemplation
in, 212

Populism, future and, 108
Portrait, the, art of the, history of phi

losophy and, 55-56

Positive Illt)\!('nwllt~';l 00 pl.u«: or uu

Ju:,uwlln',7()

Possible worlds, otl« T perSOll and,
17, 18

Post-Kantians: concept as pun: sub
jectivity to, I I; concept of interest
to, II

Potential, chaotic virtual and, 122
Pragmatism: democratic revolution

and, 103; question posed by, 106
Prephilosophical plane: defined, 4.1;

as element presented by philosophy,
76; Greek philosophers and, 44; in
terference and, 218; plane of imma
nence as, 40

Pre-Socratic philosophers, 223n3; sci
entific understanding of, 126-27;
treat physical like conceptual,

9°-9 1

Private thinker, 62
Problemrs): concepts and, 16, I3S;
distinguishing philosophical from
scientific, 79, 133; scientific, 42,

133
Progress in art, 193
Projective, figures as, 89
Proper names: as conceptual perso

nae, 24; as designating partial ob
servers, 24; differentiating funda
mentally between science and
philosophy with, 128; problem of,
136

Propositions: functions as, in discur
sive systems, 117; as objective of sci
ence, 117

Prospects: concepts and, 135-62; as
propositions with an information
value, 138; science extracts, 24;
types of, 155

Proust, Marcel: affects and percepts
and, 167,175; conceptual personae
and, 71; counterpoint and sensation
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I'uhli« opinion, d.'nHlnalic, ""'illdJ
I>ylha~oras, limit understood by, 1:20

quantum physics, subjectivist inter
pretations of, 129-30

Radical empiricism, immanence and,

47
Rameau, J.P., on identity of harmon-

ies and affect, 164
Reason: conceptual personae and, 77;

as impoverished concept, 43
Recognition, see Observers and ob

serving
Redon.Ddilon, 175
Reference: acts of, IS8; of a concept,

22; concepts and, 143-44; in logic,
136; sentences and, 137; see also
Reference, plane of

Reference, plane of: junction of three
planes in brain and, 208, 2IO---U,
216-'17; limits or borders of,
II9-20; as one or several, 124; sci
ence proceeds with, lI8, 125-26;
seealso Reference; Science

Referential, figure as, 89
Reflection: critical era and, 47; as illu

sion, 49; philosophy not, 6; subject
of, as figure of philosophy, 92; as
universal, IS

Relational features, conceptual perso
nae and, 70

Relationships of art, philosophy, and
science, 5

Relative of a concept, 21
Relativism: multiplicity of planes and,

50; scientific, 130
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IkplIlsiv.· dmraclcrs as nlnn'ptu:d

pr-rsoua«, ():>
Repulsive concepts 011 plane of juuua-

nence,76

Resemblance in art, 166
Reserve, event as pure, 156
Reterritorialization: conceptual per-

sona and, 67-68; earth and, 86;
states and cities and, 86; of thought,
69,70; see also Deterritorialization;
Territory

Revolution: Kant and, 100; philoso
phyand, lOO-lOI

Rhythmic characters, san, 169-70
Riemannian space, interference in,

217
Rights, see Human rights
Rival, the, as conceptual persona, 4
Rossellini, giving up literature and,

17°
Rubens, P. 1'., 165, 194
Rules, inability to judge philosophi

cally using, 82
Russell, Bertrand: concepts int« rolt,

tions in logic and, 135; set or aII :,<'1"

and, 121, 131
Ruyer, on brain, 210

Sage, the, death of, and hirth 01' i1"

philosopher, 3
Sartre, J., immanence atit I, '1-'/
Scarpa, material in cOllll'0"il j"l1 :tlld.

195
Schelling, F. W. J. VOII: 'O'""\,I .. I '"

terest to, I I; on Cn'•.k,;, ""

Schizophrenia, philosophy '"" I, .'

Schoolman, the, as COllI <'1'10:11 I" I' "

nae,62
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Schopcnhauer, A" portrait of, SG

Schumann, C. J" framing in, 190
Schwitters, Kurt, coined Merz, I In

Science: brain and, 209-10, 215-16;
brain as junction of three planes of
art, philosophy, and, 208, 2IO-II,
216-17; brings variables from
chaos, 202; chaos and, 117-18,
ISS-56, 205-6; chaos and art and
philosophy and, 202-15; concepts
and, 33, 128, 143; as a vast doxol
ogy, 155; Einstein and nature of,
124, 125; enunciation and, 127; ex
tracts prospects, 24; figures and,
125; functions and, 16,33, II7;
functions as objective of, II7;
Granger on concepts in, 33, 128,
143; Greek philosophy and, 147;
the lived and, 33-34; nature, and
chaos, 206; Newton and nature of,
124,125; nonscience and, 218; ob
servers and observing in, 129,
130-32; paradigms and nature of,
124, 125; philosophy differs from,
117-18,125-28, 132-33; pre-So
cratic philosophers and, 12()-;2'7'
problem of, 42; problems and, 42,
79,133; proper names and, 128;
propositions of, as signed, 23, II7;
proceeds with plane of reference,
I I 8, relationship of, to art
and philosophy, 5; relativism and,
130; seeing in, slowing
down and, II8; speaks of philoso
phy as of a cloud, 16 I; state of af
fairs and, 156; subjectivist
interpretations of, 129-3°; thought
in, 197-99; variables brought
from chaos by, 202; see also
Reference, plane of; States of
affairs

Scientific relativism, 130

Selll,,! ur«: ;",,,11 ...1ic li,~ltn's in, and
conceptual p"rson;!", {';,; afl'·cls and
percepts and, 1('7- lil)

Seeing in science, 128-32
Self: "I" and, 32; relation of, to an

other person, 16
Semiology, affects and, 175
Sensation: as pure contemplation,

212; enjoyment and, 212; as monu-
ment, 2II; nature of, in art, 179; in
painting, 177-84; see also Affects;
Percepts

Sensibilia: as concepts, 5,131, 132;
of the function, 132

Sentences: philosophy proceeds by,
24; self-consistency of, 137; have no
self-reference, 137

Serres, Michel, on Leibniz, 205
Seurat, G. P.: framing in, 188; mate

rial in composition and, 194
Shame: one of philosophy's powerful

motifs, ro8; Primo Levi on, and Na
zism, 106-7

Shutting off, in framing, 190
Simmel,67
Simon, Claude, affects and, 175
Simulacrum versus the concept, 9-10
Situation, the, concepts and functions

and, 151
Slowing down: primordial, 119; sci

ence and, II8
Social fields: conceptual persona and,

68; extension of, 97
Societies of friends or equals, concep

tual personae and, 4
Socrates as conceptual persona of pla

tonism, 6S, 65
Sophist, the, 147; versus the philoso
pher,9,147

Soul: brain and, 2II; Leibniz on, 212
Soutine, Chaim, chaos and houses of,

2°4

IlJi)

Sp;lttl, philosophy in, 10," :;

Sp""dl and th.. ot.lu-r l'<Tson, '7
Spinoza, lbmch, 15,1,,2°7; as Christ

of philosophers, 60; knew imma
nence only immanent to itself, 48;
liking for battles between spiders,

72 - 73
Stael, chaos and, 205
Stammerer, the, as conceptual per

sana, 69
Standing up, creative compound and,

164
States: modern democratic, and phi-

losophy, 102; as territorial, 86
States of affairs: as derivative func

tions, 122; as functions, ISS; of sci
entific functions, 125, 153; local and
global and, 157; intimate mixtures
and, 226n8 -

Stopping, principle of, in set theory,
121

Strange attractors, 206, 233n7
Stranger, the: the autochthon and,

I r o, 223nl; as conceptual persona,
69; deterritorialization and celestial,
86

Stratigraphic time, 58, 124
Straus, Erwin: on brain, 216; phe

nomenology and, 149
Stravinsky, 1. F., material in composi

tion and, 195
Subject: lived, 141-42; perceptual

field ofthe, 18; plane of immanence
and, 51, 142; as poor category for
thought, 85

Subjectivist interpretations in science,
129- 30

Subjectivity, presuppositions of, 27
Superimposition, plane of immanence

and,59
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Symbols, 132
Synapses, brain and, 216
Syntagm, nature of philosophy as,

124, 125
Synthesis, Kantian, 46

Taste: conceptual personae and, 77,
78, 133; in Nietzsche, 222n9

Teacher, the, 62
Temporality of concepts,
Territory: in art, 180, 182-86; con

ceptual persona and, 67-68; think-
in relation to, see also

Deterritorialization; Reterritoriali
zation

Thales,38
Theophilus, "friend" as conceptual

persona and, 3
Theory of sets, 120-21
Thermodynamics, subjectivist inter

pretations of, 129--30
Thing, the: as conceptual persona, 4;

model ofthe, state of affairs
and a, 122

Thinker, private, 62
Thinking: confronting chaos with,

208; as deterritorialization, 88; as ex
periment, 110; thought through
concepts as, 198; seealso Thought

Third party, the, as conceptual per
sona, 4

Thought: in art, philosophy, and sci
ence, 197-99; as creation, 54,--55;
dangers in, 199; as facet of plan" of
immanence, 38; image of, and ElCt
and right, 37; image of, and pluu« of
immanence, 37, 61; infinite speed as
problem of, 36; thinking as, through
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Wahl, 45
Well-made concepts, 77
Whitehead, A. N., 154, 2U
Whole, fragmentary and nonfragmen

tary concepts and, 16,23,35
Withdrawal, sensation and, 168
Wittgenstein, Ludwig, the other per

son and, 17-18, 219n(I);I
Wittgensteino-Heideggerianism, 143

VII:dl',III, 1\', I) 111;<,',11d., 11111"111/.-1;41 HI/I

Van Eyck, Jan, and plane of composi
tion, 192

Van Gogh, Vincent, 175; forces in,
182; infinite in, 181; plane of compo
sition and, 192; as pure painter,
229n4; terror haunting, 170

Varese, Edgard, material in composi
tion and, 195

Variabilities, infinite and thought
and,20I

Variables: as functives, U8-19,
121-22, 133; scientist brings, from
chaos, 202

Variations: brain and, 210; of con
cepts, 20, 133, 2°7-8; philosopher
brings, from chaos, 202

Varieties, artist brings, from chaos,
202

Variety, see Multiplicity
Vibration(s): in art, 168; concepts as

centers of, 23
Vinteuil, counterpoint and sensation
in,I8g

Virtual: chaos and a, r r S, 122; event
and the, 156-57, 160; meaning of
the, 228n7; sphere of the, 140

Universals: as nlli",al,' '011,"'"1 'Is, I!,;

constructivisnr and, lh; illusion or,
49; philosophy ami, 7

Universe: conceptual personae and,
(phenomenon), 65, 177; created in
literature, 180; figures and, in art,
196; see also Cosmos

Untimely, the, II2-13
Urdoxa, 206,2°7,210; as higher

opinion, 80; original opinions as
propositions as, 142; sensation

178
Utopia; not concept, 110; phi-

losophy becoming political and,

99-100

Uexkuhl, animals in, 185
Undecidability, events and, 158

Thought (Continued)
concepts, 198; truth's relation to,
54; see also Thinking

Thought-Being (noumcnon), concep
tual personae and, 65

Thought-brain, brain and, 210
Thought-events, conceptual personae
and,70

Thought-nature, logic and, 140
Time: new, as part of Kant's cogito,

32; philosophical, 59; stratigraphic,
58

TingueIy, portraits of philosophers
presented by, 55-56

Titian, 194
Tolstoy, Leo, 169
Totalitarianism, realization and new

models of, 106
Totalizations, as proto-beliefs or Ur

doxa,I42

Transcendence; becoming and, 59;
deterritorialization as, 88-89; illu
sions of, 73; immanence and, 47, 51;
interruption of movement and,
22 Ln9; movement of infinite and,

47
Transient, the, as conceptual persona,

67
Trinity, philosophical, 77

Chretien de, I74
Truth: fuzzy sets and, 228n5;

thought's relation to, 54; value of, of
opposable opinions, 79; will to,

54-55
Turner, J. M. W.; chaos and, 205; in

old age, 2
"Turning toward"; as movement of

thought toward truth, 38; truth de
fined as, 39
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Nnv('olliers to the two rlunkcr«' writings will

relish the book's scope, energy, and inventive-

ness; veteran followers will appreciate Deleuze

and Guattari's fierce determination to grasp the

elusive meaning of philosophy in this, their last

and most remarkable joint effort.
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